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December 20, 1974

Dear Mr. M'Baw:

I have just received your letter of Deceber 3,
1974, and am pleased to learn about the good recep-
tion given to our Cooperative Program by your Gen-
eral Conference. Now that you have been authorized
to continue the Program, we can get on with the re-
view that you have suggested. Indeed, our staff has
already begun internal discussions, looking towards
such a review.

With best personal wishes,

Sincerely,

(Signed) RuJrt S. McNamair

Robert S. McNemara

Mr. Amadou-Mahtar M'Bow
The Director-General
United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural
Organization

Place de Fontenoy, 7
F 75700 Paris, France

MLHoffman/pnn
cc: Mr. McNamara's files (2)

Mr. Pallantine
Mr. Carriere
Mr. Merriam



The Deputy Director-General
United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural

Organization
7 Place de Fontenoy
F 75700 Paris, France

Dear JackD 4

I .am sorry you felt our Education Sector Paper did not adeqately
refer to Bank/Unesco cooperation in the sector. The version tha*t I ave
you was a draft and I thik you Will find that the published verion,
which is now in the pii:' 71 -il] go some way to meet your point. But

would not claim that iL 6 9 as far as you, or for that matter I, rould
like. This is a perennial problem in Bank publications. We are under

great pressure to keep them modest in size and concentrated on the Bank's

approach and activities rather than to make them treatises on the subject.

As you know, we have produced or are in the process of producing papers

like this on nearly every sector in which the Bank has substantial opera-

tions.

Of course I share your hope that we can build on the basis of the
present Cooperative Programs, in which we have taken considerable pride,
a firmer and more relt ut relationship. I have just received Mr. M'Bow's
letter of December 3 copraicNthmara confirming his desire to review the
Cooperative Program. 4e have already begun our internal discussions and
I hope we will be ready for talks with your people early in the ,New Year.

Sincerely,

Michael L. We ar
Director

International Relations Depa tment

MLHoffman/pnn

cc: Mr. Ballantine
Mr. Merriam



Docember 10, 1974

Mr. Azadcu Mahtar I'ow
Direqtor Goneral
UAS 0O 5th Floor
Place do ronttnoy
Paris 7

Dear Mr. '13ow:

This Is just a line to thank you very warmly for
the kind recention which you rave to me when I passed
through Paris recently. As you know ve rely very greatly

upon the nutport accorded to our activities by tae ,an1:/
Unesco Coop2ratlva Procram and I 'hope that you feel re-

warded in seeiw; tha consgant expansion a-d development
of our lending activities in the educational sector.

With best re;ards,

Sincerely yours,

J. BUIrke Knanp

Senior Vice Precident, Oparations

JBInapp/Ms

d.c. lit. Carriere
Mr. Ballajitine
Mr. ioffman



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

U______ U U organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-7e

The Director-General

reference: DG/7341 3 December 1974

Dear Mr. McNamara,

You will, I am sure, be glad to know that at its
recent eighteenth session, the Unesco General Conference,
when authorising me to continue the co-operative programme
established by our two Organizations ten years ago, paid
special tribute to the success of the programme. Indeed,
many Member States spoke most warmly of the benefits they
had derived from it.

Needless to say, it is my firm intention, on taking
over as Director-General, to continue this excellent
co-operation and, wherever possible, to strengthen it still
further. In this connection I am glad that, as agreed
during our meeting in Washington earlier this year, our
staffs should have already begun a review of the co-operative
programme in order to see if and where it can be improved or
broadened; and I look forward to receiving any suggestions
you may have to make in this matter.

I also hope to have the pleasure of continuing our
discussions in the near future. I need hardly say that
I would be happy to welcome you here in Paris if such a
visit could be arranged. Otherwise I shall look forward
to seeing you at the next ACC meeting.

With warm personal regards,

Yours sincerely,

Amadou-Mahtar M Bow

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
United States of America
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Mr. Clark -- c- - 2 / 2 ?k December 2, 1974

Michael L. Hoffman

Cooperatlve ogriams

During the Board discussion of the education sector paper, there were
frequent references to the desirability of a close Bank/Unesco relation-
ship. This suggests to me that many members of the Board are not aware of
the existence and purpose of the cooperative programs (not surprising, in
view of the number of new Directors). As it is likely that similar com-
ments will be made, with respect to a Bank/WHO relationship, when the
health policy paper is taken up on Thursday, December 5, I wonder if it
would not be a good idea for you to deal with the programs when you speak
to the Directors on December 5 as part of their indoctrination.

Attached, in case you agree, is a brief description of the programs.

SEB: t



COOPERATIVE PROCRAMS

1. The Bank has entered into "cooperative program agreements" with
four United Nations agencies: the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) y
the Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco), the World
Health Organization (WHO). and the U.N. Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO). The agreements set out the areas of cooperation, scope of activ-
ity, work relationships and financial arrangements. (The texts of the
agreements can be found in the "Basic Documents" manual.) In accordance
with the requirement of the Bank and IDA Articles that formal arrangements
to cooperate with other international organizations must have the approval
of the Board of Governors, each of the agreements has been approved by
the Bank and IDA Boards of Governors.

2. The agreements with FAQ and Unesco date from 1964, when the Bank
decided to expand its work in the fields of agriculture and education, and
to look for support to the expertise of these technical bodies. The agree-
ment with WHO, which applies to the field of water supply and sewerage, was
entered into in 1971; the agreement with UNIDO has been in effect just
since the beginning of 1974. The general purpose of these programs is to
increase the opportunities for Bank Group financing and to add to the Bank's
knowledge of sector needs and investment targets. Under the programs, the
partner agency assists governments in identifying and preparing projects which
the Bank Croup en finance. They also provide staff assistance to the Bank
in its studies of economic sectors within their respective fields, as well
an for Bank economic, appraisal and supervisory missions.

3. The Bank meets 75% of the costs of agreed work under each of the
programs -the remaining 25% being met by the partner agency. In each case,
a special unit has been set up within the partner agency to carry out the
agreed work under the program. The Bank's actual share for the four pro-
grams was $5.17 million in FY 1974, and is budgeted at about $5.2 million
for FY 1975. The Bank/IDA Annual Report regularly provides data on the
number of projects which the cooperative programs helped to prepare, the
missions in which cooperative program staff participated, etc. It is a
feature of each of the programs that there are periodic reviews of the
agreed work program and exchanges of information on activities of common
interest.

4. The Bank and WHO have agreed on guidelines for staff working in
the population sector, although this area of activity is not the subject
of a formal cooperative program. The Bank maintains operational relation-
ships with other U.N. organizations such as the International Labour Office,
the U.N. Fund for Population Activities and the United Nations Children's
Fund but, because its own work in the fields of these agencies' expertise
is not yet substantial in nature, the Bank does not consider a formal
cooperative program to be justified in these cases.



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-7e

The Deputy Director-General

eene: DDG/1.l/8525 November 1974

Dear Mike,

Thank you for giving me a copy of the Bank's draft paper Education Sector
Policy (Report No. 561, October 1974). I read it as I flew back to Paris from
the ACC session, but our General Conference has kept me from preparing some
observations bott' 'A2 ,and on Unesco's relations with ihe Bank in
serving our comm-r 6 c s.

I found the P, -t very helpful in orienting my own thinking about the
formidable probley :f educational development. The authors have persuasively
identified a limi a umber of key issues which are central to education
development strat ies. And then they have gone on to sketch out Bank policies
and programmes which are responsive and realistic in helping tackle the issues
so identified.

I have some i. e t, however, with the Policy paper in relation to the
agreement of our two organizations to cooperate with common Member States to
develop their national systems of education. This agreement, you will recall,
outlines a general r3le each organization is to play. But the Policy paper
could be read to imply that the Bank acts as the main, or indeed, the sole
adviser to governments on educational matters, including on policy and strategy
formulations. Yet VQmber States also hold Unesco responsible for providing
advisory services of this type and debate and pass resolutions at our General
Conference on the matter. The passing reference made in the Policy paper to the
Bank/Unesco Cooperative Programme, far from elucidating this issue, may create
confusion insofar as- may lead Member States to believe that we agree with a
new role the rank p 'ace to play and that there is a new and revised cooperative
agreement.

.....
Mr. Michael Hoffman
Director
International Relations Department
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.'S. A.



Member States are sovemign in adopting educational policy and hence
in choice of consultative services in education. They may, of course, approach
the Bank, UNDP, or Unicef. Br'6 where necessary Member States may need to be
reminded of distinctions they themselves have ordered (admittedly not always
clearly in their resolutions) between Unesco as a repository for international
comparative experience in educational development and the funding functions
performed by such sources as the Bank and Unicef. There need be no problem of
duplication of services, nr*ov id- that Unesco and each UN funding source itself
are in agreement as to m ,...es and missions and that the two act in
concert, no matter which jiariner receives the request from a Member State..

Unesco, as a specia iz ag'ncy of the UN system and not itself a source
of development funds, has tried always to establish productive relationships
with each source of aid, whether the source be a multilateral organization or
a national donor. This is not always easy, but we have taken considerable
satisfaction with the achievements of Unesco's cooperation particularly with
the Bank and with Unicef. We hope to extend this success, and look forward to
the proposed review of t rat ye Programme, as was discussed in the
meeting of officers o0- 'rAirations in Washington last September, as
a means of updating and. iugrving Lhe relationship. I know that our new
Director-General personallr iants to launch the review process.

I understand that thi Po cy paper is now being prepared for widespread
dissemination. I would t+ onk ome of the confusion which troubles me could
be corrected by3our mak - references to the r8le of Unesco (or at least to
that of the Bank/Unesco Cooperative Programme) in the dialogue on educational
policies and plans beti ' nd the Bank, to which the paper does
iefer at several points C%- rIoncerning Unesco and our cooperation
are unfortunate.

Yours sincerely,

John E. Fobes



October 23, 1974

Mr. W. van Vliet
Director
Educational Financing Division
Department of Planning and

Financing of Education
Unesco
place de Yontenoy
75700 Paris, France

Dear Van.

Through a series of fortuitous events, the East Africa Education
Projects Division has been losing economists at a fearful rate and in
a few weeks will be doma to none. Pennisi's situation is indeed
desperate and he is anxious to know if any help might be had from the
Cooperative Program. le uaderstands that under the general understand-
ing about poaching he cannot approach your people directly, but I have
suggested that we might raise with you the possibility of secondwent -
as we have done from time to time in the past.

hs particular interest is in a French speaking economist, and I
have suggested therefore that he take this question up with you when
he passes through Paris about ten days from now.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

Duncan S. Ballantine
Director

Education Department

cC. Mr. Pennisi

DSB/hl



Mr. D. S. Ballantine October 16, 1974

R. K. Johanson

Review of IBRD/Unesco Cooperative Program - Terms of Reference
Comments

1. I refer to your memorandum of October 2, 1974 in which you request
comments by today on the draft terms of reference for the IBRD/Uneeco Coope-
rative Program review. Apparently through an error in the mails I did not
receive the memorandum until today. Therefore, we have not had the oppor-
tunity to study the terms of reference in detail, but would be happy to do

so if your schedule permits. The following comments express only our initial

reaction to the draft.

2. The proposed study would be costly in terms of divisional manpower.
We are not certain we would be able to contribute substantially to the study
without jeopardizing the lending program to which we are committed. Moreover,
it is not clear to us whether the review should be carried out by insiders
(i.e., educators) rather than outsiders who could take a fresh, presumably
more objective, look at the Cooperative Program. Perhaps the review should
be deferred until next year when, I understand, the Operations Planning
Department will undertake a review of all Bank cooperative programs.

3. It would be advisable for both the Bank Group and Unesco at the
outset to state their perceptions of the principal benefits and difficulties
with the Cooperative Program. Such an exercise might reveal the different
rationale each organization has for participating in the Cooperative Program.
We suspect that Unesco views the Program as a means to influence the educa-
tional policies of governments (and the Bank) and offer direct technical
assistance to governments. The identification and preparation of investments
for Bank Group support may be only a secondary objective. For the Bank
investment purposes take priority. Only if these differences of rationale
are recognized from the start will it be possible to reconcile them in a
coherent revised program.

4. Since the purpose of the study is to re-evaluate the IBRD/Unesco
Cooperative Program, the basis for the review should be the objectives and
intent of the original Cooperative Agreement, not the "declared policies
of each of the two Organizations" /para. 2(a5.

5. The study would "summarize the degree to which efforts in the
Cooperative Program had led to investments in member countries"Cara. 2(af.
We suggest that this key paragraph be clarified and elaborated. Particular
attention should be devoted to Bank Group investments in member countries.
The study should also focus on identification and analysis of the changes
introduced in project content between identification and appraisal. There
is a disturbing frequency with which Bank Group reconnaissance or appraisal



Mr. D. S. Ballantine - 2 - October 16, 1974

missions must radically change the content of projects proposed by Unesco

identification missions (e.g., Korea III, Pakistan III). This is a source

of inefficiency in our operations, the elimination of which should be an

object of the study.

6. Analysis of successive "operations" (presumably "missions") would
be impossible without introducing qualitative considerations, e.g., deficient

identification or preparation might cause delays during appraisal. ara. 2(b)7.

RKJo son:me

co: Messrs. Kirmani
van der Meer
Vergin
Lerdau
AEPED Staff



Yr. D *. Dallautine October 16, 1974

J. J. Stewart

4 SC/ IU 222pmative ftegam - Draft Terme of Reference for
Review of Program

ty commnts on the draft Terms of Referense (iuR) are in two forms t
omments on specific paragraphs within the draft, which are deseribed
below; and more extensive coments whib result&t in a eaplate re-witing
of paragraphs I and 2. This version of the draft AR is attached.

iy ocueints on particular pM &rphs are as follows. - there appears
to be little *wit in the proposal to "sunarizo the degree to shich efforts
in the Cooperative Programme hed led to investment in the Member countries".
,U*aef this we coupled with a statement of what the Cooperation Program*
over this period has cost, and to examine how this same level of assistance
night otherwise have been provided. If the intention is to prove that
the Cooperative Ptograme has led to significant investoent in momber
oointries, the effort is not required, as this is recogised by all parties.
On the other hand, as this will require work by only UNESCO, we probably
should not object to their presenting us with something which Would a*roxi-
mate the results of their total efforts.

Te proposal to "classify all projects identified and/or agreed by
Governments in categories corresponding to criteria or poliy objectives
of the two organisations" is a' WAVP too extensive wndertaking and is too
general for the proposes of this review. As I mentioned in owr recent dis-
oussion on this subject, the historical side of the study should be
Vdaimined and should be utilised only to the extent that it could provide
us with some lessons to serve as a basis for a possible revision of the
Agreement. Paragraph 2 in xW suggested TOF reflects this.

I seriously doubt that the provision of technical assistance for the
Implementaion of projects (mush of which is being exesuted by UM500
anwy) is an appopriate subject W the assessment of "relative efficisni
cy of methods cwwrentay used", as suggested in Paragraph 2 (b) for this
study.

Further in Paragraph 2 (b), the proposal to examine "benefits per type
of operation (i) to Governmts (ii) to other donor agenies" is too broadly
phrased. If UgSCO has something specific in mind, it should be encouraged
to use more precise wording.

You will note in x7 suggested M, I have inserted in Paragraph 3 after
the words "the working grotps will make reommendations", the clause "as to
vhother the Cooperative Programme should be contInued, and if so, in what form".

Also at the bottom of page 2 of the UKSCO draft, I have added the clause
"and to improve the efficiency and oost-effectivmess of the Bank Group's
oper enal program in edusation".

-1J art :soe



1r. D. S. Ballantine ctober 16,1974

J. J. Stewart

The Unseco/IBMD Cooperative Pr2gra!E*: Review and Pronpecte
Draft Term of Referenco (Suggested Revised Dra)

1* A working party will be established to dfterudnu whether the
- nhsco/IBRD Cooperative Programme Agreement is capable in its present

ferx of oontinuing to serve satisfactorily the respective interests of both
organizations. If not, the working party will doterwlne (1) whotesr the
Agreement should be continusdi or (ii) the revisions to the Agremnt which
would be neossary to serve better these interests.

2. For this pjmose,the working party will conduct an extensive review
and analysis of the efficiency and oost-effectiveness of the Cooperative
Programme as it is functioning at present and as it might be expected to
function under a possible revised Cooperative Progra'. This review and
analysis will incldae

(a) Unosco's policy for provision of educatiomal services
and the 1ank's lending policy for education, as these
policies have evolved during the past ten years;

(b) Projects identified by Unesco in accordance with
criteria or policy objectives of Unesco which either
(i) illustrate differences in 6dhoational objectives
of the two organisations (ii) due to these differences
or to other causes to be identified, were substantially
changed by the Bank prior to appraisal or (iii) produced
notable satisfaction or d~aietisfaction on the part of
either organization. These projects would be viewed within
the context of the total Unesco contribation under the
Cooperative Program* to the identification of projects
suitable for Bank finanoing;

(c) An asseswout of the relative efficiency of methods e
currently used for the identification, preparation, appraisal,
and supervinion of projects. This will entails

- establishing average total cost of each of these
operations (including, where applicable, the coast
of producing a report)i

- estimating average elapsed time per operation, and
between two suceossive operations;



Mr. D. 8. Ballantine -2- October 16, 1974

- examining areas where one link in the sequence of
operations was omitted and the effects of this omvision,
if azW, on subsequent operations.

(d) An assessment of the productivity of the Cooperative
I Program which would includet

- the current and anticipated workload.
- staffing and utilisation of staff while in Paris.
Mrinual output of reports and project request documents.
* average cost of operations (total annual number divided

by budget, with due cognisance of Unesco participation
in Bank missions).

(e) A review of procedures for consultation with Bank.

3. Based upon the above review and analysis, the working group
will make reccandations as to whether the Cooperative Programn should
be continued, and if so, in what form. These latter recnmendations will
be grouped under two main headings:

(a) Improvements of the existing cooperative programme with
respect tot

- assisting 1Aber States in the formulation of educational
policyj

improving the efficiency of cooperative activities#

(b) Ne activities or areas of cooperation between the two
Organisations which may or may not fall within the scope of
the present Cooperative Programme.

All recommndations, whether improvementa or new activities, should be
so designed as to advance education in the common Member States,of the two
Organizations and to improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness of the
Bank Group's operational programme in education.

4. The working group will consist of 6-8 staff members, half of
whom would be appointed by - of IEND/IDA and half by -- of Unesco.
Each of the two Organisations will take such measures as may be appropriate
to ensure that its working party will be able to carry out its part of the
stucz in consultations with all waits concerned within each Organisation.

5. The joint working group will meet together as and when required,
probably at least twice. These meetings will be organized in the same way
as the Periodic Review meeting foreseen under the Cooperative Programse.



r. L S. lana-ti- October 16,2974

6. The working group will subre* a Joint report to the President
of IBRDA/I& and the Urector-Gwral of UIma*o not latr tUsm 30 September
1975.

iMjtewart:mh
t'
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October 15, 1974

Mr. William J. Platt
Director
Department of Planning and Financing

of Education
Unesco
Place de Fontenoy
Paris 75700, France

Dear Bill:

Since our recent meeting was understood to be an informal, preliminary
exchsn of views on the CP review, in lieu of formal minutes of the meeting,
I am sakiding you a copy of a 23 September memorandum I circulated to our
regional division chiefs, and the following summary of their reactions to
the memo.

It was generally felt that the first priority before any serious dia-
logue could take place would be the formulation by both agencies of their
own positions with respect to the sequence of events in project processing,
nature of the task, etc. In the discussions with the regional division
chiefs it was agreed that we would set up in the Bank a committee of five
representatives, one from each region, with my Department as coordinator.
There was coeneasus that some review of the past is necessary, but it was
hoped that the major effort in the beginning would be spent on the analysis
of agency objectives and procedures.

I have also circulated the draft terms of reference for the CP review
which Werner brought along to Washington and have scheduled a discussion of
them for the third week of October.

Yours sincerely,

D. L. Bat tine
Director

Education Department

Enclosure

cc: Messrs. Hoffman
Johanson, Lethem, Pennisi, Stewart, Thint

Education Department Staff

GLB/mms
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G. Le Blnac
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It vas Uneco's view that a timotzble for the review should work
tmiard a target co:pAetion date of Sept tier 1975, Po that any changes
in the Cp could -,rflectei .1 the draftinr of Unesco's prograw end

budgct for the b A=u. 1977-1973. It .as hoped that work could be-in
this f wt, 1ith p- aps the t joint eting of tie workiea groupa in
early 1975.

cC: esmra. M. L. i ma

CLB u/ s
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATiONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: MOLLER DATE SEPTEMBER 4, 1974
UNESCO
PARIS CLASS OF

SERVICE: TELEX

COUNTRY: FRANCE

TEXT:
Cable No.: 30

AAA MADAGASCAR MISSION CONFIRMED AS COMPLETION AND RECON STOP WELCOME

PARTICIPATION VAUGRANTE STOP TRAVEL BEING ARRANGED AS HAVE RECEIVED

GOVT CONFIRMATION DATES PROPOSED STOP IF RECON RESULTS AFFIRMATIVE

PREPARATION BY UNESCO ENVISAGED NOVEMBER/DECEMBER IF POSSIBLE

BBB TANZANIA RECON APPRECIATE SUGGESTION RE ACCOUNTANT HOWEVER NOT

FELT NECESSARY AT THIS STAGE

CCC ETHIOPIA CONFIRM INFO RECEIVED FROM BANK REPRESENTATIVE 29 AUGUST

THAT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE OF CABINET DECIDED TO INVITE APPRAISAL

OF EDUCATION FOUR DURING OCTOBER STOP REQUEST UNESCO ASSISTANCE MASS

MEDIA SPECIALIST AND TENTATIVE NONFORMAL EDUCATOR QUERY IF POSSIBLE

FAO INPUT LATTER STOP TIMING PROPOSED TO GOVT OF 15 OCT NOT YET

CONFIRMED STOP

DDD MALAYSIA PIM DATES PROPOSED BY REGION END OCT EARLY NOV STILL AWAITING

GOVT CONFIRMATION

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION.

NAME

DEPT.

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch;
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: MOLLER DATE: SEPTEMBER 4, 1974

CLASS OF
SERVICE:

COUNTRY:

TEXT:
Cable No.:

PAGE 2

EEE INDONESIA PPM REQUESTED FOR EARLY OCT STOP IF NOT POSSIBLE COULD

ENVISAGE PREP/APPRAISAL EARLY NOV WITH ASSISTANCE UNESCO TECH EDUCATOR

AND ARCHITECT STOP ON RECON WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST BARITSCH TO SUPERVISE

AS TIME PERMITS CR 219 IND STOP JOHANSON WILL FULLY BRIEF

FFF PAKISTAN PPM TENTATIVELY REQUESTED END OCT EARLY NOV STOP I UNDERSTAND

JOHANSON INDICATED PRIORITY FOR ASIA REGION MISSIONS REGARDS

Le Blanc

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

cc: Messrs. Ballantine, Pennisi,
NAME G. Le Blanc Johanson, Gomez

EP-Education

SIGNATURE
< S 4 N EOF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE

REFoRENCEr Us By Cot tins Sectn

GLB/mmC

(IMPORTANT; See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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July 9, 1974

Mr. W. van Vliet
Director
Educational Financing Division
ITNESCO
Place de Fontenoy
Paris 75700, France

)ear Van:

I am attaching the draft minutes of the recent Review Meeting.
It is my understanding that these minutes have not been seen by
everyone concerned in INESCO and that there may be some changes
from your side.

In any case I have reviewed the minutes as they now stand, and
have made some textual changes involving expression of Bank views
(shown by underlining the changed text). The minutes in this revised
form are being distributed to the regional division chiefs.

Any coiments you may have on the revised text will be most
welcome.

Yours sincerely,

7). B.l11ntine
Director

Education nepartment
Attachment
GLB/r



DRAFT

UNESCO/IBRD COOPERATIVE PROGRAM

22nd Review Meeting
Paris, 20-22 May 1974

Present: For the Bank: Messrs. Ballantine, Gomez, Ms. Le Blanc

For Unesco: Messrs. Beynon, Dieuzeide, Knapp, Masse, Moller,
Najman, Platt, van Vliet, Ziegle

A. Summary of Issues

1. The Bank confirmed its previously announced intention to terminate

the Supplementary Cooperative Program as of 31 December 1974. First, it

does not believe that this program has been successful or that it has

sufficiently fulfilled the expectations of Messrs. Maheu and McNamara when

they decided to try the experiment. Second, the current administrative

budget of the Bank requires the elimination of all services which are not

considered vital.

2. On the basis of requests for Unesco services by its Regional Education

Divisions the Bank proposes to continue the Regular Cooperative Program at

the level of 33 posts for FY 75 (i.e. one post less than the number actually

filled, and 6 posts less than foreseen by Unesco). Unesco stated that its

role had been reduced because certain Regional Education Divisions in the

Bank had shown a tendency to carry out themselves tasks which, under the

terms of the Memorandum of Understanding, should normally be carried out

by Unesco, that a reduction of Unesco's services at the time when the Bank's
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lending for education was increasing seemed an anomaly, and that in its

view 39 posts were required.

3. Unesco reiterated its request for timely information and consultation

with respect to its own missions and participation of Unesco staff in Bank

missions, which it regards as an essential prerequisite for the efficient

use of its staff resources for Cooperative Program activities.

4. Concerning technical assistance activities related to Bank loans

and credits, Unesco considers that it is solely responsible for the super-

vision of its field experts financed by a Bank loan or credit, in exactly

the same way as it is responsible for its field staff financed from other

sources. The Bank regards the provision of experts as a means to help

execute a loan or credit agreement, in the same way as contractors or

architects, and that it may need to assess the work of these experts in

the course of its supervision missions, although it agrees they should be

supervised by Unesco.

B. Summary Record on Discussions

Supplementary Cooperative Program

5. A Supplement to the Cooperative Agreement was signed by the Director

General of Unesco and the President of the Bank in 1970. It provides for

(a) increased participation of units of Unesco's Education Sector, other

than the Educational Financing Division, in missions organized under the

Cooperative Program, and (b) the preparation by these units of studies on
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agreed subjects considered of interest to the Cooperative Program. Under

the Supplementary Agreement 6 posts have been established by Unesco on

the assumption that the units concerned would together provide 6 man-years

of services per year.

6. In the Bank's view this Supplementary Program has not proved suf-

ficiently productive or workable to justify its continuation. It was

noted that Unesco had not provided 6 man-years of services per year, although

the Bank had continued to pay 75% of the staff costs relating to the 6 posts

established under the Supplementary Cooperative Agreement. The Bank thus

had a claim on Unesco corresponding to the amounts it had paid over and

above the services rendered. At present this claim amounts to approximately

5 man-years of services. Although it had been agreed that claims of this

sort would be settled in cash at the end of each Fiscal Year, the Bank

would have no objection to an extension of time during which Unesco might

adjust the balance by providing services, it being understood that work on

the studies should not extend beyond 31 December 1974.

7. Unesco felt a distinction ought to be made between the studies on

the one hand and the participation in operational activities on the other.

Admittedly the studies had run into unforeseen difficulties which explained

the delays in completing them. But as regards participation in missions,

it was obvious that this activity depended entirely on the demand for

services by the Bank. In the majority of cases, the Unesco units concerned

had responded to requests for participation in missions. One of the main
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objectives of the Supplementary Cooperative Program had thus been attained.

If this objective was to remain valid in the future, the units concerned

must have the staff enabling them to participate in missions organized

under the Cooperative Program.

8. The Bank referred to Unesco's report of the services rendered to

the SCP since the Program began, and pointed out the large number of

man-weeks not accounted for, a total of 226 out of an overall total of

593, or 38%. This deficit has been increasing progressively and for the

last six months of 1973, also according to Unesco's time accounting, the

deficit was just over 60%. The Bank stated that it remained committed to

the principle of cooperation with Unesco, that it was prepared to explore

ways in which that cooperation could be expanded and improved through the

Cooperative Program, but that it could not agree to continuing the arrange-

ments foreseen under the Supplementary Agreement.

Staff and Budget

9. As a corollary to the Bank's desire to discontinue the Supplementary

Cooperative Program, it had decided to limit its financial contribution to

a total of 33 posts during the period 1 July 1974 to 30 June 1975. It

pointed out that at a meeting on the Supplementary Cooperative Program held

on 27 November 1973 it had declined to make any commitment even in principle

for the continuation of the Supplementary Program and that provision for

this activity in the Unesco budget would be on its own responsibility.
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Unesco has, in its Draft Program and Budget for the calendar years 1975

and 1976, included provision for 39 posts, of which 33 in the Educational

Financing Division and six in other units of Unesco's Education Sector.

This is the same as the number of posts agreed by Unesco and the Bank for

the 1973-74 biennium. The total number of posts filled is 34, of which

28 in the Educational Financing Division. The Bank argued that the present

operational program was in fact handled by 33 professional staff in Unesco

and that the Bank's Regional Divisions (which are responsible for operations)

did not see the need for an increase in Unesco's services during the Bank's

Fiscal Year 1975 (1 July 1974 to 30 June 1975). It pointed out that if this

number of posts was not sufficient, an additional 5 man-years could be

provided by Unesco in reducing the deficit due the SCP.

10. For Unesco, it was stated that the amount of services requested from

Unesco did not correspond to the division of responsibilities agreed by the

Bank and Unesco in the original 1964 Memorandum of Understanding. This

Agreement stipulated that Unesco would be mainly responsible for project

identification and project preparation and that the Bank would be responsible

for appraisal missions. It was pointed out that certain regional divisions

within the Bank had a tendency themselves to identify projects, and to com-

bine preparation with appraisal missions under the Bank's auspices. The

Bank's proposal to reduce the number of Unesco posts from 39 to 33 appeared

to Unesco to be directly related to regional divisions assuming greater

responsibility than has been agreed in the Memorandum of Understanding. In
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at least one country a regional division intended to assume the role of

the government's main adviser on educational planning and policy, despite

the fact that the Memorandum of Understanding states explicitly that this

type of assistance is "the sole responsibility of Unesco".

In response, the Bank pointed out that in this case it had agreed

to a government request to establish a special relationship with regard

to the education sector. In the ensuing arrangements for planning and

policy development, which are largely dependent on the country's own efforts,

full account has been taken of the role being played by a Unesco planning

team which is currently assisting the country under funding provided by the

Bank. In a letter to Mr. Maheu, Mr. McNamara had pointed out that these

arrangements were an outgrowth of broader discussions which he personally had

undertaken with the country. Concerning the reduction in the number of posts

from 39 to 33, the Bank reaffirmed its position that any reduction was

uniquely related to the termination of the Supplementary Cooperative Program.

In the Bank's view the 33 man-years budgeted plus a possible 5 provided by

Unesco should be adequate to meet all requirements for the coming fiscal year.

11. It was also noted that Unesco could provide services in certain

specialized areas such as educational technology, curriculum development and

teacher training. It was agreed in principle that Unesco staff specialized

in these fields could participate in Project Preparation and Appraisal

Missions, for part of the time.
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Scheduling Problems

12. For Unesco, experience over the past year had shown that with

present practice, it was not possible to establish a reliable mission

schedule for periods of more than one month. Changes in requests for servi-

ces were far too frequent both as regards purposes of the missions to be

sent and their composition. While it was clear that changes of dates were

often caused by governments desiring postponement, there were also many

changes caused by decisions within the Bank. In this respect, the existence

of five sources of decisions had made scheduling much more complicated

especially when the regional divisions approached Unesco directly. Under

these circumstances, it was impossible to make the most efficient use of

staff resources.

13. It was recalled that this problem had been discussed during previous

Review Meetings. At the November, 1973 Review Meeting Unesco proposed to

send the Deputy Director of its Educational Financing Division to Washington

every two months for consultation. However, this measure had not proved to

be effective because of the above-mentioned high frequency of changes re-

quested by regional divisions.

Technical Assistance

14. At present Unesco handles a Technical Assistance Program serving

14 countries with a total budget of $11.2 million for the implementation

of Bank financed projects in the field of education. The status of experts

made available by Unesco to its Member States under this program was seen

to need clarification. These experts know they are to serve the government
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and that they are responsible to the organization that employs them.

However, upon occasion, during the regular Bank supervision missions,

Bank staff have given the Unesco experts advice or instructions. From

Unesco's point of view, this was not acceptable. The Bank pointed out

its concern for successful completion of any project. It agreed that any

deficiencies in performance of Unesco field staff should be taken up with

Unesco headquarters, and not communicated to the individual expert in the

field. The Bank raised the question whether Unesco expert teams needed

more supervision by Unesco. In this connection the question arose whether

a sufficient portion of the 14% paid for overhead was made available for

direct project support.

Review of the Cooperative Agreement

15. It was noted by both parties that the 1964 agreement had become

obsolete in certain respects. At the time the agreement was written

emphasis was mainly on activities leading up to the signature of a loan

or credit agreement. At the present time there are a number of problems

relating to the starting up and implementation of projects which require

services to be provided to Member States after the signature of a loan

or credit agreement. Furthermore, the organization and scheduling of

operations had to be modified during the past few years, either in response

to changing demands by Member States or with a view to achieving greater

economy in staff resources. Accordingly it was felt, as had been suggested

during Mr. M'Bow's visit to the Bank, that it might be useful for the Bank

and Unesco jointly to conduct a thorough survey of all aspects of assistance

to Member States provided under the Cooperative Agreement.
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BJECT: eecing with Mr
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ner. Assistant irector General

This was a courtesy call but a few points of interest emerged.
ar. iBow said that after 11r. Ballantine's recent review meeting he

had told the other offices concerned that they must simply accept the
fact that the supplementary cooperative program was going to stop at the

end of this year. he hoped to liquidate the arrears also by the end of
this year and "start with a clean slate." I later assured MIr. N''Bow thatwe were not insisting on complete liquidation of the arrears quite so soonbut he said he would like to accomplish this if possible.

We discussed the various changes in both institutions that have made
a comprehensive review of the cooperative agreement desirable. I saidthat the main problem in the Bank was that we were trying to imlement an
agreemnt drawn up at a time when full control of the Bank's staff re-sources for educational projects was under one management under circum-stances in which those resources are under several different managemenwith different approaches to project and sector work. I said that I wasnot sure that we could solve the problems created by the changed structureof the Bank, but that we were going to examine them thoroughly to seewhether a revised, or a different sort of, cooperative program should be

proposed. Only when we have completed this internal review would it bepossible to begin discussions with Unesco.

Mr. t'Bow said that he believes it will be necessary for Unesco to
:arry out some regionalizatin 

of operations ?in spite of Unesco's tradit-

ional dedication to the principle that intellectual and operational work of
the organization could not be carried out by entirely separate staffs. Hesaid that he might have more to say about all this "after November". (Ihad earlier asked whether it was premature to congratulate Mr. M'Bow on a
successful campaign for the Director-Generalshi. 

He replied that he
thought that, in view of Mr. aheu's announcement that he did not seekreelection, there were no obstacles to his own nomination by the ExecutiveBoard and election by the Conference.)

I said that f Unesco did move towards a regional structure for tech-
nical assistance operations, this would certainly affect the kind of coop-

erative agreements that we might work out and that it would be a mistake'
to revise the cooperative program until we were clear about Unesco's plans
in this respect. M'r. 14'Bow entirely agreed.
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oir. i)uOv said tcat he had given instructions that whenever the Bankasked for technical assistance, and a Division of Unesco replied that ithad no one available, he was to be informed. He said that one case had
already arisen and that he had been able to draw on the Regional Officein Dakar. de said that he thought a great deal more use could be made ofUnesco s four regional staffs in supplementing the headquarters staff
under Hr. Van Vliet, and in filling out Unesco's "deficit" under thesupplementary Program.

Mr. 1'l3ow mentioned a new Asian center designed to promote innova-
tive techniques in formal and informal education. He said that this centerwould be linked to national research and development institutions in the
region and that he expected it to be able to improve considerably the flowof information and experience among countries, including countries outside
the region. He is sending me some material about the structure and program
of the Asian Center,which is located in Bangkok.

I asked Mr. M'Bow about the work of the new Unesco Division for Rural
Development. lie explained that this has been established in order to en-
able Unesco to play a more active role in the tripartite ILO/FAO/Unesco
coordinating group on rural development. He said that he was pressing for
a program of joint field missions as experiments in a few countries. He
mentioned Ethiopia and Sri Lanka, and said there would be a Latin American
and a Middle Eastern country but he could not remember exactly which coun-
tries had been selected in these two regions. (Question: should we seek
to become a regular member of the coordinating group? It might save a
lot of staff tine.)

MLH:tsb

cc: Mr. William Clark, V.P., External Relations
Mr. Ballantine, Director, Education Projects
Mrs, Leblanc, Prjaet, W.Afria WT-
Mr. Christoffersen, Agriculture and Rural Development
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June 28, 1974

Mr. W. Van Vliet
Director
Educational Financing Division
Department of Planning and

Financing of Education
Unesco
7, place de Fontenoy
75700 Paris, France

Dear Van:

This is a very brief response to your letter of June 17 and its
attached table indicating the distribution of your staff activity for
the first six months of this calendar year. I will expand as soon as
possible on the points made briefly here. These are:

(1) 1 have discussed this with the Regional Education Divisions
and it is generally agreed that there is a problem which
requires attention.

(2) Since the general average of time away from Headquarters is
32% (which is a bit high but not too far above what you have
tolerated in the past) the problem seems to be distribution.
Some people are away much more than they should be and others
substantially less.

(3) The six months period is perhaps too short for accurate use
of this kind of indicator. Moreover, simply taking the per-
centage of time away from Headquarters does not give a true
indication of how busy people may be, especially over a short
period.

(4) Your architects appear to have been away a higher percentage
of time than any other speciality group. To what extent is
this from their greater involvement in Bank missions?

(5) If the general average is already at the upper limit of ac-
ceptable field time, the solution must lie in reducing the
peak loads as well as filling in the valleys. To do only
the latter will simply raise the average.

(6) One specific proposal which received general agreement was
that a number of missions (for the most part probably sector
or PIMs) might be designated for a given six months period,
or at least with some relatively broad time limits. Country
clearance would already have been secured and the precise
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timing of the mission would be left to arrangements between
Unesco and the country. Partly these might be part of the
established schedule, which would also include other agreed
missions, but partly they would represent an overload or con-
tingency pool on which you could draw when other scheduled
missions had to be postponed or cancelled. The Division
people say they would be willing to designate a certain nuber
of countries and to give assurances that such missions would
not be cancelled at the Bank's initiative.

Several other suggestions were made but I would prefer to explore
them more fully later. I suggest that when you or Werner next visit
here we take up this proposal and see if we can put it into effect.

With best regards,

Sincrely,

Dun S. Ballantine
Director

Education Department

DSB/hl

cc: Messrs. Burt, Lethem, Pennisi, Stewart, Thint



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR f INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. D. S. Ballantine DATE: June 11, 1974

FROM: G. Le Blanc

SUBJECT: Report on IBRD/Unesco Review Meeting, Paris, 20-22 May 1974

The Agenda for the meeting is attached as Anie I. Annex II lists

the persons who took part in each of our discussions.

Supplementary Cooperative Program

Despite your November 1973 visit to Paris, your letter to

Mr. van Vliet of 22 March 1974 and Mr. M'Bow's Washington visit on 10 May

1974, Unesco pursued the debate on the continuation of the SCP as an open

question. Unesco's main argument was that viewed as a whole, the SCP has

fulfilled its principle task - to involve more Unesco people in the work

of the CP and the Bank. Cited as a prime example was the participation

in CP mission work by several of the SCP staff (Ziegle, Keith Taylor,
Auerhan). Unesco believes that the fact that the directors of the other

departments in the education sector are involved with the CP through the

SCP has meant a broader sense of responsibility for the CP throughout the

education sector.

The Bank restated its position that the SCP experiment had not been

a successful one, citing the deficit in services rendered to the'SCP of

about 5 man/years. Unesco acknowledged that the special studies under-

taken under the SCP had not been successful, but felt that the blame for

the deficit in services to the SCP must be shared by the Bank. In the

Bank's judgment the deficit thus far arises from conditions in both the

Bank and Unesco but the special studies account for much of the deficit.

The Bank outlined its budget provisions for the next fiscal year -

33 posts in the CP - and restated the timing for the termination of the

SCP as 31 December 1974, which date corresponds with the end of Unesco's

current budget period. Unesco's essential difficulty is that it has

included in its two-year budget for 1975-1976 the provision for the SCP

staff.

The question of arrears was further explored. Discussion covered

both the timetable for working off the arrears and the kinds of services

which could be charged against the arrears.

Unesco proposed that the arrears should be worked off by June 1975.

Such a timetable has not yet been agreed to by the Bank. The Bank's

position is that if Unesco can furnish the 5 man/years of services to

the program which is owed to it, both organizations will be in a better

position to evaluate the level of staff needed for CP work, which 
can

be set in future in accordance with demand.
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The kinds of services which could be charged against the arrears

were reviewed and it was agreed that any identifiable work 
on Bank

Technical Assistance is a legitimate claim.

In sum, both Unesco and the Bank agreed that the basic objective

of involving other units in Unesco with the Bank CP activities 
was a

good one, but no agreement was reached on the best way 
to accomplish

this objective. Unesco maintained that some system of prefinancing was

essential, that funds received after the fact for services 
rendered was

not a satisfactory arrangement. The Bank's position was that prefinancing

by the Bank has not worked and that on the contrary 
it had built up a

sizeable arrears owed by Unesco to the Cooperative Program. 
There was

some discussion on possible other ways to meet this problem, 
from a scheme

of Unesco prefinancing some posts which the Bank would guarantee 
to use

to possible redefinition of the Memorandum of 
Understanding to provide

for outside EFD participation in the CP.

Technical Assistance

An informal paper prepared for the discussion on T.A. did not prove

to be useful. Unesco outlined some difficulties experienced in its ad-

ministration of Bank financed T.A., and in particular raised 
some questions

about the operational use of Unesco specialists in Bank 
T.A. in contrast

to UNDP practices. The Bank response was that the specialists recruited

by Unesco have definite operational duties, thus setting them apart from

the UNDP-type advisers. Also, the Bank has responsibilities to its bor-

rowers which require regular supervision of its projects 
and thus inter-

action with the T.A. personnel. It was suggested that Unesco and the

Bank might envisage joint inspection missions, which tactic might help

to reduce certain frictions resulting from Unesco's T.A. 
personnel re-

ceiving differing technical advice.

CP Mission Scheduling

Unesco reaffirmed its appeal for a longer term mission planning

capacity. At present the situation is not considered satisfactory 
and

has led to underutilization of EFD manpower and thus increasing 
diffi-

culties fo EFD within Unesco. Unesco realizes that a good proportion

of the changes in scheduling arise from government changes in planning.

However, Unesco cited examples of last minute changes in missions which

it felt were due more to inept Bank planning than to country inspired

changes.

The Bank pointed out that since the reorganization the five

regional divisions have embarked on different operational 
tactics,

some of which may cause strains in the working arrangements 
with the

CP. It reaffirmed that any requests for CP services not 
channelled

through CPS should be disregarded by Unesco. As a positive step, it

was agreed that an effort would be made to go back to 
a six-month

schedule, with alternatives in case of slippage. The program would

indicate an outside date for a mission, which Unesco could 
then schedule

within this time constraint.
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Future of CP

Mr. M'Bow argued during his Washington visit and 
again in Paris

during the official luncheon that the Bank has an 
increasing number of

education projects and uses Unesco less and less. 
The Bank's view is

that the basic reason for the seeming decrease in the use of Unesco is

that the Bank is experimenting with new work patterns 
which differ funda-

mentally from the patterns set up for CP work 
over the last 10 years. A

second reason is that the Bank is trying to economize during 
the project

cycle by combining certain missions, i.e. preparation with appraisal. In

general, it is recognized that the actual pattern 
of Bank lending opera-

tions has changed greatly since the original 
agreement was written.

Changes continue to be made which are inconsistent 
with both the agree-

ment and even the adjusted mode of operations 
which has come about.

It was therefore agreed that a joint study should 
be conducted of

all stages and aspects of assistance to member countries 
embraced by

the CP. Such a study would include examining with a view to improving

and updating definitions of tasks, organization, distribution of work-

loads and responsibilities, staffing and scheduling 
of operations in-

cluding the relationship that each agency's sector 
unit has to its own

larger organization and to member countries.

Unesco proposed that such a study should be completed 
by December

this year. The Bank view was that such a date was probably 
optimistic

considering the number of meetings within each 
organization which would

be necessary to establish basic working positions.



Annex I

IBRD/Unesco Cooperative Programme

22nd Review Meeting

Paris 20-22 May 1974

DRAFT AGENDA

1. Approval of Agenda and Time-Table
2. Supplementary Cooperative Programme
3. Technical Assistance by Unesco in Bank financed projects
4. Distribution of Workload
5. Scheduling problems
6. Staff and budget
7. Other business

SUGGESTED TIME-TABLE

Monday 20 May

09:30 - 12:00 Items 4 and 5: Distribution of workload and
Scheduling problems

15:00 - 18:00 Item 3: Technical Assistance

Tuesday 21 May

09:00 - 13:00 Item 2: Supplementary Cooperative Programme

with Messrs. Knapp and Najman

15:00 - 18:00 Item 6: Staff and Budget

Wednesday 22 May

10:00 - 13:00 Item 7 Other business

15:00 EFD Staff Meeting



Annex II

Unesco Participants

Supplementary Cooperative Program Discussions

Messrs. Platt, van Vliet, Moller, Massee
Department of Planning and Financing of Education (EP)

Messrs. Knapp and Dieuzeide
Department of Curriculum, Structures and Methods of
Education (ESM)

Messrs. Najman and Ziegle
Department of Higher Education and the Training of
Educational Personnel (EHT)

Mr. M'Bow - Assistant Director General for Education

Technical Assistance

Messrs. Massee, Beynon and Moller (EP)

Scheduling

Messrs. van Vliet and Moller (EP)

Staff and budget and other business

Messrs. van Vliet and Moller (EP)

IBRD Participants

Messrs. Ballantine and Gomez, Ms. Le Blanc
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Mr. John Adler, Director, P & B May 8, 1974

Duncan S. Ballantine, Director, Education

IBRD/Unesco Suoojmentary Coertiw roa

1. During recent months we have been reviewing the operation of the
IBRD/Uaesco Supplementary Cooperative Program and have reached the conclusion
that it should be phased out as of December 31, 1974, and that any services
provided by it should be contained within the regular Cooperative Program.
One reason for this decision has been the fact, as indicated in Mr. Jones'
memorandum to me (attached), that it has been impossible to secure the
services which were expected as a quid pro quo for the financing of six
posts in the Supplementary Program. The proposal to terminate has been
built into our budget estimates for FY75 and Unesco has been fully informed
of our views on these questions. We will discuss these matters with Assistant
Director General M'Bow during his visit to the Bank on May 10.

2. As indicated by Mr. Jones, as of December 31, 1973 Unesco services to
the Cooperative Program were 226 menweeks in arrears, which would amount to
approximately $115,000 to be reimbursed to the Bank. Since that time, no
doubt, additional arrears have accumulated.

3. As no budgetary provision had been made by Unesco for such reimburse-
ments, for the Bank to insist upon payment in cash at this time could be both
difficult and embarrassing for Unesco. I think also that such insistence
would place the Bank in a very unfavorable light. I am therefore requesting
approval for a proposal to Mr. M'Bow that without waiving its rights the Bank
would agree to an arrangement whereby Unesco could discharge this obligation
over a period of perhaps two years by services contributed to the Cooperative
Program, or for other agreed purposes, by members of various departaNts in
Unesco. With new inputs by the Bank being formally phased out in December,
there is a reasonable chance that in due course the account could be brought
into balance.

cc: Mr. Baum
$r. Gabriel
Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Ruddy
Mr. Jones

DSB/hl



May 1, 19 74

Mr. Rene Maheu
Director-General
United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization

7, Place de Fontenoy
F 75700 Paris, France

Dear Mr. Maheu:

We have been considering the possibilities for broadening collaboration
between our two agencies along the lines suggested in your letter of March 28,
1974, in order better to assist our member countries with the preservation of
their cultural monuments and their requirements in the broad areas of science
and technology.

As you note, the preservation or restoration of cultural monuments can
be an aspect of some of our tourism projects. As you also mention, our staffs
have already been discussing some proposals in this area and I would expect
other cases would be coming forward from time to time. I welcome your offer
of Unesco staff assistance for missions that will be needed to prepare and

appraise projects with a "cultural" component. Our Irogram in the tourism
sector is, however, very modest, and only four or five new projects are
likely to be undertaken each year; so our demands on your staff under this
heading are unlikely to be very great.

With respect to science and technology, considered as an area for Bank
involvement, the problems, as I indicated in my letter of December 12, 1973,
are more complex. (I was glad by the way to receive copies of your booklet
surveying the need of African countries in this field.) I think your refer-

ence to "concrete cases" sets the right tone, as I don't see any scope for

laying down general guidelines for association of Unesco science and tech-
nology staff with Bank missions. As you may have noted, many of our member

countries are becoming impatient with large multidisciplinary missions that
seem to them to respond more to the priorities of the international agencies

than to their own. Our mission chiefs, although given great latitude as to
the precise mix of specialists that are to be associated with their missions,
are strongly discouraged from adding dimensions of expertise to deal with
sectors or sub-sectors in which there is little possibility of early Bank
operations in the country in question. Nevertheless, in connection with
some industr*al sector missions sent out by the Bank, or by the Bank/UNIDO
Cooperative Program, the question of the feasibility of establishing various



Mr. Reno Mahau -2- May 1, 1974

kinds of institutes of applied technology may arise and other concrete cases
may develop. In any event, we shall certainly keep in mind your kind offer
of Unesco staff assistance in this field as well.

With best personal wishes,

Sincerely,

gigned) 1' -' S, McNamara
Robert S. McNamara

MLHoffman/pnn
April 30, 1974

cc: Mr. McNamara's files (2)
Mr. A. Varchaver (Unesco, N. Y.)
Mr. Steuber (European Office)
Mr. Tolbert
Mr. Weiss
Regional Vice Presidents



APR 2 5 1974

Dear Rena

Thank you for your letter of April 19, calling to my attention
incidents in the operation of the Cooperative Program which hove
given concern to your people. I appreciate the frank and cordial
way in which you raise these questions and will reply in the same
spirit.

Although you do not sation couttries by name, inquiry here in
the Bank suggests that operations dealing with Iran and Saudi Arabia
on the one hand, and with Kenya on the other, may recently have
prompted some concern. I believe you know that I have myself given
special attention to the bank's relations with the first two of
these countries, and it is possible that quite unintentionally the
follow-up to these activities has given the appearance of not
keeping Unesco In the picture. I can assure you that neither in
the countries mentioned nor in any country would this be the Bank's
intention.

Beneath these specific Incidents, I suderstand, there has been
same continuing difference of opinion regarding the respective res-
ponsibilities of our two agencies for certain types of service to
our member countries. Wisely, I think, our staff members have
sought to suppress these differences and to enphasise the positive
aspects of our cooperation. Nevertheless, the time may have com,
as you suggest, to review the situation and we will be very happy
to do so with Mr. 1'Baw when he visits Washington.

With cordial regards,

Sincerely,

(Signed) RobcKrt S. McNamara

Robert S. Mcauara

Mr. Rlnc Mahau
Director General
United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organisation
7, place de Fontenoy
75700 Paris, France

cc: Messrs. Baumui 4offmnan
DSBallantine/hY 'n

April 23, 1974



Mr. Robert S. 4Nsamsra March 29, 1974

M. Hof fman and D. S. 1a1laatinosle
S!pi.mm tdary Bank nosco Cooperatie Program

The attched brief review of the Bank Unseco Supplementary
Cooperative Program deals with the problem Mr. Ballantine metioned
to you in cnaversatios som time back - that this SWplemtary Pro-
gram is not working and shows no prospect of improving. The reco~
muidation to pkws. out the Program will not be a surprise to Unsco,
although those affected will be reluctant to give up the subsidies.

We would like your approval to proceed along the lines sug-
gested in the last four paragrphs of the attached note.

cc: Mr. Bam

DS~allsu tine/hi



SUPPLEMENTARY COOPERATIVE PROGRAM

Early in 1970 Mr. Rene Maheu, Director General of Unesco, suggested

to Mr. McNamara that it would be useful to expand the Bank/Unesco Coopera-

tive Program so as to include Unesco staff outside the Education Financing

Division (the special unit created for the Program) and thus achieve a

more effective contact with the work of the Program for a wider number of

Unesco staff. It was subsequently agreed that six additional posts would

be created, financed as in the regular program, three of which would be in

the Department of School and Higher Education (EDS) and three in the

Division of Educational Planning and Administration (EPAD). A Supplemen-

tary Agreement to this effect was approved by the Governors of the Bank

on June 30, 1970, and signed by Mr. McNamara on September 9, 1970.

As we understood it there were two principal reasons behind the

initiative of Mr. Maheu (with which the Bank agreed at the time). First,
there was a certain amount of resentment within Unesco that the benefits

of cooperation with the Bank seemed to be reserved exclusively for the

Educational Financing Division in the Department of Education Planning and

a feeling that the Bank/Unesco relationship should be on a broader basis.

A second, technical, factor was that although the Educational Financing

Division did frequently request participation (in the Cooperative Program

missions) from other parts of Unesco and could make ex-post compensation

for the services rendered, it was very difficult for other departments to

release the persons requested without having someone available in advance

to carry on the regular duties of the staff member released. By making

six additional posts available on a regular basis it was hoped to get

around this difficulty.

The Supplementary Cooperative Program (SCP) began operations in

1971, following the terms of the Agreement (copy attached). Five of the

six posts were filled during 1971, the sixth in 1972.

During the latter part of 1970 and the first half of 1971, a work
program for the SCP was developed, made up of three principal activities:

participation in missions organized under the CP by the Education Finan-

cing Division; special studies designed to make a contribution to the CP;

and country profiles, short papers to provide material for the Bank

country program papers.

Four special studies were agreed upon by the Bank and Unesco: a

study of programmed learning and programmed teaching techniques; a study

of comparative costs and effects of university-based teacher education

versus non university-based; a study of the organization of curriculum

development and a study on education indicators.

The study on programmed learning was to start in January 1972 and

to be completed by December 1972 - the latest information on its status is

that the study requires additional funding which the Bank has declined to

provide, and that the study might therefore be continued as a joint venture

of Unesco and ILO.
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The study of comparative teacher education costs started in February
1972 and was to have been completed by April 1973. As of November 1973 the
study had encountered unforeseen technical difficulties and was not expected
to be completed.

The study on curriculum development began in April 1972, with an
estimated completion date of January 1973. A first draft was expected by
the end of 1973, but nothing has been received.

The Bank has received a first draft of the study on education indi-
cators (in July 1973) and an additional technical note in February 1974.

It has been clear for many months that within the concerned divisions
of Unesco the studies are not given high priority. During a review with
Unesco of the status of special studies in June 1972, Mr. Hultin drew atten-
tion to the fact that SCP staff seemed to be given other assignments, with
resulting delays in work on the studies.

Of the two other activities, participation in CP missions and draft-
ing of country profiles, the Bank has now less need for the country profiles
and has requested only three within the past year. Participation in CP
missions is generally considered a question of internal Unesco scheduling.
Such participation has remained at a fairly constant but low level, even
though in the first year of the SCP it was agreed that mission work would
occupy most of the SCP staff time.

A look at the account of services rendered under the SCP from May
1971 when the program became operative through December 1973 shows a total
of 226 man-weeks not accounted for, out of a total of 593 man-weeks avail-
able, a deficit of 38 percent. This deficit has increased progressively
and for the last six months of 1973 was just over 60 percent.

From this record we conclude that the enlarged program has not
worked as Mr. Maheu and Mr. McNamara intended. Under the circumstances,
it would be in the interest of both the Bank and Unesco to phase out the
SCP program and rely on the regular CP for all jointly financed services
to member countries.

During the recent preparations for submitting the Bank FY75 budget,
the review of probable FY74 regular Cooperative Program manpower expendi-
ture revealed a deficit of roughly six man-years, due to unfilled posts
and recruitment difficulties. Of the 33 approved posts within the regular
Cooperative Program, only 28 are now filled. We have suggested to Unesco
that pending a decision on the SCP and pending further discussions on
staffing within the regular CP, recruitment be suspended for these vacant
posts in the regular CP.

We are also discussing with Unesco, subject to approval, a Bank
budget for FY75 which might provide the Bank share of 34 man-years to
cover both programs with the understanding that the SCP would be officially
terminated as of December 31, 1974. This would be the same as the actual
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strength of the two programs at present and thus reduce the personnel prob-
lems of phasing out the SCP. It should provide services for Bank lending

operations substantially as requested by the Regional Offices for FY75.

If you approve, we will continue negotiations with Unesco along the

lines indicated above.

D. S. Ballantine
March 28, 1974



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

U_______Uorganisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-7e

The Director-General

reference: DG/1. 1/8050/2/5489 28 March 1974

Dear Mr. McNamara,

I refer to our recent correspondence concerning the possibility
of including science and technology in the sphere of cooperation between

our two Organizations. I appreciate the frankness of your letter of 12
December 1973, and I readily agree that we can proceed for the present on
the understanding that projects in this field could be dealt with under
the existing cooperative arrangements between the Bank and Unesco.

It was certainly not my intention to suggest budgetary support
for the regular programme of Unesco, nor, I believe the intention
of the ACAST Working Group. It was, however, felt that "the Bank could

provide support for Member States' activities and projects in the fields

of science and technology conducted with the assistance of Unesco".
This I take to mean that the Working Group offered general encouragement
for the establishment of some kind of organized exchange of ideas between
the World Bank and Unesco in the field of science and technology and
possible cooperative investigations of assistance to Member States.

As you know, an increasingly large number of Member States common
to both of our Organizations are attempting to increase their human re-
sources and equipment in this area. This does not only apply to the

wealthier countries like Iran, but also to a number of poorer countries.

I recently attended a meeting of Ministers responsible for the
application of science and technology to development of African Member
States in Dakar, 21 - 30 January 1974. They were unanimous in requesting
international aid to improve and develop their potential in the field
of science and technology.

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S.A.



Mr. Robert S. McNamara Page 2

A set of resolutions of the conference is attached to this letter.

Also attached is a booklet "Results of the Unesco/UNACAST survey of in-

stitutional needs of African countries in the field of science and tech-

nology". This publication is the result of a survey carried out by
Unesco at the request of UNACAST, with a view to determining national
priorities and needs in regard to science and technology within the over-

all framework of national objectives. Both these documents provide some
suggestions for possible cooperation. I have asked that supplemental

information be furnished to your regional vice-presidents for East and
West Africa concerning the wish of African Member States to establish
or strengthen their institutions for scientific and technological re-
search and training at all levels.

Apart from science and technology, I think there are other fields
where it might be beneficial to our Member States if we could extend our
cooperation. As you know, our staffs have, for example, been in contact
on the possibility of the Bank financing certain project items relating
to the restoration of cultural monuments. I realise of course that from

the Bank's point of view the restoration of monuments could only be con-

sidered as one of the items in a large project, such as the development
of tourism. But possibilities seem to exist in countries such as
Afghanistan, Nepal, and Ethiopia.

If you agree in principle to pool our expertise in fields like

science, technology and culture in concrete cases where we agree on their
importance and relevance, I would be prepared to make available the ser-

vices of our staff specialized in either the field of science and tech-
nology, or culture, for participation in missions organized by the Bank,
or in missions organized by Unesco under existing cooperative agreement
arrangements. Their specific assignment would be to identify project
items or components in their fields of competence which the Bank might
consider for financing as part of a larger project.

I should be grateful to have your reaction to this suggestion,
which we might perhaps discuss at the forthcoming session of ACC here.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

e Maheu
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Nw. A van VlAet
Director
Educnrionrl Financin Dvinim
Departwent of Ple i 'd
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December 12, 1973

Ifr. Rene Maheu
Director-General
United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization
7, Place de Yontenoy
F 75700 Paris, France

Dear Mr. Maheu:

This is in reply to your letter of November 20, 1973, transwitting
the text of Decision 4.4.2 of Unesco's Executive board based on its con-
sideration of the report on Unesco's science policy programs presented
by the ad hoc working group of the Advisory CommiAttee on the Application
of Science and Technology to Development (ACAST).

The ACAST working group seems to have made a very useful report on
Unesco's programs under the headings of science and technology. The
World Bank is exploring its proper role in this important area, and I
think it ia likely that we will be able to evolve a useful approacA to
supporting tie advancement of science and technology, as was suggested
by the working group. Indeed, we already provide considerable support
for activities relating to science and technology both in connection
with project loans and credits and in our support for research institu-
tions and research Projects in our developing member countries. I would
expect this component of our assistance to increase in the future.

The working group report suggests that the World Bank should also
support "activitiesl' of Unesco which forn part of Unesco's own progras
of assistance in the field of science and technology. As I knou you
understand, the Uorld "ank could not provide budgetary support for the
regular programs of another specialized agency. If, as I assume, that
is what the suggestion refers to, you nay wish to bring this to the atten-
tion of your xecutive board in due course.

The working group, and the resolution, also suggest that it uiaht be
desirable to establish a cooperative program between the World bank and
Unesco similar to that whicn we have established to deal with projects 'in
the sphere of education." We have serious difficulties with this our-gcs-
tion, and suspect th-at the parallelism between financing of the education
sector and the p'ro'lem of supp'ort for measures for science and tecimolony,
wlicit apparently eni3tod in th;e ni2nJ of the workin. groum, reflects> so:
nisundetstanding on the part of tie working group of the nature of the
bank's operations.
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We doubt, for instance, whether there is a large category of projects
in "science and technology" comparable to projects in education, agricul-

ture, transport or other sectors in which the Bank group provides capital
assistance to its member countries. There are, on the other hand, scien-

tific and technological aspects or dimensions to many projects financed

by the Bank Group. But we believe that these are, or can be, adequately
dealt with under existing arrangements, including our cooperative program
with Unesco. After all, part of the rationale for establishing the cooper-
ative program when it was originally proposed to the Executive Directors of

the Bank was that a staff located in Unesco, and engaged primarily in iden-

tifying and preparing projects for Bank Group financing, could drav on and

benefit from other parts of Unesco's program, including your programs in

science and technology. I think, therefore, that any attempt to work out

a separate cooperative program in a sector that is ill defined in terms of

World Bank operations might divert a lot of time of your staff, and ours,
without producing any concrete proposals likely to enhance significantly

the present capacities of our two organizations to assist our member coun-

tries to obtain more benefits from applications of science and technology.

I have expressed myself very frankly on this proposal and I hope you
will be no less frank in letting me know whether you share my views. If

so, I think we should inform ACAST in sorae suitable anner that while we
share their desire that our two organizations should work more effectively
to assist meriber countries to make better use of science and technology,
we do not think that a separate cooperative program almng tie lines of our

well established program dealing with the education sector would be an

effective way to accomplish that objective. If you find that you cannot

agree with me on the position I have outlined above, let us by all means

discuss the matter further.

Sincerely,

(Signc) Ert . cNamari

Robert S. McNamara

MLHoffman/pnn

December January 11, 1973

Cleared in principle and cc: Mr. Knapp

Mr. Baum/Mr. allantine

Cleared with Mr. W. Clark
Mr. C. Weiss

cc: Mr. Steuber (Paris Office)
Mrs. Boskey
Mr. Franco/Mr. Chatenay
Mr. McNamara's files (2)



December 20, 1973

Mr. W. van Vliet, Director
Educational Financing Division
Department of Planning and

Financing of Education
United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization
7, place de Pontenoy
75700 Paris, France

Dear Van:

In response to prodding from Werner to comment on the minutes
of our meeting in Paris on the Supplementary Cooperative Program--
at the moment we have misplaced the copy of the minutes you sent
us and if we do not find them tonight I will cable you asking for
another copy--with many apologies.

Meanwhile, however, I do recall that we agreed to run a two-
to three-month test to identify "invisible services" to the coopera-
tive program and my recollection is that you had agreed to give us
some indication of how that test would be run. I am hoping we can
complete that exercise fairly promptly. As you know, I feel that
some sort of corrective action on the supplementary program will
need to be taken and I should like to avoid any unnecessary delay.
Can you let me know about the test run at your early convenience.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Dunce S. lantine
Director

Education Department

DSBallantine/rcm



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: File DATE: December 3, 1973

FROM: D. S. Ballantine 0 0 t

SUBJECT: Meetings at Unesco Headquarters: November 28 and 29, 1973
Cooperative Program

During the Board of Governors meetings of the IIEP I was able to meet
several times with Unesco people on current questions.

Supplementary Cooperative Program: I met on this subject with
Messrs. Platt, van Vliet, Massee (EPP), Ochs (Curriculum and Structures),
Knapp (Curriculum and Structures), and one other. Indicating that I had
not discussed the Supplementary Cooperative Program with higher authority
since my talk with Mr. McNamara leading to his letter of June 13, 1973
to Mr. Maheu, I outlined the following as my own view of the Bank's budgetary
and manpower situation in education.

There are three main sources of manpower for Bank educational lending
operations--in order of magnitude: (1) the regional project divisions,
(2) Unesco and FAO cooperative programs and (3) CPS. At their present size
(9-11) the divisions operate at less than optimum efficiency. To a lesser
extent this is also true of CPS. The Unesco/IBRD Cooperative Program, on
the other hand (totalling altogether about 35 man-year effectives) is of a
viable size. To achieve maximum effectiveness from all sources, therefore,
it was necessary to review the present distribution of resources and perhaps
gradually to redeploy staff as between the Cooperative Program and the Bank.
Given the present tightening of the Bank's budget (and I assumed the same
intention by Unesco) we could not tolerate, beyond a reasonable time to make
adjustments, any inefficient deployment of manpower.

For this reason I had suggested to the Educational Financing Division
that they not hurry to fill the present 3-4 vacancies until we had considered
with our P&B possible shift of those funds to other accounts. We would also
be examining the composition of the EFD team and finally, it was necessary
to take a hard look at the account of the Supplementary Cooperative

Program (SCP).

There are two aspects to the SCP: (a) the balance between provision of
six posts in EPP division and other departments in Unesco and the reciprocal

rendering of (72 man-months per year)s.ervices to the regular program and

(b) the status of "special studies".

As for the balance of the account of the SPC, from September 9, 1970,
when it began, through June 30, 1973, the total manpower provided to it was
547 man-weeks, minus 89 man-weeks for leave, leaving a net total of 458 man-weeks.
Against this 314 man-weeks of services had been provided, leaving a deficit
for this period of 144 man-weeks or about 31 percent. Moreover, of the services
due about 42% had been provided on missions and 27% in the special studies.
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The special studies had never been regarded by the Bank as having the
highest priority and were included in the SPC at the behest of Unesco.
Since the inception of a line item for research in the Bank's own budget
shortly after the SPC agreement, there was less reason (in the Bank view)
for supporting special studies in this manner although admittedly the need
for occasional studies could be foreseen.

From this account, however, it did not appear that the mechanism of
the SPC (prior provision of replacement manpower for specialized personnel
made available to Cooperative Program missions) had effectively assured
such a supply. In any case demand and supply had not balanced and a review
of the experience did not suggest that it ever would.

Unesco pointed out that there were certain invisible services rendered
(reading and discussing EFD draft reports, briefing EFD or Bank missions,
etc.) which had never been counted. I stated that if they could be reliably
identified we would not object to including such services. It was agreed
that Unesco would run a test count over a 2-3 month period to estimate
what the volume of these services might be. This would provide a better
basis for determining future needs of the SPC.

Unesco stated that they were currently engaged in preparing the biennial
budget for calendar 1975-76 which would have to be ready for the Director
General by January. Mr. van Vliet said he foresaw no increase of EFD for
that period and none appeared indicated for the SCP. The question remained,
however, whether a decrease in SCP was needed and how much. I had previously
indicated that if cutbacks were made in SCP the Bank would accept a "reason-
able period" for them to be made. However, I could not at this time agree
to maintaining present levels for a period as long and remote as the 1975-76
biennium. In any case it has always been understood that Unesco's advance
budget planning involves no firm commitment by the Bank, which can only be
made by its own budget actions.

We reviewed briefly the status of the special studies. Unesco reports
that the "indicators" study by EPP is substantially completed. The "curriculum"
study could be put into first draft by the end of the year. The "programmed
learning" study would require additional funding which the Bank had earlier
declined to provide. It appeared, however, that the study might be continued
as a joint venture of Unesco/ILO (Turin). The teacher training study had
encountered unforeseen technical difficulties and was not likely to move
ahead. No decisions were taken regarding these studies, the intention having
been to give Unesco a fair chance to state its case. My own conclusion is
that we should allow a brief time for finalizing the "indicators" study and
until January 1 for the first draft of the "curriculum" study. The other
studies should terminate as far as the Cooperative Program is concerned.

With Mr. van Vliet separately I resumed discussion of the surplus
architect situation. He agreed to begin by exploring with one architect
the possibility of taking up work in Washington.

cc: Messrs. Baum
Hoffman

Education Division Chiefs
Education Department Staff

DSB:jsc



Messrs. Knapp, W. Clark and Baum November 30, 1973

Michael L. Hoffman

Unesco Proposal for New Cooperative Program

I spend a fair amount of time fending off proposals for new coopera-
tive programs. Whatever the attitude within the Bank, that 75-25 sharing
formula has acquired irresistible glamour in the UN system, at least with
Directors General. But you can't win them all.

We have been expecting a letter from Maheu along the lines of the
attached for the last couple of months. With reference to the last para-
graph, I had a "preliminary exchange of views" with Fobes at the ACC meet-
ing, but if Mr. McNamara did, he didn't mention it to me. In any case, I
cannot imagine he would have said anything more than I did, which was,
essentially, that I hoped we wouldn't get such a request, but if we did,
we would have to deal with it.

This proposal originates with the UN Advisory Committee on the Appli-
cation of Science and Technology to Development (ACAST). We have a long
record of highly unproductive interchanges with ACAST about which Mr. Weiss
can brief you if necessary. However, I do not think it is necessary to go
into all of that for present purposes. ACAST has been promoting a world
"action program" for science and technology on -thich at some point a price
tag of $3 billion was placed. As they are getting nowhere in particular
with this, they are trying to influence the work of existing agencies in
ways that could be said to implement the action program and, of course,
looking for new resources.

The actual recommendation for a Bank/Unesco cooperative program appears
almost as an afterthought in a series of conclusions of an ACAST working
group that examined Unesco's own science policy program -- of course they
stumbled over our coop program in the process. It found its way from there
into the resolution attached, and thus into Maheu's letter.

It seems to me there are two ways we can handle this. We could acknowl-
edge the letter and ask Maheu whether he has any concrete proposals. This
would start a lengthy exchange, take up a good deal of time, soothe ACAST,
and probably encourage certain elements in Unesco to think there might be
some cash at the end of the trail.

The second kind of response, which I favor, would be to say right away
that so far as the "activities" part of the recommendatiors are concerned,
it would be out of the question for the Bank to support parts of the regular
program of another international agency. (It is clear from the context of
the ACAST review that this is what "activities" me.nns.) Maheu and Fobes
both know this perfectly well, but they ought to dispel any illusions that
exist either inside the organization, or in their Executive Board, and in
ACAST.
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So far as the second half of the recommendation is concerned, we would
say that we are unable to see what "projects in science and technology" as
a category of projects comparable to, say, education, agriculture, etc.,
might be. In fact, there are scientific and technological aspects to many
projects financed by the Bank, but these are adequately dealt with under
existing arrangements, including our cooperative program with Uneseo. In
short, "science and technology" form a dimension of projects rather than a
category of projects. We, therefore, don't think it would be fruitful to
pursue the idea of a separate cooperative program in "science and technology."

Of course, the language would not be as blunt as the above. If we want
to say something positive, we could say that we would not be averse to con-
sidering adding to the cooperative program some manpower from Unesso's
science departments if and when the priorities of our member countries seem
to call for such action, but we do not see such a need now. But it seems to
me that we might as well try to persuade Unesco now that it would be a waste
of their time and ours to try to make sense out of a recommendation which is
conceptually confused and operationally meaningless merely to satisfy ACAST's

urge to "do something" about "science and technology"

May I have your views?

MLHoffman/pnn

cc: Mrs. Boskey
Mr. C. Weiss
Mr. Franco-Holguin
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united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-71

The Director-General

reference: DG/7/10.987 20 November 1973

Dear Mr. McNamara,

I have the pleasure to send you herewith the text
of Decision 4.4.2 which the Executive Board adopted at its
93rd session (12 September - 11 October 1973) following its
consideration of the agenda item entitled "Report of the
Ad Hoc Working Group of the United Nations Advisory Committee
on the Application of Science and Technology to Development
(UNACAST) on Unesco's science policy programmes". A copy of
the Working Group's report is also enclosed.

As you will see from paragraph 5 of this decision, the
Board has requested me to draw your attention to the UNACAST
suggestion (paragraph 18 (h) (ii) of the report) that "Unesco
and the Bank should jointly explore the possibility of concluding
arrangements whereby the Bank could provide support for Member
States' activities and projects in the field of science and
technology conducted with the assistance of Unesco; these
arrangements possibly to take the shape of a Memorandum of
Understanding to be concluded between the two organizations,
similar to that already in force between them in the sphere of
education".

I should be grateful for your views on this recommendation,
on which, I understand, you had a preliminary exchange of views
.with Mr. Fobes at the recent ACC meeting in New York.

Yours sincerely,

/A
Rend MaheU

Mr. Robert S. McNamara,
President,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433

United States of America



4.4.2. - Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group of the United Nations
Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology
to Development (UNACAST) on Unesco's science policy programmes
(937 EX/4 and Corr. and 93 EX/42 Part I)

The Executive Board,

1. Having examined document 93 EX/14 ani Corr. and the report of its
Programme and External Relations Commission thereon (93 EX/42', Part I,
paragraphs 56 to 69),

2. Takes note of the contents of the report on Unesco science policy
programmes over the past decade, drawn up by an Ad Hoc W.orking Group
of the United Nations Advisory Committee on the Application of Science
and Technology to Development (UNACAST) and unanimously approved by
the parent committee UNACAST;

3. Concurs with the conclusions reached in that report; expreses its
gratification at the considerable fund of experience accumulated during
the past two decades by Unesco in the science and technology policy
field; and emphasizes the importance of the role which Unesco has played
and should continue to play by itself as well as within the United Nations
system, in matters relating to science and technology policies and
institutions;

4. Ruests the DirectorGeneral to forward the report to the Administrator
of UNDP, drawing his attention to the fact that, in UNACAST's judgement
(paragraph 18 (h) (i) of the report), UNDP financial support for regional
science policy meetings at the level of governmental experts would be
a well-justified form of development investment;

5. Further requests the Director-General to forward the report to the
President of the World Bank, drawing his attention to the UNACAST
suggestion (paragraph 18 (h) (ii) of the report), that Unesco and the
Bank should jointly explore the possibility of concluding arrangements
whereby the Bank could provide support for Member States' activities
and projects in the field of science and technology conducted with the
assistance of Unesco; these arrangements possibly to take the shape of
a Memorandum of Understanding to be concluded between the two organiza-
tions, similar to that already in force between them in the sphere of
education;

6. Emphasizes the interest of the precedent established by the report and
the continuing dialogue envisaged in its paragraph 18 (b), as represent..
ing an economicda and efficient procedure, which illustrates one means
of ensuring that "regular and continuing evaluation and assessment" of
Unesco's programme activities recently called for by the Board (in
89 EX/Decisions, 4.1.2. II and 92 EX/Decisions, 3.3) and which, with
appropriate adaptations, might prove suitable for application to other
aspects of Unescot s natural sciences programme.



INTERNATIONAL DE\tLOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOPI INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATIC4 RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. D. S. Ballentine DATE: 20 November 1973

FROM: Gabrielle Le Blanc

SUBJECT: Summary of 10 September Report on Supplementary CP Discussion

1. Unesco feels that the supplementary agreement is in general satisfactory
and that the experiences of the past three years should enable both organizations
to focus on better utilization of the program.

2. In this light, Unesco proposed 4 principal areas which the supplementary
program could include in the years to come:

- increased participation in CP/IBRD missions;
- continuation of work on country profiles, which will be improved in

the future with inputs from Unesco regional education offices and
from information in country programs. It is requested that the
Bank respond to individual country profiles as they are prepared.

- continuation of special studies, which could be most useful for the
two organizations. Unesco's underestimation of timing and complexity
of studies should not prejudice this aspect of the program.

- Unesco would wish to assist in speeding up Bank project implementation,
first by developing a plan of operation before the loan/credit agreement
is signed and secondly, by offering a "trouble-shooting" service after
the loan/credit agreement becomes effective.

3. The reactions from the Bank to these 4 points varied. . Mr. Ballantine
was on the whole favorably disposed, with certain reservations on the special
studies and the new implementation proposals. One of the regional education chiefs
was firmly opposed to continuing the supplementary CP, another had many
reservations and the 3 others appeared to be generally satisfied with the program
and open to constructive ideas on possible future reshaping of it.

4. Unesco should consider the priority it wishes to give to the three
activities - missions, country profiles and special studies, so that conflicts
of staff utilization will not occur. It was recognized that participation of
supplementary CP personnel in CP/IBRD missions is a question of internal Uresco
scheduling. It was also recognized that the need for country profiles will
diminish, except for the 25 least developed countries, and that more analytical
and- less descriptive information should be included in the profiles prepared in
the future.

5. The Bank appeared favorably inclined to maintain a program of speciil
studies, but despite assurances that Unesco would finance the continuation of
the three ongoing studies, the Bank felt they should be terminated. For future
studies, it was suggested that the emphasis be less research oriented and more
directly allied to Bank concerns, and that a strict agreed-upon timetable be
established for each study.

6. Concerning Unesco's suggestions for assistingiin Bank implementation,
reactions from the Bank split between no interest at all, and a welcoming of
such assistance - with inputs from Unesco headquarters as well as from the
regional Unesco education offices.
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7. Discussion brought up two new suggestions: the transfer of 24 man/months
either from C or from supplementary CP for (a) the creation of a post within
the Unesco Bangkok office for a science teaching adviser to advise on equipment
lists and consultants and (b) the provision within the IBE of a specialist to
assist in the inventory which the IBE might undertake following Bellagio discussions.

8. On .administrative pointss the Bank agreed that the 6 posts financed
under the supplementary CP would be maintained for two years, but felt that
the manpower for the two new suggestions (see 7 above) should come from these
6 posts. The Bank agreed that the services provided by Unesco should continue
to come from the Education Sector, and that the staff should continue in their
present assignments. It was also agreed that the full utilization of the
72 man/months of services provided under the supplementary CP should be
assured by the Bank, in agreement with Unesco. There was to be no change in
the proportion of financing paid by each organization (75%-25%), and it was
understood that the services were to continue to be provided free to the
organizations' member countries.

9. In the November discussions, Unesco should therefore work from the
following basic positions:

(a) mission work - insist on increased participation in all CP missions,
particularly those of evaluation where Unesco could be of substantive
assistance;

(b) country profiles - request a list of those profiles which will be
necded, but remain aware that ths re:;uests will diminish;

(c) special studies - maintain a "study" portion of the supplementary CP,
accepting the proposals in 5 above, and request a grace period of a
few months to wrap up at least some of each of the unfinished studies;

(d) new activities - propose that the two new activities (plan of
operation assistance and trouble-shooting assistance) be undertaken
by joint Unesco/Bank teams.

(e) If the Bank reintroduces the idea of transferring 24 man/months as
in 7 above, the two new posts created should be considered aF part
of the whole CP, not just the expanded CP.

10. The only issue to which the Bank should give further consideration
relates to the need for a Bank commitment towards full utilization of the
72 man/months of the supplementary CP. As there seems to be some Bank sympathy
for this need, Unesco should press for a Bank commitment.



Mr. D.S. Ballantine November 19, 1973

R.P. Brandenburg

UNESCO Supplementary Cooperative Profjr,1 - Basic Equie.nt Lists and

Use of Consultants (eeting - ovember L.l, 7)

The discussion held on Iovember 8, 1973 first agreed that

the basic equipment lists should be extendod. This decision was

based on the study which the CPS undertook on basic equipment lists

and the collection of related data from international and quasi-

governmental agencies. The purpose of the study was to determine

where lists existed which could be of use to the Bank and 
assist in

identifying gaps and new subject areas which could be dcveloped.

More recently, conversations were held with IBRD agricultural 
and -

technical educators with respect to the above, in order 
to reach a

general consensus of opinion as to what areas and levels should be

up-dated, expanded or developed. A chart has been produced indicating

the aforementioned information and was distributed to the division

chiefs on November 8, 1973 (see attachment).

We now intend to hold two meetings (1) with agricultural

educators and (2) with technical educators to identify the 
arcaz of

highest priority and rank them accordingly. Thus, we can single out

ten or more crucial areas and go forward with the preparation 
of the

basic lists.

In addition, there was discussion how the Bank can assist the

borrower in the improvement of the educational equipwmnt procurement

cycle. Mr. Pennisi had suggested in his memo of Septemsber 14, 1273

that the U-ESCO Suppleuentary Cooperative Pr r:' could be of

-1* a to *t 11n, vn- ideS. was that personnel from um:>
headquarters could be sent to the field during project identification

and/or preparation to assist in (1) adjusting standard basic lists;

(2) assessing local capiabiiesl (3) aLvisig; bt prur mei L.

stallation, and maintenance !. "r. D.S. iallantine felt the use ot

UTESCO regional offices would be nost useful in this endeavor. Ir.

J. Ste.art felt that the Bank should retain more control and thus

favored the use of consultiniT firms. Another suggestion included the

use of the Bank field staff.

The main thrust of the above discussion relates to the overall

opinion that sn a in ile education project cycle could be avoided by

the IBBD's earlier involvement. it was un.animously rccommeined that

there is a nied to very e arl.y investigate axid assess a countryrs local.

capability for the adjustment of equipment lists and the necessary

1/ In pertinent cases adjusting curriculum.
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procedures which follow. Thus during the project preparation stage

there would be an opportunity to dizcusa the drafted eqUiygnt lists

and explain to the borroacr that in ordcr to svtisfy IRD OjecificationG

the procurement packave nust cont% in detailed information on the

performance, engineerirg and operational data of the learning system

and the equipment required. At this point, the borrower should be made

aware that the vendor must supply specific 
operating and tccnnical

characteristics of all equipment components -- i.e., provision of

operating manuals, student work books, and 
teacher guides. Ideally,

the supplier should be responsible for the 
installation of the

equipment and be prepared to conduct 
training seminars for the school

personnel involved.. The cost for such seminars should be included in

the project cost. If the supplier is requested to provide the in-

service training, the cost should be included in 
the equipment package

and shown as a separate cost' item to facilitate 
comparison between

suppliers who can and who cannot provide 
staff in-service training.

The need for seminars to be conducted by 
the suppliers wbuld depend on

the local capacity in conducting in-service training- since it cannot be assumed

that the teachers or maintLenance personnel in the project schools can

handle the new equipment without organized training. Equally as

important as the in-service training is the raintenance program.

Equipment vendors must clearly indicate their ability to supply spare

parts, maintenance manuals and repair services.

Based on the aforementioned discussion, certain procurement

procedures would occur earlier in the 
time sequence of the project

cycle in an effort to increase efficiency.

Attachment: a/s

cc: Messrs. Hultin (with attachment)
Erder

Lethem
pennisi
Stewart

Thing

RPB/nm



and other - toa _111
Avai able Education z-ui ment Lists O f' IBRD anite s t o a n

____________________ 

uasiGovernm 
ntal A eflci

-Vocational FPs ducation
ucatiuc Levet and General Proe

A IBRD 'BRD/UnescO-

Land Clearing and Preparation B :BRDIfe-

Plant ing L
Culti.vation

Rea-jping plant Breeding IBRD, Uns
tion and UnescO

Pestand Disease Control IBRD
General Soils aneCCroUnc
Soil Sciences and Crop

science

A - ic~ultureEn~ neBin 
IBBD

aRD IBRD -1

Basic Woodworking n

Farm Machinery, IjB /UneS.C
Bai( Metal Working IBRD/UnescO

El',ntrySUrvying 
I

Edmn y - Machinery
Advanced Farming

Bl~Metar 5oring
AdvancedMahnrAdvanced~ Metal WOrhing
Advanced Woodworking

Animal Hu sanry- IBRD
------ IBRI)nec IBRD/Unesco

Cattle Production IBRD/U
.nm.1 Feed Analysis

Dair Products AnalYsis

Slaughter House

Request List-
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CurriLla General Pre- Vocational Technical Higher
Vocational (Higher (Post Education Professional

Subject Area (Lower Sec.) Sec.) Sec.)

Animal Husbandry Cont'd

Veterinary Aid and Innoculations IBRD IBRD
Poultry Production
Swine Production
Dairy Production
Sheep and Goat Production

Art

Commercial Art * -
Arts and Crafts IBRD IBRD IBRD

Arts and Crafts-Furniture if it
Fine Arts - Furniture
Graphic Arts

-Audio Visual
IBRD,CEDO, IBRD,CEDO,

Language Laboratories IBRD IBRD,ILO IBRD,ILO Unesco Unesco

Business Education

Comnerce IBRD IBRD IBRD

Home Economics

Clothing and Textile IBRD** IBRD**
Food and Nutrition
Laundry and Cleaning ,
Home Nursing
Home Management Apt.
Child Development Center

* Request List.

** Request Updating.



ucation Level and

Subject Area Curricula General Pre- VocatioT hVocational i gher Technical
(Lower Sec. ) (Higher (Pos t Higher

Industria r Se.) Sec.) Education Professional

Drawing

Metalworking IBRD
Woodworking - " RD
Building Construction
Automotives *
Electrical 

*IBRD

Vocational Tran
* IBRD

Auto Body
Carpentry
Drafting 

IBRDRadio and Television
Industrial Electronics
Electro Mechaanics 

-Motor Mechanics
Heating & Air Conditioning

Macl inists 
-Tool and Die Making

PiPework and PluMbersS h e t urae t a l*
etetL ILO,*-Brickwork, 

Masonry
Electrical Industrial
Electrical Construction 

ILO,*-Welling - gas, arc, combination -LO 

-
h ILO

ion ILO,*

Request Updatig.

ating.



Curricula General Pre- Vocational Technicai Higher

Vocational (Higher (Post- Education

Subject Area (Lower Sec.) Sec.) Sec.)

Science Teachin

General Science IBRD,UNICFF IBRD,UNICEF IBRD,UNICEF UNICEF

Biology
Chemistry it

Physics

Social Studies

History and Geography IBRD** IBRD** IBRD**

Forestry -

Wood Technology 4
Logging
Hilling
Grading

Logging Technology
Forest Engineering

Horticult ure

Gardening and Food Crop
Production

Gardening (family)

Food Science and Technolog'

Food and Nutrition Science

Food Technology

* Request Lists.
** Request Updating.



November 2, 1973

SPECIAL DELIVERY

Mr. V. van Vliet
Director
Educational Financing Division
UNESCO
Place do Fontenoy
Paris 75700, France

Dear Van:

The preparations for the review meeting are well advanced. We have
had discussions within the Bank, and on the basis of these, have prepared
a short paper which I enclose. The major items which we will want to dis-
cuss are covered in that paper.

We are establishing an agenda for the meeting, which will include,
in addition to discussion of the major items, a review of the CP budget,
as extensive a review as you could provide at this time of the Supple-
mentary CP, including time spent on CP work and the state of progress of
the special studies (if UNESCO still considers them operative), as well
as a country review.

There are many people here who have expressed the desire to meet
with you, including Michael Hoffman and most of the regional Project
Directors. The Education Division Chiefs are, of course, in addition to
participation in general discussions, planning their usual periodic opera-
tional review.

We would also like to schedule one session of a preview of the
Education Sector Paper, which we are now revising.

The positive feedback from Neeat Erder's and my Paris discussions
with your staff has encouraged me to plan a similar session with our
professional staff. We would like to schedule a half day for this purpose.

I would most welcome any suggestions on your part. As I know you
are spending some days in the Netherlands imiediately prior to our meeting,
I hope you could cable us any comments you may have.

Sincere y ours,

can S. Ballantine
Director

Education Department

Enclosure

GLB/mm



rnIMwxSCO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM

In discussions within the Bank in preparation for the forteeming
review meeting (12-16 November), there has been focus on possible proce-

dural modifications in the C? in order to meat watual needs in a mor

satisfactory manner. There ha also been discussiom an where it is felt

that UNESCO could - given the changing nature of Rank procedures - beet

contribute.

Some suggestions which have been extensively reviewed and which might

be of help in CP discussions are outlined as follows.

Sector Work

It is felt that UNESCO could make its best contribution within the

CP at the level of Sector Analysis. Such analysis could inclnde basic

sector studies as well as a more limited type of sector study which would

indicate possible areas of lending, rather than delving into particular

project items.

Such reports would be used by the Bank as the basis for the prepara-
tion of a lending program comprising a sequence of projects.

This sector work would be followed by Reconsaissance Missions, which

would identify and discuss with the government specific project items.

Project Work

It has become apparent that each project requires a varying sequence

of operations, and that each regional area within the Bank has an individual

approach to project design work. Given these realities, it becomes important

to recognise the need for a fluid and flexible sequence of operations in

each case.

Within this flexibility, there is agreement that at certain stages
in the project cycle a number of "communiation points"' would occur.

The first of these points is the agreement between UNESCO and the Bank

on the terms of reference for each mission. It is expected that substantial

information an the nature of a particular mission will be transmitted to

UNESCO as soon as possible after the request for UNESCO assistance. Term

of reference can then be drawn up by UNESCO upon receipt of this input
information and comunicated to the Bank for concurrence. It is hoped that

this procedure cam be established as a regular one for each mission.
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The second point of communication in this sequence is the briefing
of the mission leader in Washington. This, too, is hoped to become a
regular procedure.

There are three other possible points for communication: the field
visit, debriefing of the mission leader in Washington and discussion of
the report outline in Paris. It is hoped that not less than one of these
three be agreed upon for each mission.

It was noted that exchange of draft reports has been useful. In
respect to the present UNESCO white cover report, it might be pertinent
to distinguish in each ease whether communication to the Bank is for purposes
of information and/or comment.

It would also be useful to review some aspects of project preparation
work, as changes in project content between reconnaissance and preparation
occur, and tactics to deal with these government-inspired changes could
profitably be discussed.

Discussion also centered on Bank scheduling concerns due to the length
and uncertainty of timing of UNESCO report publication. If an agreed upon
timetable with time deadlines could be adopted, it would greatly alleviate
such scheduling problems. Depending on the nature of the report, a limit
of 3 to 5 months, or 4 to 6 months could be agreed upon.

Staff

It is hoped that continued interchange of personnel on missions can
take place. The Bank recognizes that in this respect improvement on its
side is required, as there have been relatively few Bank inputs as compared
to those from UNESCO.

The above tactic will help in what has come to be called a communication
gap.

Equally important, however, is the program of IBRD/UNESCO staff
seminars, the first of which took place in Paris this autumn. It is con-
sidered advisable that once or twice a year these seminars be scheduled,
and that sufficient time be made available for them to become substantial
dialogues.

A problem has begun to be recognised in respect to manpower budgeting
on the part of UNESCO. With new Bank program and budgeting procedures, the
UNESCO inputs to Bank work are difficult to quantify for individual missions
and other activities. It would be helpful if the present UNESCO monthly
time reporting system could be reviewed to make it more responsive to these
manpower budgeting needs.



November 2, 1973

SPECIAL DELIVERY

Mr. W. van Vliet
Director
Educational Financing Division
UNESCO
Place de Fontenoy
Paris 75700, France

Dear Van:

The preparations for the review meeting are well advanced. We have
had discussions within the Bank, and on the basis of these, have prepared
a short paper which I enclose. The major items which we will want to dis-
cuss are covered in that paper.

We are establishing an agenda for the meeting, which will include,
in addition to discussion of the major items, a review of the CP budget,
as extensive a review as you could provide at this time of the Supple-
mentary CP, including time spent on CP work and the state of progress of
the special studies (if UNESCO still considers them operative), as well
as a country review.

There are many people here who have expressed the desire to meet
with you, including Michael Hoffman and most of the regional Project
Directors. The Education Division Chiefs are, of course, in addition to
participation in general discussions, planning their usual periodic opera-
tional review.

We would also like to schedule one session of a preview of the
Education Sector Paper, which we are now revising.

The positive feedback from Necat Erder's and my Paris discussions
with your staff has encouraged me to plan a similar session with our
professional staff. We would like to schedule a half day for this purpose.

I would most welcome any suggestions on your part. As I know you
are spending some days in the Netherlands immediately prior to our meeting,
I hope you could cable us any comments you may have.

Sincerely yours,
Duncan S. Ballantine

Director
Education Department

Enclosure
QLi/ine



Mr. Michael J4. Roffman Oetober 12, 1973

&VLn Julia

U2.; 3i gesion of Excutive geard.
Sdentqmber jz-octooor lga 197I

1. Among the several items on the agenda for this session, the
financial crisis of UNrSCO caused by dollar devaluation and inflation
was the most important one. Apart from finance, discussions ranged
as usual from esoteric rhetoric to political squabbling. The present
memo covers only the financial crisis, UNESCO's science policy
programas( for which a new Cooperative Program has been proposed, and
the working methods of the Executive Board (where no real progress
is to report, in fact).

Finance

2. The upshot of the dslibe/ratiohs was to summon mn extraordinary
session of the General COf roee o October 23-27 to consider the
financial position of the rganization and the measures recommended
by the Executive Beard dress 'the situatios. As set forth in
the attached documents /3 *ad 4, UNESCO is faciag a budget deficit
of about $23,7 million for 1973-74 ($15,9 million on account of
inflation and 47,8 million on account). Primarily through deferment
of recruitment and a pruning of the program, the originally ealculated
deficit could be brought down to $12.7 million, which will have to be
covered by member states. Fellowing the lengthy Executive Board dia-
cussions, it would appear that the members have no alternative than
grasping the nettle and agree to a supplementary contributioa.
Against this background the extraordinary session of the General
Conference is expected to be primarily a formality.

3. Conversations with UNESCO officials indicate that, unless the
recommendations of the Executive Board are reversed by the General
Conference, the Cooperative Program would not be affected by the
proposed economy measures.

Sciene Policy

4. I summarised in my memo to you of September 21, 1973 the
proposal for a Cooperative Program in the field of science and tech-
nology, and its background. I do not believe there is much to add
at this juncture but enclose, for the records, the relevant report
from the Program and External Relations Commission (document 93 142,
pages 18-21). The UNESCO Secretariat will in due time formally
approach the Bank on this subject.

./.



Workiaf Methods of the Zxeoutive )oart

The Board's peculiar eharacteristics of a discussion
club has for maay years exasperated several of its members.
Its working methods were reviewed also at this session without
tangible results. The Nordie countries are however deteried
to press hard for a drastic revision of the Board's procedures.
Their proposals in this regard have ben subjeoted to dilatory
tactics (like for instance the half-hearted review undertaken
at this session) en the part of a number of Board mebers.
The Nordics are however confident that their proposals for far-
reaching reforms will be brought up for discussion by the
Ixecutive board at its spring session in 1974.

Atts.

to: Mr. Ballantine
Mr. Weiss

SJslpl
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(e) these Regional Offices to be effective should be adequately
staffed by programme specialists, competent in education,
research and implementation in the fields of:

science policy;
basic and applied sciences;

and specialists in the fields of hydrology, life sc' nces,
oceanography, information transfer, geology, ecolo , etc.
whenever appropriate;

(f) these Regional Offices, in order to keep mor closely in
touch with local conditions, should increa ngly involve
scientists of the region in all possible -lays, including in
advisory bodies, in the Offices' activ' ies;

(g) these Offices should enjoy greater owers to administer their
budgets and, accordingly, should e given responsibility for
them, as are Headquarters depa ments and divisions; in parti-
cular, they should possess t ir own funds to provide for travel
expenses and to promote an finance specifically regional
activities;

(h) in studying the poss' ility of establishing new Regional
Offices of this ki , priority should be given to West Africa,
the northern part of Latin America and the Caribbean, and
North East Asi

(i) in strength ing the present Regional Science Offices, and
whenever tablishing new ones, the rotation of staff between
Headqua ers and such Offices should be sought after;

7. Invites e Director-General to take into account the above general
observ ions and guidance when preparing future Draft Programmes
and dgets of Unesco;

8. X mmends that the Director-General submit a more detailed report
/on the present and future r8le of the Regional Offices for consid-
eration by the General Conference of Unesco at its eighteenth ses-
sion, having distributed it to the Member States in good time.

Item 4.4.2 - Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group of the United Nations Advisory
Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Develop-
ment (UNACAST) on Unesco's science policy porammes (93 EX/14 and Corr.)

56. The Programme and External Relations Commission examined documents 93 EX/14
and Corrigendum. The Assistant Director-General for Science introduced the

documents, noting the success of this evaluation exercise. He trusted the Com-
mission would derive some satisfaction from the terms of the UNACAST report, and
believed the report's conclusions deserving of the Commission's close attention.
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57. Eleven members took part in the ensuing debate. A theme common to all these

interventions was the speakers' gratification at the evidence, provided by

the UNACAST report, of harmonious co-operation between the two Secretariats, and

at the positive nature of this exercise.

58. The first speaker stressed two points. The first of these was his satisfac-

tion, which he believed the Commission would share, with the outcome of the

UNACAST evaluation. In this connexion, he felt it would be opportune for the

Commission to draw attention to the considerable fund of experience which Unesco

had built up over the years in the science and technology policy field, even

before UNPACAST had been created, and to stress that this was a field in which

Unesco had an important and continuing role to play.

59. His second point concerned relations with the World Bank. Since there

already existed, between Unesco and the Bank, a formal Memorandum of Under-

standing in the sphere of education, he felt it time that a similar document be

drawn up with regard to the sphere of science and technology.

60. Following speakers indicated their agreement with the sense of these pro-

posals, and directed their comments to a series of individual points con-

tained in the "Conclusions" section of the UNACAST report (paragraph 18).

61. One member, while concurring with the laudatory comments contained in the

UNACAST report, felt that it overlooked one important element which he

would like to see introduced as an "additional idea". He stressed that his

observations implied no criticisms of the Unesco Secretariat Science Policy

Division. All countries did indeed, in his view, need a science policy; more

particularly, one which successfully integrated science and technology with the

overall national aims and policies. However, there was an analogy to be drawn

in this respect between an individual State and an international organization.

Better planning was needed, so far as Unesco's own Science Sector was concerned.

Priorities, as between the Sector' s various long-term projects, needed clearer

definition in relation to the overall aims of Unesco as a whole. This did not

mean it should be the responsibility of the Science Policy Division, to define

Unesco's own science policy: that must clearly remain the responsibility of the

management, more specifically the General Conference and the Executive Board.

He was however uneasy to observe how difficult it was to secure for certain vital

projects, for instance solar energy research, the priority they properly merited

within the Science Sector's scheme of priorities. Moreover, this was not a

problem unique to Unesco. It also faced other organizations within the United

Nations system: for example, UNACAST itself; the World Bank; the United Nations

Food and Agriculture Organization; and so forth. While, therefore, he basically

supported the draft decision before the Commission, amended to take account 
of

the two points made by the first speaker, he in his turn wished to make two

proposals.

62. The first of these proposals was to emphasize that Unesco should continue

to fulfil its responsibilities in the field of science and technology

policies, in particular within the United Nations system of organizations.
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63. The second proposal was to bring out the additional idea which was the main

point of his intervention. He felt this would be adequately reflected by

the introduction of a single word ("themselves") into the written draft amendment

(document 93 EX/PX/DR.1) which the Commission had before it. Subject to these

two points, he would support the draft decision as amended.

64. Another speaker, while echoing the general satisfaction already voiced,
underlined the importance of the substance of the previous speaker's second

proposal, with which he wished to be associated. He would accordingly support

the resolution, modified as previously proposed.

65. Other speakers limited themselves to expressing concurrence with the UNACAST

report's conclusions, and with the terms of the resolution as amended.

Among the points stressed was the value for developing countries of Unesco's

science policy programme, and of regional science policy meetings at ministerial

and more particularly governmental expert level. The forthcoming Conference of

Ministers Responsible for the Application of Science and Technology to Development

in the African Member States ("CASTAFRICA"), was cited as a good example of the

value of regional science policy meetings. Several members expressed warm support

for the paragraphs in the resolution which envisaged increased co-operation with,
and financial support by, the United Nations Development Programme and the World

Bank, in respect of regional science policy meetings at the level of governmental

experts and in respect of Member States' activities and projects in the field of

science and technology conducted with the assistance of Unesco.

66. One member, reiterating his Government's belief in the value of evaluation

exercises such as that now before the Board, and hoping to see the UNACAST

evaluation visits put on a regular periodic basis, expressed the hope that proper

feedback would be ensured from the developing countries themselves. He sought

clarification (later provided by the Assistant Director-General for Science) in

respect of paragraph 18(g) of the UNACAST report's Conclusions, as to what was

meant by UNACAST's hope that Unesco's General Conference would lend its "moral

authority" to encouraging, in the developed countries, an increased "development"
element in their national R:D effort.

67. Replying to the debate, the Deputy Director-General suggested a less limitative

wording in respect of the form which increased co-operation with the World

Bank might take. Contacts between Unesco and the World Bank were already close,
and negotiations under way for the strengthening and widening of co-operation;

but he felt that there might be some hesitation, on the Bank's part, as to en-
shrining this in a formal iMemorandum of Understanding.

68. The Assistant Director-General clarified the sense of paragraph 1
8 (g) of the

UNACAST report, recalling that it was part of the proclaimed UNACAST policy

to encourage the highly developed countries to devote a higher proportion of their

national RCD effort to problems specific to the needs of the less developed coun-

tries. As to the problem raised by another member who had cited the importance

of solar energy research, he conceded that the Secretariat had probably under-
estimated, in its proposals for future work, the interest of Member States in this

subject: this would doubtless call for programme adjustments within the Science
Sector. A distinction was perhaps to be drawn between science policy and tech-

nological forecasting; but he fully accepted the need for application, within

Unesco itself, of the modern techniques of policy planning, and assured the Board

that this was a matter to which close attention was being paid.

69. One member expressed scepticism as to the Unesco/World Bank co-operation in

the field of science and technology.
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70. The Commission adopted, by 23 votes in favour, none against, and three

abstentions the following resolution:

The Executive Board,

1.- HavinF examined document 93 EX/14 and Corr. and the report of its
Programme and External Relations Commission thereon (93 EX/42, Part I,
paragraphs 56 to 69),

2. Takes note of the contents of the report on Unesco science policy pro-
grammes over the past decade, drawn up by an Ad Hoc Working Group of,.
the United Nations Advisory Committee on the Application of Science
and Technology to Development (UNACAST) and unanimously approved by
the parent committee UNACAST;

3. Concurs with the conclusions reached in that report; expresses its

gratification at the considerable fund of experience accumwulated
during the past two decades by Unesco in the science and technolcgy

policy field; and emphasizes the importance of the responsibility

which Unesco has fulfilled and should continue to fulfil within the

United Nations system of organizations themselves, in matters relating
to science and technology policies and institutions;

4. Req-uests the Director-General to forward the report to the Adminis-

trator of IUDP, drawing his attention to the fact that, in UNACAST's

judgement (paragraph 18(h)(i) of the report), UNDP financial support

for regional science policy meetings at the level of governmental

ex;perts would be a well-justified form of development investment;

5. Further requests the Director-General to forward the report to the

President of the World Bank, drawing his attention to the UNACAST

suggestion (paragraph 18(h)(ii) of the report), that Unesco and the

Bank should jointly explore the possibility of concluding arrange-

ments whereby the Bank could provide support for Member States'

activities and projects in the field of science and technology con-
ducted with the assistance of Unesco; these arrangements possibly

to take the shape of a formal Memorandum of Undrstanding to be con-

eluded between the two organizations, similar to that already in
force between them in the sphere of education;

6. Commends to the Director-General the precedent established by the

report and the continuing dialogue envisaged in its paragraph 18(b),
as representing an economical and. efficient procedure, which illus-

trates one means of ensuring that "regular and continuing evaluation

and assessment" cf Unesco's programme activities recently called for

by the Board (in its decisions 89 EX/Decisions 4.1.2.11 and

92 EX/Decisions. 3.3) and which, with appropriate adaptations, might

prove suitable for application to other aspects of Unesco's Natural

Sciences programme.
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Item 4.4.3 - Invitations to the Meeting of a Special Comm. ctee of Governmental
Experts to prepare a draft recommendation to Member States on the
status of scientific research workers (93 EX/36 and Corr.)

71. The Programme and External Relations Commission examined documents
93 EX/36 and Corr. which were presented by the Secretariat. It was pointed

out that the Commission was not required to examine the substance of the prepara-
tion of a draft recommendation to Member States on the status of scientific
research workers, but only the question of invitations to the special committee
of governmental experts which was to be held at Unesco Headquarters from 23 to
30 April 1974.

72. One member suggested that the Council of Nordic Ministers of Education and
Culture should be added to the organizations listed in paragraph 6 (b) (ii),

and that organizations having special competence in the medical sciences and
technology should be added to those listed in paragraph 6 (b) (iii).

73. Another member, also approving the proposed list, similarly reqrested, under
paragraph 6 (b) (ii), inclusion of the Commonwealth Secretariat.

74. Two speakers requested information concerning the cost and duration of the
special committee of governmental experts to be held in April 1974.

75. The Secretariat explained that, since this was a "Category II" meeting the
expenses of the government experts and of the observers were to be borne by

their respective governments/organizations.

76. The meeting in question would last six working days. The Secretariat estima-
ted that, in all, some 120 persons might be expected to be present. The

principal item in the Unesco budget for the meeting, was the sum of approximately
$7,000 for the simultaneous interpretation into four languages (English, French,
Russian and Spanish).

77. It was confirmed that the status of Gambia as a Member State of Unesco as
from 1 August 1973 would be respected in the dispatch of invitations

(of. document 93 EX/36 Corr.).

78. With regard to non-governmental organizations, the Secretariat proposed the
addition of the International Peace Research Association (IPRA) to the list

set out at paragraph 6 (b) (iii), on the basis of the expertise of this body and
the close co-operation long established between it and Unesco.

79. With regard to the proposed inclusion of non-governmental organizations
specialized in the medical sciences and technology, this would certainly be

followed up by the Secretariat, the only proviso being that the bodies in question
must be among those enjoying consultative relations with Unesco. The list of
suc organizations would be carefully scanned to this effect. At the same time,
the reference in paragraph 6 (b) (ii): "European Economic Community" would be
corrected to read: "Commission of European Communities".

80. The Commission unanimously decided to submit to the Executive Board the
following resolution:



Mr. S. J. G. Burt October 10, 1973

R. 11. S. Pennell

Bank-UNESCO Cooperative Program

I have the following comments on Mr. Knox's memorandum of September 28,
1972:

1. Mr. Knox's proposals are less radical than those proposed in
Mr. Thint's memorandum, but they would, nevertheless, involve a
major change in the Cooperative Agreement. Education Financing
Division would become a group servicing Bank needs and no
longer an important arm- of UNESCO, the Uffspecialized agency
with principal responsibility for education.

2. However, there is a strong logic in Bank staff taking the initiative
in early sector work as suggested in Mr. Knox's para.(l) now that
regional project divisions have more direct influence en the shepe
of Bank sector lending policy in a particular country.

3. EFD could be very effective in doing the planning work suggested
in para.(2) (e.g. Senegal in 1971/72), but, within UNESCO, this
work was more the responsibility of EPAD. EFD would feel they
were losing the most challenging part of the project cycle--
identification.

4. In my view, the problem of coordinating and organizing UNESCO
missions under the proposed system would become more difficult
than it is now.

5. Effective sector identification work would need more manpower
in regional divisions. Vk would have to be prepared to learn
more about sector developments and keep ourselves up to date.

6. It is difficult to say whether the proposal would result in
a shorter project cycle.

7. It is relevant to note the basic differences between the way
in which the FAO and UNESCO Cooperative Programs work. I
believe it is true to say that Bank staff tend to undertake
sector work in agriculture. FAO builds up a stock of
identified/prepared projects which the Bank uses as a basis
for its operations program over 3 to 5 years. The majority
of agriculture projects are concerned with a geographical
"region" in a country. UNESCO pre-appraisal work, on the
other hand, is done for a shorter span of the operations
program and may cover the whole waterfront of education.
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8. There is no comment on the effectiveness of the Supplementary
Cooperative Program drawn up in 1970 to provide for special
studies sector briefs,as well as additional manpower for
missions. In my view, it hasn't worked.

9. The budgetary alternatives to the existing Cooperative Program
need consideration. Would funds be better spent if the Bank's
75% contribution were used for increasing the size of regional
education staff? In UNESCO's current financial position, would
the change in the Cooperative Agreement suggested lead UNESCO
to reduce its contribution further because of the limited
"payoff"?

10. There are sme very good staff members in SMD, and they have
developed considerable expertise over the patt four years in
meeting the Bank's basic needs. If the role of UNESCO is
diluted, many of the best people may well leave. We are
unlikely to acquire many of them in Washington)

11. Consultant firms (suggested in Mr. Thint's memo) absorb more
Bank staff time and the ones used so far have their own
limitatios.



Mr. Duncan 8. Ballantine, Director, n September 28, 1973
., CPS

A. David Knox, Director, LAC Projects

Bank-UNESCO Cooperative Program

I have been discussing with or colleagues in the I& Region
the problems we have in working with UNESCO and how we might try to
overcome these problem. I attach a memorandum by Mr. Thint on this
matter. I think that what has emerged so far from these discussions
is a program which would share the work of project identification and
preparation between UNESCO and the Bank along the following lines:

1) The first step would be for the Bank to send out a reconnaissance
mission to examine the broad needs of the education sector of a particular
country and to decide, in consultation with the Government, what should
be the general line of approach. The mission would determine, inter alia,
arq need for help in education planning.

2) If planning assistance is needed, the next step for us would be to
ask UNESCO to send a mission to help the Government in moving from the
broad objectives agreed to under 1) to a more specific operational plan
by determining alternative investment programs, their costs, priorities,
etc.

3) Then the Bank would send a quick identification mission to
identify the specific project within that plan to be financed by us.

4) Finally, we would ask UNESCO to send a mission to prepare the
project identified under 3).

Throughout these various steps we would attempt to second Bank staff to
work with the UNESCO missions and conversely have UNESCO people working
with our missions.

I find from discussions with the other Regional Projects Directors
that they face similar problems and may, indeed, be thinking along simila
lines. Clearly, we will all have to move in step if we are to get more
out of the arrangements with UNESCO.

I wonder whether it might not be a good idea for all of the
Regional Projects Directors to meet with you to discuss this problem.
Pertiaps, as a first step, we could ask the Education Division Chiefs, in
collaboration with people from your Department, to try to work out a
proposal.

cc: Messrs. Kirmani, Director, Eastern Africa Projects (w. cc. attachment)
Thalwitz, Director, Western Africa Projects
Wapenhans, Director, EMENA Projects "
Weiner, Director, Asia Projects " "
Calika, Asst. to the Director, IAC Projects
Thint, Division Chief, Education Division, LAC Projects

ADKnox/mv



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
U______ U organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

7, place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris

telephone : 566-57.57
cables : Unesco Paris
telex : 27602 Paris

reference: EP.A/73041 25 SEP 19/3

Dear Mr. Franco-Holguin,

I refer to the discussion on strategies of education and training
which took place at the first session of the reconstituted ACC Sub-
Committee on Education and Training (Paris, January 1973) and which, I
am torld, was followed closely by the World Bank Representative. V,

The general agreement reached at that time, and further exchanges
this summer, have led to an experiment aimed at determining how far it
may be possible to arrange for ~joint inter-agency programming of education
and training activities- In consultation with all concerned, Unesco will
collect data on the activities of the agencies in Costa Rica, Ethiopia,
Malaysia and the Yemen Arab Republic* We shall then prepare a synthetic
paper which the SubrCommittee will examine at its second session (Geneva,
February 1974)

I am enclosing the text of the letter on this subject which I am
sending today to our colleagues at ILO, FAO, WHO and UNIDO. You may
wish to share it with Mr. Ballantine and Mr. Hoffman.

Yours sincerely,

Manuel Jimenez
Director

Bureau of Relations with Member States and
International Organizations and Programmes

Mr. Ernesto Franco-Holguin
Special Representative for

United Nations Organizations
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
United States
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Originated by : A. de la Guardia

Approved on draft 
by : Dir. EP

ADG/ED

File Miss Mclitterick,
File : ACC Sub-Committee on Education mr

and Training RMO

cc. : Director, EP
u Miss Mclitterick, RMO

xMr. Bodart, EPP

Mr. Dollinger (Headed)

- 03= 25 SEP1973

Dear Mr. Nehemiah,

Subject s Joint Inter-Aency in idcition cnd-Traini

Vhen the ACC Sub-Committee on Education ad 2raining met Zor the

2irst time last January in Paris, wc had a gocd czcaange on the report

or the Intemational Co"Ii!tOion Cn he D A7.Z c 0D Education. It

wc3 gen'erally felt that thi a rport tcald cciUrc to have a prcdominating

in2luence on the evolution of pocre a = - Ica 02 edcatif and

traL-dg for rnty years to cc;e. Xle th2 2Ull iilications o2 its

inluec not yet be assessed, "he, w as a ciuzensus accepting the

philoophy ato ae~eral approzac refl2 ctcd Jn he creport" (CO-ORDINATION/

R44', paragraph 12).

Uc then girce:4 to taks a turth- tNp a Zthe Lxt Sub-Cormittee

zCacOn -n= to e:-nine our ficld activ~itic in cuc case country in each

o2 thz ur deveLoping are iin the liedt o2gcc:. chonsive education and

tral .ninb strategica c-ad their in ntc.ioac &t the ACC PrepCom meeting

O n ai /AuS t, Costa IRie, Bth.iopia, a te Yemen Arab

Reputlic viere clected 2or thiz joint c:tc32Z

At the we zz U'_:o waz wed :to.e the necessary

fl2OrZaiOa in c. hation U with all ccnc IC c:a to prepare a synthetic

papr for Cci by thf Sub-Cwmittea at itt, cccond session, in

Fcbruiry o2 nQ.- ,ef.

1c chAl it If, tho. acoption o2 nc.1 conceptions of education

4 - 6 Z e it paible 2oi" 1&c:c 7:2c. to arrive at more

che fied oP hczan rzc -, a develop:ent. We are

Cmvc j J rblcd nd put

Dirctr
C2C.,a 2or Ir.er-Aucy AUirair-

Fcd2 =-I AzrV!uZYuxe O:aization
02 t'"-0 Ud11 ataca

Vic ll (31n C=.acalla



together again in a mecha cal fashion. Oar intenti.on is mercly to shov
the ki: of rezultz the gover-nrent might e wpect ucre the UIT agencies to
co-cinate mre closely in progr :iidng the activities it hat requested.
It i obvious that the Resident Reprez=Ytativec* cofo-dinating functiona
would be made considerably easier if cc:: progurea cn be made considerably
easier if some progress can be made aloag these 2ines.

Car cun mz-thods of inter-agency co-ordination would have to change to
mect the challenge. There is ample evidence in ECOSOC legislation which
alreaily points in this direction. Following a gcneral reviei of the
devclo,:-nt co-ordination and concentratiu of econcmic, social and
hu:: rights progra-ies and activities a few yea.-s ago, the ECOSOC
e=pressed the hope "that the competent orgmnizations of the United
Q Iations family will continue to take concerted Zepz to prepare
progrezncs of action for proroting graining and utilization of human
rezcurces in the developing countries" (ECOkCS Resolution 1090 (XXXIX)).
Since then, the findings of the International Ccz-Aision for the
Dvelop~nent of Education, the requirements of the Uorld Employinent
Progrc.zie and other recent developrments have gensrated a nea climate
in which more of the kind of co-operation we have attempted so far may
not zuffice4 Ue believe that we should an'icipate a future situation
in which we shll be addressing ourselvecs creatively to the task of
devising a more coherent approach to hman resouecze dveloz.ment - and
in which new forms of co-optration vill ircvitably czerge.

Tuni~ng to, the task ircdlately at hz d we should like to begin
the exCrcise w .th an analytia inventory of edCcaticn and training
activitles in eacla of the four selected cc-c:tricz. To do this, we would
use the latest UD? compendi.um of approved projects. But for our present
purpozes this is little more tan a checl-..i which gives the project
number a.d title, the Executing Agency, ,the dates o2 approval and likely
completion, andI c imated coftso We also have the cot4ntry progra1mes.
Houever, the kind of input j zJave in miInd at the present stage would be
a cencice description of eah project, .'-g its objectives and
plmned z-ctivities, with, b pefully, indidc&icnz as to the links that
enist or could be establisb- with other O .goinj projects in each
of the countrico- the proec-t document would ,uffice if it covers
thec= pointso

.Sccndly, we opo:a tr review in the paper the functioning of the
e rran:n ~ats crc i"ter-acency co-c : ticn. This revi w should

ala at ( e :baThZOf )f such arranVe;s.Z in the context of the
pr52:c22i5S iy2.c 2n al'o - thiy are ct-fl b*.g applied in the
recipn cc c c, at the level of wo *i.: .elations amongst the
stc&2 of the c ie s Your observations ci thsce issues will be

F pr; I-) r
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UO Chou2 be Vr: you :culd 'mad to () your coatribution

to tZ, c, alyti C:vc:.O" nP zctiv.ticz i c: o2 tze oz: countriez and

(b) yur ec::at c: ::rr.,nts 7,c r con:7 co--opeation not later( : 3. Octobe to czlobI 1 to ccg e . in U(,C1 tima.

I : Uriting orvetely tc ILO, 'O E;2D" C1LDO. I c::n also
vriting to the ReoidcYat RcprerentaUvCz, to v 1 text o2 the present
*:tter is Doimg copicA to infozm thcm of cu: ar:eki:ut Pin1d1y,
ouv c:: ts in the ::c21d are being a,:cd to p c1ptactively in this

e-rcice4 you azy tiJh to consider 4imilar izticu uith re ard. to your
staW in the 2our selected countre. I

Yours oinee y, -

9.1

Plurcau o2 Zzc c lih C:0: S anto- and'

Tntasi::. c tdEgmmes

* -4

I ,.-.

I, !

'.U,,



FORM No. 57 INTER .;ONAL RANK FOR RECONSTRAIM. I .ND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO : Mr. Michael L. Hoffman DATE September 21, 19/

FROM : Sven Julin

SUBJECT : UIESCO; Propsed Cooeration with the Bank
in the Field of Science and Technolo y

1. Under the agenda item IReport of the Ad Hoc Working Group
of the UN Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and
Technology to Development (UNACAST) on Unesco's Scioncf Polioy
Programs", the Program and External Relatizns commission of
Unesco's Executive Board yesterday agreed unanimously to subit4 to
the Board for approval a draft decision which, inter a, cntains
a proposal for closer cooperation in the field of science and tech-
nology between Uneaco and the Bank, possibly in the fcrnm cf a new-
cooperative program.

2. The pertinent operative paragraph reads ns follows;

"Further requests the Director-General to forward the
Report to the President of the World Bank, dra;.ing his
attention to the UNACA-$T cuggestion (para. 0(h) (ii
of the Report), that Uncsco and the 2?nk should jointly
explore the pcssibility of concluding nrra ge ents
whereby the Bank could nrovide suppozt for Mtember
States' activitiec ad projects in the field of scce
and technology conducted with the assistance of Unenco."

3. As explained in the attached document 93 6/14, the back-
ground is that ACAST decided in 1972 to set up an ad hoc Iorking
Group to study Unesco's Science PolicY Prograk. Para raph l8h)(ii)
of its report, referred to in the draft decision. has the olloing
wording:

"The Workinrg Group took nore of the agreemer between the
World Bank and Uneaco in the field of education, a d
suggested that a. similar arrangtement should be explcrea.
by th sank for Cuppor. of Unesco activities and
projects ia the field of scie,-ce and technohy".

It was on this basis that th e fnesco Zecretariat rmulated
t~he drait de na lso s forth in- i. 34/] (a9t5o t *A

phra- sing " a siilar 3rranOgient dnould be explored by the Bank
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would perhaps imply an initiative on our part rather than from

Unesco). The last sentence of the draft decision, wi.th a

specific reference to a Memorandum of Understanding, was

proposed by Dr. Hela of Finland. In a private convereation I

had with Dr. Hela,he explained to me that he had proposed this

amendment on instructions from the Department of Development

Cooperation of the Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

5. The agenda item in question was dealt with without any

particular discussion; in fact, the debate was opened and closed

while I was stuck in a traffic jam on the way to Unesco! The

draft decision will likely be approved in Plenary Session of the

Executive Board in the first days of October.

6. Mr. Weiss drew my attention to this matter when he was

passing through Paris en route to Madrid and had contacts with

the Unesco staff. Conversations I have subsequently had with

members of the Unesco Secretariat indicate that there are

individual officers who obviously would like to see this matter

pursued vigorously. On the other hand, the Assistant Director-

General for Science Affairs, Mr. Harrison, seemed to take a

rather relaxed and detached view of the matter. As to the

Finnish initiative, my personal feeling was that it was prompted

merely by a traditional and well-meant desire to strengthen

"inter-agency cooperation".

Att.

cc: Mr. Clark (o/r)
Mr. Ballantine "
Mr. Weiss
Mr. Carrire "
r. Steuber

SJ:lpl



93 EX/PX/DR-1
PARIS, 18 September 1973
Original: English

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Ninety-third session

PROGRA[HE AND EXETAL IELATIONS COMrM2lISSION

Item 4.4.2 - Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group of the United Nations Advisory
Committee on the Application' of Science and Technology to Develop-
ment (UNP.CAST on Unesco's science policy progrxmes (93 14 d or)

DRAFT AMENDDMT

to the Draft Resolution contained in paragraph 10
of document 93 EX/14

submitted by Dr. Ilmo Hela (Finland)

Replace paragraph 3 with the following:

3. "Concurs with the Conclusions reached in that report; expresse ts
gratification at this new evidence of the considerable fund of experience
accumulated during the past two decades by Unesco in the science anid tedh
nology policy field; and emphasizes the importance of the renponsiloility
which Unesco has fulfilled and continues to fulfil within the UnitQc I:tioms
system of Organizations, in matters relating to science and tecnolog
policies and institutions;"

Replace paragraph 5 with the following:

5. "Further requests the Director-General to forward the Report to the
Fresident of the World Bank, drawing his attention to the UNACAST sug-
gestion (para. 18(h)(ii) of the Report), that Unesco and the Bank should
jointly explore the possibility of concluding arrangements whereby the
Bank could provide support for Member States' activities and projects in
the field of science and teolmology conducted with the assistance of
Unesco; these arrangements - take the shape of a fornal
Memorandum of Understaning to be concluded between the two organizaiOns,
similar to that already in force between thema in the spnere of edcation;"



UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CUtTURAL ORGANIZATION

EXECUTIVE BOARD

iney-third Session

93 EX/14
PARIS, 16 July 1973
Original: English

item 4.4.2 of the Provision Agenda

REPORT OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP OF
THE UNITED NATIONS ADVISORY COMIITTEE ON

THE APPLICATION OF SCIETCE AND TECHNOLOGY TO DEVEPMENT
(UNACAST) ON UNESCO'S SCIENCE POLICY PROGRAMMES

SUMMARY

The Director-General connicates to the Executive Board the

Report of the ad hoc Working Group of the United Nations Advisory

Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Develop-

ment (UNACAST) which visited Headquarters in December 1972 to

carry out an appraisal of Unescots science policy programnres.
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I. CO-OPERATION BEINEEN UNESCO SECRETARIAT AND
THE UNACAST COMITT E

1. Close contacts have been maintained between the Unesco Secretariat and the

United Nations Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Te-
logy to Development (UNACAST) ever since the lattert s inception in August 1963M.
This co-operation has clearly been of benefit to h parties and, in particular,
has enabled Unesco to fulfil its responsibilities , within the United Nations
system of Organizations, for matters relating to science and technology policies

and institutions, as described in the United Nations W1rld Plan of Action for the

Application of Science and Technology to Developmentb(.

2. As the Second Development Decade got under way, the feeling was expressed

within the UNACAST Committee that the time might be ripe to take a fresh

look at the past ten or so years of Unescols activity in this field, since a cri-

tical re-appraisal could give a certain impetus of fresh thinking as to ways in

which the strategy for the future could be most efficiently conceived and opera-

tionally formulated.

II. THE WORK=NG GROUPt S VISIT

3. It was these considerations which led to UNACASTIs adopting at its sixteenth
session in 1972 the decision (Ref.E/AC.52/L.138, para. 25) to set up an

ad hoc Working Group to study Unesco' s Science Policy Programme. The Working

Group's members were: Messrs. Auger (France), Bunting (United Kingdom), Chagula
(Tanzania), Menon (India), Rousseau (Canada) and Valenzuela (Chile). Mr. Menon

was electcd Chairman of the Working Group, and Mr. Rousseau its Rapporteur. The

decision was welcomed by the Director-General, and the Working Group came to

Unesco Headquarters from 11 to 1.4 December 1972 to conduct its review on the

spot, holding 7 working sessions in this period.

4. On the fourth and final day of this meeting, the Working Group drew up and

adopted unanimously both it.- Report and the three pages of Conclusions

attached thereto.

III. ADOPTION OF THE GROUP'S REPORT BY UNACAST

5. The parent body, UnqACAST, duly examined and unanimously approved the Report

at its eighteenth session held in April 1973. The Report as adopted figures
in Annex to the present document.

(1) ECOSOC Resolution 980 A (XUVI).

(2) As defined in the Appendix to the 6th Report (March 1969) of UNACAST to

ECOSOG; Official Records of the Econimic and Social Council, forty-sixth

session, ref. E/4611.

(3) United Nations Publication, N1ew York 1971, Sales No. E.71.II.A 18,
(ref. E/4962/Rev. 1; sT/EaA/146); see in particular Part Two, Chapter VI.

(4) Presented to it under reference E/AC.52/XVIII/Inf.2
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IV. SOME POINTS OF INTEREST IN THE REPORT AND CONCLUSIONS

6. Apart from the detailed iftformation which the Report provides on a well-
defined aspect of the Organization's programme activities, the Board* may

find the Group's conclusions of interest, in that they represent the considered
asses.sment reached by a team of external and independent experts, all of whom
are concerned, both professionally and in their capacity as members of the UNACAST
Committee, in the developmental impact of science and technology generally.

7. Among the points which UNACAST specifically endorsed in approving the Working
Grou;'s Repct and Conclusions are the suggestion that UNDP inter-regional

programmes might provide financial support for regional science policy meetings
at the level of governmental experts; and the suggestion that the World Bank and
Unesco should jointly explore the possibility of the Bank supporting Unesco's
activities and projects in the field of science and technology(l).

8. The positive asscssmdnt by UNACAST of Unesco's science policy programme may
possibly be felt, by the Board, to be of some relevance in the context of

the "re;ular and continuing evaluation and assessment of Unesco' s programme"
which was the subject of recent Board decisions (cf. 89 EX/Decisions 4.1.2. III,
and 92 EX/Decisions 3.3).

9. Thanks to its being timed to coincide with another UNACAST mission to Paris,
it was pozssible to carry out this exercise at no financial cost to Unesco;

and there seems inerit in the Working Group's suggestion that a continuing dialogue
be maintained in the form of a regular biennial visit by a small group of UNACAST
members to Unesco Headquarters in the years falling between ordinary biennial ses-
sions of the Unesco General Conference. The Board may feel that similar pro-
cedures - equally economical and informal - could usefully be adopted in extending,
to other aspects of Unesco's natural sciences programme, the evaluation and assess-
ment called for by the Board's decisions quoted at para. 3 above.

V. DRAFT DECISION OF THE BOARD

10. The Executive Board may wish to adopt a rezolution along the following linez:

"The Executive Board,

1. Havin examined document 93 EX/14 and the report of its Programme and
External Relations Commission thereon (93 EX/..., para. ... ),

2. Takes note of the contents of the report or Unesco science policy pro-
grammes over the past decade, drawn up by an Ad Hoc Working Group of
the United Nations Advisory Committee on the Application of Science
and Technology to Development (THACAST) and unaniraously approved by the
parent committee UNACAST;

3. Concurs with (or otherwise comnments on) the Conclusions reached in that
report;

TI) United Nations Document No. 73-4 3Oo at page 19.
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. uests the Director-General to forward the report to the Administra-
tor of UNDP, drawing his attention to the fact that, in UNACASTis
judgement, (para. 18(h)(i) of the Report), UNDP financial support for
regional science policy meetings at the level of governmental experts
would be a vell-Justified form of development investment;

5. Further requests the Director-General to forward the Report to the
President of the World Bank, drawing his attention to the UNACAST
suggestion (para. 18(h)(ii) of the Report), that Unesco and the Bank
should jointly explore the possibility of concluding arrangements
whereby the Bank could provide support for Member States' activities
and projects in the field of science and technology conducted with the
assistance of Unesco.

6. Comments to the Director-General the precedent established by the
Report and the continuing dialogue envisaged in its paragraph 18 (b),
as representing an economical and efficient procedure, which illustra-
tes one means of ensuring that 'regular and continuing evaluation and
assessment' of Unescot s programme activities recently called for by
the Board (in its decisions 89 EX/Decisions 4.1.2.II and 92 EX/Deci-
sions 3.3) and which, with appropriate adaptations, might prove suit-
able for application to other aspects of Unesco's natural sciences
programme."
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ANNEX

EPORT OF THE AD HOC WORKING GROUP ON THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONt S SCIENCE POLICY PROGRAMMES

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Following the decision of the Advisory Committee at its sixteenth session t
set up an Ad Hoc Working Group to study Unesco's Science Policy Prograrnek1

and in agreement with the Director-General of Unesco, the Working Group met
Unesco's Science Policy Division at Unesco Headquarters in Paris from 11 to 14
December 1972(2). Over and above its awareness of the important r8le of science
policy in national development in general, the Advisory Committee believed that
such a meeting could help to further the contribution of its World Plan of Action
to that process. Until the nations can develop effective science policies it
will be difficult for them to make sound decisions between the multitude of
choices provided by the Plan.

2. This clearly struck an answering chord at Unesco Headquarters, where the
Working Party's visit had been well prepared for. The Assistant Director-

General for Science, Professor A. Buzzati-Traverso, met the Working Group. There
were seven working sessions over a period of four days, these sessions taking the
form of frank, informal and highly informative "hearings" with the mITultidisci-
plinary team of the Science Policy Division directed by Mr. de Hemptinne, as well
as with twc of Unesco's consultants who had just returned from carrying out high-
level sciexnce policy technical assistance missions within developing countries in
two different world regions. Co-operation was excellent, and the visit can be
regarded as an encouraging example of the kind of wcrking link which the Advisory
Committee seeks to achieve with other concerned organizations of the United
Nations family.

(1) See record of the sixteenth session, E/AC.52/L.138, para. 25.

(2) The Wcrking Group's members were: Messrs. Auger, Bunting, Chagula, Menon,
Rousseau and Valenzuela. Mr. Menon was elected Chairman and Mr. Rousseau
Rapporteur. Mr. Gresford, from the Office for Science and Technology in
New York, was also present,

All the profecsional cntegory staff members of the Science Policy Division
particip.ted, namely: Messrs. Picasso, Chapdelaine, Volkov and Goddard (the
latter acting as szeretary to the meeting); Mile. Visart; Messrs. ijillig
APznd Pesci.
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II. GEWFAL AS. TS OF THE WORK OF UNESCO SCIEN-.. POLICY DIVISION

3. In response to the inquiries of the Working Group, Mr. de Hemptinne defined
the principles which have guided the Division's work over the past decade(l),

together with its concept of the vital relevance of science policy to the change
component in the process of national development.

4. Briefly, the central idea has been to advise on andgive assistance in the
build-up in less developed countries of science policy bodies arid R & D

institutions by which science and technology can best be used to foster economic
and social development. It is also necessary to ensure the coupling of this sys-
tem with the various components of the nation's political organization and acti-
vities(2 ).

5. The cyberinetic model(3 ) developed by the Division has thus mate-ialized into
a series of instruments and actions leading to the integration of science

and technology into the national planning process as well as in the reassessment
of the State contribution to Vie R & D effort, through appropriate concertation
and co-ordination from the decision-making to the. executive level.

6. The abundant documentation - much of which was not previously known to the
Working Group's members - that testifies to the Division:3 past and present

activities as well as to the input and Ipport of its consultants, led the members
of the Working Group to express their satisfaction and favourable impression re-
garding the orientation and scope of the Division's work. At the same time,
while in no ray under-estimating the numerous difficulties which will have to be
overcome before science policy becomes an operational reality and an effective
instrument for development in the less-developed countries generally, the Working
Group was also able to gauge the sustained intellectual drive, qualities of leader-
ship and team effort implied by the science policy work so far accomplished by
the Division.

7. A list and brief summaries of the documentation made available to the Working
Group is contained in Annex II.

III. SALIET FEATUXES OF THE WORK OF THE SCIENCE POLICY DIVISION

(4)
A. Establishment of national science policy bodies

8. A review of the achievements in setting up science policy bodies in Africa,
Asia, the Arab States and Latin America reveals the variability amongst coun-

tries of the arrangements adopted; further, due to the relative youth and neces-
sarily experimental nature of most of these bodies, it is too early to draw firm
conclusions about their effectiveness. Of the 40 national bodies reviewed,

(1) See Annex I (Document SC/ S/488). In a more general way, the evolution of
Unescols thinking, operations and formal mandate in science policy can be
traced by refeience to the science policy resolutions adopted by the Unesco
General Conference in successive biennial ordinary sessions, of which the
latest - the seventeenth - was concluded as recently 'as November 1972. See
document 17 C/5 Approve., resolutions 2.121 and 2.122

(2) Document UNESCO/NS/RoU/234.

(3) Loc. cit. at p. 11 (English version).

(4) Document NS/Rev/209/Rev.l
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22 have been created between 1965 and 1972; of these 40, 21 have undergone some
re-organization during the same period, and it is interesting to note that 13 of
these re-organizations have occurred since 1969.

9. At the regional scale, collective effort has led to a series of ministerial-
level Conferences on the Application of Science and Technology to Development,

namelyg in Latin America, CASTAIA (1965); in Asia, CATA.SIA (1968); in Africa,
CASTAIMICA (planned for 1973 or early 1974). In addition, there have been 14
reGional meetings of governmental science policy experts between 1959 and 1972.
The Working Party believes that the regional Economic Commissions can make an
important contribution to concerted action among States of the regions, in inte-
grating scientific and technological efforts with the process of economic develop-
ment.

B. Evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of
scientific research unitskl)

10. Interesting work is being carried out in this respect, though it is too soon
to speak of results. Over a testing period (mainly in 1973) the data already

received in response to a batch of questionnaires completed by some 1,700 research
scientists, engineers and technicians in some 160 research units in developed
countries (,Austria, Belgium and Sweden) will be processed by computer methods.
Only those questions found to be significant for the purposes of the evaluation
operation will be retained. The ultimate aim is to arrive at a methodology which
could be taken up, at will, by those less developed countries anxious to ensure
better value for money in the organization of their own research units. The
Working Group noted that one possible outcome might be the isolation of a "core"
of essential and generally applicable questions, supplemented by a "pool" of
optional questions from which a selection could be made to ensure necessary adap-
tability to different national contexts. The Working Group distinguished bet;cn
the two elements important for developmentnamelythe concept of external "effec-
tiveness" (feed-in of research results in the form of concrete applicatioLs to
production, etc.), and that of internal "efficiency" of the scientific research
unit in accomplishing research.

C. Investigation of the possibility of a computerized
international information service in science policy

11. The Working Group noted that Unesco has undertaken a Feasibility Study on the
possible setting up - within the framework of UNISIST - of a computerized

international information service in science policy, with a view to putting at the
disposal of the interested international and national agencies (and training and
research units with specialists working in the field of science policy) the re-
levant information produced by its Member States conccrning the planning of R & D,
the productivity and effectiveness of R & D, technological forecasting, transfer
of technolcgy, etc.

12. The Working Group took rote that the results of the Feasibility Study would

be available by the end of 1974., mainly comprising:

(a) The results of a survey conducted in 1972 on the potential demand for
such a servicei

(1) Ref: Unesco International Comparative Study on the Organization of hezear-ch
Units, SP/2146/22.8.1972.
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(b) The indexing and retrieval tool, i.e., a The,&urus in Science Policy
(tested in 1972 with the assistance of Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Poland
and United Kingdom and to be finalized in 1973);

(c) The review of the literature to be systematically scanned (to be done
in 1973);

(d) The evaluation of human and financial resources required for diffegrent
types of R & D; and the organization of the science policy information
service.

D. Survey of institutional needs

13. The Working Group felt that Unesco's Science Policy Division has made notable
progress since the Advisor- Committee requested in 1971 a "detailed survey of

institutional needs in the field of science and technology".

14. A methodology for assessing the needs has been developed and was found to
lend itself to the specification of goals and sub-goals coherently linked to

the scientific and technological potential available and desirable for development.
The identification of needs rests on weighted matrix manipulatiorm and relevance
assessments. It is to be underlined thaw this process is conducted by the coun-
tries themselves.

(2)15. A progress report on the present status of the survey in individual coun-
tries reveals that 10 countries have identified the list of institutions which

they consider should be created -or strengthened, and that 14 more are examining
the draft profiles of their needs. So far, the assessment process has been com-
pleted in many countries of Latin America and Africa, only Lebanon among the Arab
States, and as yet in no Asian countries.

16. The Working Group noted the difficulties inherent in the identification of
national goals and in the estimation of weightings in each country.

17. The Working Group was of the opinion that Unesco should consider the identifi-
cation of institutional needs for the development of science and technology

in the less developed countries, as now constituting the principal element in the
work of its Field Science Offices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

18. The Working Group formulated, for communication both to its parent body, the
*Advisory Committee, and to the Director-Gener~al of Unesco for such action as

each may deem appropriate, the following conclusions:

(a) There is a large measure of common concern and motivation as between
members of the Working Group and the science policy programme of Unesco.
The Advisory Committee and Unesco both constitute catchment areas of
expertise and networks of influence in areas of common interest; hence
all steps should be taken to pool this expertise and use this influence
for common goals;

W ) Document -NS/ROU/26I

(2) Document NS/RoU/273
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(b) The Working Group regards its visit to Unesco Headquarters in December

1972 as a fruitful first step in what could become a continuing dialogue.

This might conveniently take the form of a regular biennial visit by a

small group of Advisory Committee members to Unesco Headquarters; and

if this formula is retained, a more appropriate timing for such visits

would seem to be those years falling between the ordinary biennial
sessions of the Unesco General Conference;

(c) As part of the continuing Advisory Committee/Unesco dialogue, and with
a view to enabling the Committee to make a meaningful input into
Unescot s science policy activities, the Working Group looks forward

with keen interest to the Committee's receiving further material rel-

evant to Unesco's ongoing and projected science policy programme and

studies, especially the salient features already examined in some de-

tail by the Working Group (section III. above);

(d) The Working Group hopes that ways will be found of enabling individual

'Advisory Committee members to be of service in the review and further-
ance of Unesco science policy programmes in the field, for eXample by

means of identifying possible field experts, ad hoc and informal
"missions" of liaison, exploration, explanation, negotiations, etc.,
as- the case may be;

(e) With a view to the promotion of understanding of science policy concepts
generally:

(i) Considerably more could and should be done to display Unescols

science policy "products" - i.e., essentially its documentation -

in a more prominent place "in the shop window". The written re.-

cord of its science policy activity (notably the studies, the

technical assistance or aid projects, and the surveys etc.

relevant to that activity) deserves actively to be brought to the

attention of those persons in the Member States, scientists in-

cluded, capable of influencing the evolution of science policy
and its integration with the development process;

(ii) As regards the African region in particular, the time is fast

approaching when Unesco could usefully lay greater emnphasis on

regional science policy activities conducted at the level of

governmental expert meetings, as opposed to Ministerial Confer-

ences on the same theme. The latter, which demand high inputs in

terms of finance, of intellectual preparation and organizational

skills, need be held far less frequently than such expert meet-

ings. The Working Group considers that Unesco experience in

Latin America argues cogently in favour of such a shift of

emphasis. It believes that a similar re-orientation may later

prove necessary in other world regions, as wher the national

science policy structures - often established with Unesco advice

and assistance - become effective and operational;

(f) With regard to the Advisory Committee/Unesco Survey of Institutional

needs in science and technology, the Working Group:
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(i) Is gratified to note the vigour with which Unesco is prosecuting
this operation, originally suggested by the Advisory Committee,
despite the initial absence, in some cases, of the measure of
governmental understanding and support which might be hoped for;

(ii) Expresses the belief that the value and reliability of 'the results
obtained from this country-by-country survey must depend in great
measure on the degree to which g-verrnments secure, in each case,
the timely involvement and co-operation of all other relevant
specialized agencies, etc. of the United Nations system;

(g) With regard to Unescots role vis-A-vis the developed countries, the
Working Group expresses the hope that the moral authority of future
Unesco General Conference resolutions will be.lent to encouraging, in
the developed countries, an increased "development" element in the
national R & D effort. It believes this might hasten one of the most
far-reaching developments in science policy in the world-wide sense.
It remains the Working Group's conviction that this element of the
national R & D effort of the developed countries could and should be more
sensitive to the genuine needs of the less developed countries thev-
selves;

(h) (i) Bearing in mind that a very widespread trend within the developing
countries over the past decade, has been to install national sci-
ence policy organisms as an integral part of the machinery of
modern government, it would appear to the Working Group to be a
well-justified form of development investment that UNDP inter-
regional prograimmes should provide financial support for regional
science policy meetings at the level of governmental experts;

(i) The Wor'ing Group took note of the agreement between the World
Bank and Unesco in the field of education, and suggested that a
similar arrangement should be explored by the Bank for support of
Unesco activities and projects in the field of science and tech-
nology.

(i) The Working Group was favourably impressed by the output and morale of
Unescots Science Policy Division. The workload of this team is, however,
clearly increasing; and in fact the Working Group realizes that the
effect of some of its present conclusions might be to accentuate that
trend. Moreover, the Working Group formed the impression of a certain
balance between on the one hand the priorities indicated in the most
recent official Unesco documentationMI), and on the other hand the
"desk-level reality" of the job. The standards which Unesco sets itself
in its science policy activities - and hence the standing of its Science
Policy Division within the Organization, in the United Nations 'ystem,
and in the world at large - must be maintained, since science policy is
a field of critical importance to the less-developed countries.

(1) Particularly the emphasis laid on (inter aflia) science policy in Unesco's
Draft Medium-Tarin Outline Plan for 19'3 1)7'T document 17 C/4: of. the
Introduction to that document, section II &n.1itled "The main lines of
emphasis in the programe", esp. paras. 41 to 59.



West Africa 3ducation - Revised Schedule September 19, 1973

Mr. W. Moller
Educational Financing Division
Department of Planning and Financing

of Education
Unesco
Place de Fontenoy
Paris, France

Dear Werners

Gabon:

I first want to apologise for the successive changes with regard to
the scheduling of Gabon. We have now finally obtained Goverment agreement to
our visit starting October 22. I hope that we will still have the benefit of
Michel Herv&'a participation now from October 22 - 26 plus that of one architect
from October 29 to November 9, to overlap with P. Niepoort, our latest recruit
on his first mission, who would arrive at the sats time. I hope that we could
also, based on this joint participation, program our staff in such way as to
help with initial implementation - post-appraisal.

With regard to the technical educator and assuming that the change
in date would not increase the likelihood of Hans Baritach's participation, I
wish now to advise you that we have selected Mr. Chittleburgh who is presently
completing his Unesco assignment in Kergra. If he accepts our proposals he would
join us probably in January 1974. Do you think that he could be made available
for the Gabon appraisal? If not, I dD have the name and address of Mr. J.S.
Trives which you gave us a while back whom we would contact directly.

Ivoiy Coast:

We are now scheduling an education strategy review for the period
between November 19 and 30 or Deoember 7. It would be a combination of super-
vision of the ongoing project to feed into discussion of the sector survey in
order to agree with Goverment on an action plan including specific project
proposals. This should lead to project appraisal about the last quarter of this
fiscal year. The strategy mission would be led by Michael Wilson assisted by
Judy Edatrom, (economist) and D. Brewin (agriculture education, now stationed
at Abidjan) - with B. Hubert responsible for the simultaneous supervision of
the first project. I hope that you could make Marc Botti available as a member
of this team to ensure continuity with his earlier involvement. He would not
have report writing responsibilities after field work - except if he wishes.
I hope that the report could be written at Abidjan during the first week of
December by D. Brewin and J. Zdstrom.
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Mali:

I am still scheduling evaluation of the functional literacy
component of an agricultural project in Mali for December 3 - 14 by a team
led by Michael Wilson (again[), B. Thoolen (economist on loan from IAC) and
I hope that Andr6 Magnen could join then an agricultural specialist. Again,
I hope that a minimum of report writing would be require& - which could
be handled at our respective headquarters.

Iducation Sector Projst Officers

I have tried on my side to reassign aountry-trategy responsibilities
to all our generalists (see attached chart) and I expect that each of then
should have a continuous involvement from sector work through project implement-
ation. I wish to encourage then to discuss whenever they visit you and
Sylvain' s Division in Paris recent developments in all their countries.

Togo

In this respect I wish to propose to you Judy Idetrom's participation
as the economist on the Togo PIM which I hope could take place in mid-January.
Would January 14 be a convenient date? As in the case of Jacques Crosnier,
she would naturally return with the mission to Paris for debriefing and initial
report writing for a stretch of altogether about six weeks. Any radditional work
could be written in Washington, sent to you, and reviewed again with your staff
in Paris. I hope to visit briefly Togo myself in late October and if you can
advise me on suitable dates I would discuss them tentatively with the Government.

Yours sincerely,

Francis J. Lethsn
Chief, Education Projects Division

Western Africa Regional Office

1 One Appendix to the Agricultural Appraisal Report plus
one or two paragraphs in the text and related conditions
for lending.

FJL:ml
cleared with and cc: Ms. Leblanc, Mr. Sawaya
cc: Mr0 Pouliquen, Mr. Erim, Mr. Schott, Mr. Bazin
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0. -Isi - WIWIN

bamie mis ont Usti - Peo.ibe Use. aistae wer the
aus3m tuge Omeorattve ?,.nsa

. As you knw, s. far .qaipmnt lists have bow developed
Sthe bramerm thMSlVeO with tW ssistmma of Boak staff and
4a in VW* ew have the serviae at eataide msemsltsnte or

e.erta been used. Me pres re has mt with vaim diffiem-
tie incluadit the followings

(i) de#LWs in eqpigmut prmn have
ftare due to the lack of equ nt

e-prts who ean prepare basic eqp-
amt lists in the varioas di. pnesI

(ii) mnidvabl mt of staff tim is
deoted in providing a"istea to Ue
Projct, ftiin the 4V.lqpmat of the
aemter emIPent este$ Ovamwag
twndw doammOAt and proama, In
doing s, wo have etn used iffi-
ciently car staff for Imangt and imo-

mam me3t that Could have
bon carried a tq less lif.4"
pea al. in Wite of mtis, Ue
qnstion of t liste beIng omeasatent

with the esatisamal emd ariteatarl
wYrkhee*, qwAnts and apprapriatenss

of equipmut are not sufficint2y dealth
with dw to the mgitadi of staff tim
aM expertise needed to do this work;

(iii) ofti berresers have relied en teachere
A -p-rvisors who theeamyes relied en

enw oedastalogs for U. drafting of
oquipmnat lists. In son instanes,
brriemrs have fa]3en inte traps of
certain sappliers that are sare iaterested
in the profit rather than in the releveae,,
roUiAbility and 0MIOMW of their 0q040matni

cenaquetav sawe labomarion and workabope
are equipped with either damp .quipmaens
which are li*LVy to break dam after a few
years of use or too sophstieated for
teacherm emd etauints to use. *am ouantaries
ar quite comerised abnt this prsxAem (see attached
article from t x3thiepiAn Hareld.0)
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2. 'The *aidelines for Provisicn of LOOming &uPpOsnt in
IB/IDa Educatim Projectew dated August 3, 1972, refer to met
of the diffisulties mentioned above but pravide little guidanc

a bw the borrmer can develop appropriate .quipwnt list. The
basia ~aapasnt list* prepared for Agriculture, Arts and Crfts,
Audiovisul bdia, heiness ftatia, HOMs beOaueOi, Industrial
Arts and 'Thnial 3Bftatian, Ptsioal Edcatiea, Simsu and

505l Stmdies, n md to be revised and amplified. Their useful-
-s is at proseat limited to seaedary adumls. We also

uwderteand that e*qumnt lists re.ently compiled tr PAO, IID mod
uIIo are uSmw review.

3. Muer the cir nmsteess, it sms reaable to turn to
an internatmnal oroanisatim which has the kind of anerience
needed for developing esdcatimal equipant lists. During
Mr. Leuri6's recent visit to Waabinate, D.C., I discussed with hin
the pssibility of acteXAIag fesmc.'s services under the *Vplaw -
tazy Oooperative Pragrsn. I mdbilisig Unamce epmrise at Ue
bead^-rwtera, regional offiee and In individmAl cntries, he
thmht ther co assist ve in developig sound and efficient quip-
mst lists for differat disciplines and diffuwmlt tp of Sdudstinl
IUtitautios. If this could be secol1aihed th tr bsWaitting to the

g,1rs2m0t beforw er immeiately after appraisal the propeed equip-
*sAt lit (aling with te edosstioal and ardbitoetul worksbsets),

we sm redues the diration of project Mi3amstatiai and at the sow
tim .eanwMe Bwk staff time - uch of the delaLs oold aiso be
avoided as in the mwjority of see, the borroers suld be reusted
to &mwad the basic lists to suit individual ountry roads in the
umths from field appraisal to lea/Wardit rngtdatioas and bring the
revised lIsts to Washingten, D.C., at the tiza of negtiatin sI this
shoulA permit approval of lists and twedw d ts at the tim of
negotiatims, er inodiately after, sad not te-three years frm
signing an it happens aw.

4. With tI abose points in mand, I preom that we apprsh
Vo as with the fallwing possible aetion plan a

(i) iase ope stui with 1m, prqpare ssie
*qdPMwt liste for toebinAwl edueatift

at Ju)niar saw sder seOodaa7 at post
sOeNadsr7 leveOIs with OPs24t spOOti-

oationw as to natarisa, sin, q4F=st
and cost for each tpe of insttution.
Tim required a 4-6 aths

(ii) in oomperatioa with FAO prepare sivila
equipwat lit. for ag Iotwla, edeotin.
Time requireds 4 amthes
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(ili) in .qW&tlM with 3I3W rwvise
and *owplm% adirting equipawnt
livte for Now m A. mis ands prupw
basic eqaymmt lists for vwml
*dvns&Uaa. Tbss requirvd a 3 aftol

(iv) rovise and omplota exsting *qWipamt
liste for Sciamn l Smaatl Sis.
The rnquived 8 3 nouthe.

5. I hope that *deA9 your fr"Uednag visit to @a0so ym
wvoWA be able to diseses tb* above propseala.
Attachment: a/s

os$ Noess. Ximi, fita, rs, ftt Uftwo Wntv ftevet, Barry
1W. 1tlin.

Distiutiims E/Al prfinnaional staff
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Files DATE: September 13, 1973

FROM: S.J.G. Burt

SUB3JECT: Unesco Coope iveProgram Arrangements

Mr. W. Moller, of the Unesco Cooperative Program, telephoned me

this morning concerning our programs on the following countries:

Indonesia 3 ( Cre. 387-IND )

Unesco has received a formal letter from the Government which

requests Unesco to handle the technical assistance required under this

project. Since there is some overlap with the UNDP/Unesco postsin

Indonesia for primary education teacher training, it may be advisable

to transfer one or more of these technical assistance posts provided by

UNDP to the IDA textbooks project. Mr. Moller said that he was providing
this background information in order to prevent any hasty action being

taken and that he would keep us informed of future developments regarding

the possible merger of technical assistance posts.

Korea - Proposed 3rd Education Project

Unesco could mount a Reconnaissance-in-Depth mission in about

mid-November. I informed Mr. Moller that a letter was being sent to the

Economic Planning Board this week-end in regard to the proposals for a

mission and I would inform him as soon as we hear from Korea.

Philippines - Proposed 3rd Education Project

Mr. Moller estimated that an identification or Reconnaissance-in-

Depth mission could be mounted in about January, 1974.

Pakistan - Proposed 3rd Education Project

Mr. Moller reported that, at a meeting with the UNDP Deputy Resident

Representative,it had been agreed that the Unesco PIM should arrive in

Pakistan on November 5, 1973, provided the Government was in agreement.

Mr. Moller appeared to anticipate confirmation of this date by the Govern-

ment very shortly. The mission would comprise: Messrs. Herv6, Chesswas,

Ramos-Saco, Syrimis. Mr. Herv6 would call at Washington for briefing en

route to Islamabad.

SJGB:lm

cc: Messrs. Ballantine, Loos, Humphrey, Collier, Sung/Gautam/Fennell,
Johanson/Lewis/Ferzad, Ms. Le Blanc.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM "
TO: Files DATE:September 12, 1973

FROM: Gabrielle Le Bla

SUBJECT: Preliminary Discussions on Supplementary Cooperative Program

with S. Lourie, September 7.

A meeting was held with the chiefs or representatives of 
the

regional Education Divisions (see names below) 
and with Messrs. Ballantine

and Erder of the Education Department to begin an examination 
of the

Supplementary Cooperative Program. The main purpose at this stage was to

review how and what progress has taken place; a rewriting of the agree-

ment is not foreseen.

Mr. Lourie presented a summary of the three current 
activities and

one possible future activity, under the supplementary 
program. The three

current activities include: 1) participation in cooperative program field

missions, 2) preparation of country profile papers and, finally, 3)

preparation of special studies. The fourth and new activity brought up

for discussion by Unesco concerned participation in project 
implementation,

either before the signature of the plan of operation, or after, as a

"trouble-shooting" service.

Unesco's position on each of these areas was presented 
by Mr. Lourie

as follows: Participation in field missions has been useful but unfortunately

demand for this service has slackened and Unesco would 
welcome a reversal

of this trend. Preparation of the country profiles is considered an 
im-

portant part of Unesco's contribution and for which 
more individualized,

positive feedback is requested. The special studies, four in all, have

experienced difficulties, with the exception 
of the study on education

indicators, a preliminary version of which was submitted 
to the Bank in

July of this year. Difficulties in the three other studies were 
considered

to be due to forecasting errors resulting in overshooting of the study

targets. Unesco feels that occassional study papers 
could be useful to

the two organizations and that in the future, the subject 
matter for such

papers should more closely respond to the 
Bank's own needs and to Unesco's

in-house capabilities.

The fourth possible new activity, assistance in preparing 
plans of

operation and in providing trouble-shooting 
services once the loans have

been signed would be considered a joint Bank/Unesco 
endeavor.

Response from the Bank participants on these 
activities was not

uniform. It was generally considered an internal Unesco matter 
if parti-

cipation in CP missions has not been evenly spread to 
Supplementary CP

individuals. For country profiles, it was agreed by some that there 
was
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less need for them since reorganization, with the exception of the 25%
least developed countries, while others requested that more analytic
and less descriptive detail should be included. Concerning the special
studies, it was agreed that so far the regions have not benefitted from
them. There were suggestions from two regions for regional project studies

and agreement that any such studies should be joint Bank/Unesco.

For the project implementation, trouble-shooting suggestions,
reaction was inconclusive, ranging from the impression that such an input

would be best done by consultants to the very ad hoc nature of any inter-
vention to the use of Unesco regionally based staff to assist rather than

headquarters staff.

Two points for reflection were introduced by Mr. Ballantine:

1) the posting in one or more of Unesco's regional offices of a science

equipment advisor to assist Bank borrowers in equipment lists and locating
consultants; 2) the participation by the Bank through possibly the use of

Supplementary CP resources in the I.B.E. National Inventory and International

Reporting Service on Educational Innovation.

Administratively, it was tentatively agreed that the 6 posts now filled

would remain in the Education Sector for two more years; that the allocation

of 72 man/months would be taken from the entire education sector and would

be made available to the Bank, which would thus have to ensure utilization

of these man/months; that the financing 75% Bank, 25% Unesco would continue

and that these services would be furnished to member states without charge.

GLB/mms

cc: Messrs. Ballantine, Erder
Burt, Lethem, Stewart, Tsantis, Terrefe



Mr. S. Bhatnagar August 10, 1973

Gabrielle LeBlanc

UNESCO Missions - FY 1973

ASIA

Burma - Reconnaissance-in-Depth
Malassia - Project preparation mission

EASTERN AFRICA

Lesotho/Swauiland - Reconnaissance
Madagascar - Bank survey
Somalia - Project identification mission
Sudan - Bank economic survey
Zambia - goject preparation mission (FAO led)

WESTERN ARICA

Dahomey - Bank survey
Dahomey - Reconnaissance
Dahomey - Project preparation mission
Gabon - Project identification mission
Ivory Coast - Project identification mission/Sector review
Mali - Reconnaissance
Mali - Project preparation mission
Mauritania - Reconnaissance
Mauritania - Project preparation/Appraisal
Senegal - Reconnaissance
Senegal - Project preparation mission
Sierra Leone - Project identification mission

LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

Colombia - Project appraisal
Ecuador - Project identification mission
El Salvador - Reconnaissance
Guatemala - Reconnaissance-in-Depth
Guatemala - Reconnaissance
Guyana - Reconnaissance-in-Depth
Honduras - Reconnaissance
Hondumas - Project preparation mission
Mexico - Reconnaissance
Nicaragua - Reconnaisaance
Peru - Project appraisal



Mr. S. Shatuagar - 2 - August 10, 1973

EMEN1A

Greee - Meeonnaissanc.-in-Depth
Iran - Supervision
Jordan - Project identification mission
Oman - Project preparation
Oman - Project appraisal
Peoples Democratic Republic of Ymn - Reconnaiseanca-in-Depth
Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen - Reconnaissance
Yemen Arab Rapublic - Pflect preparation mission
Yemen Arab Republic - Project appraisal

OLeB
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION

LERCHENFELDER STRASSE 1, A-10'70 VIENNA, AUSTRIA

P.O. BOX 707, A-1011

TELEPHONE: 43 500 TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: UNIDO TELEX: 75612

REFERENCE: TS-1002-5
Letter No. 35 9 August 1973

Subject: Informational Material on Construction Industry

Reference: Your telex No. 8, Item DDD.=

Dear Mr. Kalmanoff,

While you will receive more information in this matter from
0 ..- Mr. Becker-Boost directly, I am sending you herewith certain items

which I obtained from the UNIDO Library, namely:

(a) 7 pages giving titles and numbersof UNIDO reports,
dealing with the Building Industry; and

(b) One page giving the titles of certain works (not of

UNIDO originO) which may be of interest.

I am told that the reports in group (a) are not always easy

to find and a request for "one copy of each" would in all probability

run into difficulties. However, if one or the other of these reports

appear particularly relevantwe could try to obtain copies.

Further, I would like to call attention to the availability of a

large number of UNIDO papers originating from meetings of "Expert Working

Groups, Workshops and Seminars". These may be identified from the

"UNIDO Documents List" which undoubtedly is available in the IBRD Library.

I would particularly call attention to papers from Working Groups Number

16, 20, 35, 44, 49, 81, 83, 89, 96, 122, 125, 137, 148. (See the mentioned
paper, starting on Page 42.)

Further of interest may be publications ID/40/2, ID/40/3, and ID/15
which may be identified on pages I and 2 of the same "Documents List".

All items appearing in the "Documents List" may be obtained directly

from the
Sales Section, Publishing Service

United Nations,
New York, New York 10017 U.S.A.

ncerel, y rs

Walter H. Oettinger
Principal Industrial Development Officer

IBRD/UNIDO Co-operative Programme

Mr. George Kalmanoff
Deputy Director
Industrial Projects Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H-Street, N.W. Washington D.C.

20433 U.S.A.



S/F BUILDING MATERIALS S/F Building materials ind.

Plastics in building, by van SANTE F.J. Particle boards from Cyprus-grown trees.

and WULKAN E.H.K. Bouwcentrum Rotterdam T.P.I. G49. CHITTENDEN, FLAWES, HAWKES.

July 1967 17 p. May 1970. p. 10

see S/F PLASTICS see S/F Waste utilization.

iSIFBULIGIDSIF BUILDING MATERIALS FBULIGI.

Production techniques for the use of Particle Board in Building. Timber Res. tj
wood in housing under conditions Ire- and Development Ass. V 43 P. Oct. 1871

vailing in developing countries. 1969.
39 p.see SF Woodworking ind.

see S/F WOODWORKING
C+

S/F Building materials ind.

The production of particle board from
cassava stalks. T.P.I. G34, FLAWES,
PALMER. Oct. 1968. p.3 6

see S/F Waste utilization

C+

S/F Building materials ind.

Particle board from cocnut palm timber. -4

T.P.I. G43 CHITTENDEN, FLAWES, HAWKES.

Dec. 1969. p. 5
see S/F Waste utilization.

S/F Building materials ind.

Attempts to use coir dust in the pre-
paration of building slabs or hardboard.
T.P.I. G35 Oct. 1968. p. 4

see S/F Waste utilization.



S 9 Plan of operation: Bolivia. Experimental E
production plant for asbestos processing,
Cochabamba &-7ff

UNIDO/ITD/88 The industrial production of wooden hoB E.
components in the Philippines

TalIDO/TCD/116 Etude de cqualitr des mat6riaux de construction F
dans la R6publiquc F6CIrale du Cameroun

UNIDO/ITD/125 The potential utilization of papyrus Mr. A.V. Bassili

for the production of building boards

in Chad
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Establishment of Planning Department for Building W.Beckton 5.8.70 1st Periodic Report/
New Cement Factories, TURKEY OA 220 TUR- 2

_Particle Board Production, PAKISTAN 11. Dano 23.9.70 Periodic Report/
V OA 220 PAKI(8)

apport sur les possibilits c~aaiques, R. G. Burkhardt 24. 9.70 Final Report

1AUI ITIUS OA 220 M4AURS (10)

Assistance to Glass Factory, GHANA C. Brown 22.1.71 Preliminary report/
~O A 220 GHA-8

Investigation of the Possibility of Establishing a L. Putna 9.2.71
S Bection for 'ood and Wood Products at the Centre for Regional Adviser

onstruction and Housing at Cacavilli, TOGO

< ssistance to Asbestos-Cement Processing Factory, Polservice** 14.l.71** Final report/
SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC OA 220 SYR-14

Particle Board Production - Tanta Flax and Oil Co., M. Dano
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 9.3.71 Preliminary report/

OA 220 UAR-27

Lanufacturing of Building Bricks from Clay, G. Kirkendale
FIJI ISLANDS . ikdae30.3.71 Preliminary Report

01 220 FIJ(7)

lt \ jeC-sibility Stady for Establishment of Particle and Polytechna* 20.3.71* Final report/

>ibreboard Industry, :iAGHREB 01 420 APR(l)

>Y' xperimental Production Plant for Asbek; Surveyer Neer 'er* 22.4.71 Final report
Processing, BOLIVIA ard Chenevert _nc. OA 420 BOL (1)



tate of particle board production and Particle M. Dano 3.5.71 Provisional text.
board and resins, U.A.R. 

OA 220 UAR (27

Heavy Clay Products Industry Feasibility Study, FIJI G. Kirkendale 12-5.71 Mid-term report/
OA 220 FIJ-7

Asbestos Cement Indistr!, BOLIVIA K. Nieminen 17. 5.71 Preliminary report/
OA 220 BOL-12

Plastics in Building Washington University 7.6.71 Interim Report
TS 6043/4

Dev. of Small-scale Industries (Woodworking and Brickmaking), ZAMBIA Mr. Bjorsvik 6.8.71 OA 420 ZAM (2-4)
Mr. Reid

Es t Est ishant cf C ,1 industr", ".URITIUS 1. Janezic 23-.8.71 OA 220 MAR-8

1 ntre for Housing and lonstruction, SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC H. Nargoiwala 17.9.71 0A 420 SYR (2)

Technology of building materials, ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT M. Harsono 8.0.71 Preliminary report/
OA 220 INT-13

Metallurgi cal cement producton, TURKY H Brner 9 11.71 Preliminary report/
OA 321 TUR (10)

Report )n cnt acting discutsions, fsenetions and preparatory work for the F. Sobek 9.2.72 U 321 Ci;-3
purposo of issuing a f nal report as per: Ref. PUR 71/PPRS/APP -- ,
CAE - 031 - A (RP/ID), CAIERWIN.

a a d ENorrls* 14.4.72* Final report/Rattan cane study, SENEGAL 3" 
OA 420 SEN(2-5)
72/12*



Construction experimental plant, EGYPT Tsvetme lp mexport 2:, 7.72 Final report

OA 220 EGY 10

:xperi men al,production plant for asbestos processing, BOLIVIA OffIce of the

Resident Represenbtive 2A 422 SOL

Industrial uses of perlite and pumice, ICELAND A. Todd 23.10.72 Final report/
AA 01.tn Inc 1i

Etude techro-6conomicue de l1exploitation du marbre, UPPER VOLTA j TEC* 3.11.72 Finil report/

OA 220 UPV 19
Clay building materials, LESOTHO 

W4. Buchanan 2L.11.72 OA 321 LES 3
National Institue of technology and standardization construction materials, N. HillPUA 

'dU AA 1-6A

Construction materials, THAILAND 
J. OVergaard 12.2.73 OA 420 THA 1

Structural clay products, THAILAND . Kirkendale 5.3.73 OA 420 THA 1-8

Geological survey a0,estos area BOLIVIA GEOBOL* 6.4.73 CAK) ~-~'OA 220 SQL 13

,lanTh beneficiadora de esbesto, ,OLIVIA M. Carril 1.5.73 CA 420 ,OL 1- - V. Veltze Michel

Assistance to the building materials industry, SIERRA LEONE N.S. 'iawa 25.5.73 Progress report/
GA 120 SIL

Assistance in the manufacture of construction materials and M. Karn 1.6.73Pbaked clay products, DURUNDI .K . Periodical report/
- -CA 220 001 10--



Assistance to the building materials industry, IRAN

-- ~-A--y 4.6.73 Final repor t/
Ceramic building materials, NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

A.J. Shorter 5.6.73 OA 321 NAN 2

Transpcrtation of imestone, ARGENTINA 
N.C. Bck

.73-CA 321 ARG 43Caribbean Industrial Research Institute Construction materials, .A. Halorsn 7.6.732nTRINIDAD AND TODAGO 
2n A.321 dicas TRpo3./

-15 OA 321 TRI 3-8

Development of the building materials industry in SOMALIA S.. Stefanov 19.6.73 0A220 SOM 16
- --- - - - - --

e 

--a n-- - - .1 9.- .. 73- -- --2 2--- - --- - --1-
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Industrial Building, ROMANIA E.N. Gatfield 3.02.70 0A 321 ROMAN (1)

Burkhardt 17.02.1970 Inception report - CA 321 IADA (6)7
Brick Factory, KADAGASCARBrkad-

Assistance to the Asbestos-Cement W. 14olendia 5.1970 OA 220 SYARE (14)

Processing Factory, SYRIA (Polservice) 1st Progress Report

Assistance to the Ceylon Ceramics K. Engelthaler 13.03.1970 Report No., 12 - CA 321 CEYL (4)

Corporation, CEYLON

Lime Industry in BRITISH HONDURAS G.". Talbot 3.04.1970 Preliminary Report
CA 320 BRHO (1)

Final Feasibility Study for the Z . gelthaler 5.1970 A 420 JOR ()
Ceramic Combined Plant, JORDAN

Ceramics Ingineer Report, C.YLON K. 'ngelthaler 5.1970 Report No. 13 - OA 321 CFY (4)

SOMABRI Brickworks, 11ADAGASCAR 2urkhardt 21 May 1970 CA 220 IADA (1+11)
Rapport trimestriel

Lime Industry, BRITISH HOi':URAS Talbot 26451970 OA 220 TON (1)

Assistance to Ceramics Corporatic K. Engelthaler .1970 Final ReportCEYLON OA321 CEYLON
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July 19, 1973

Dear Mr. Maheu:

Thank you for your letter of July 2 agreeing
with the proposal to review the operation of the
supplementary cooperative program and designating
Mr. Sylvain Lourie for preliminary discussions,
I am designating Mr. D. S. Ballantine, Director,
Education Department, to initiate discussion with
Mr. Lourie during his visit to Washington in
September.

With cordial regards,

Sincerely,

(Signed) Robert S. McNamara
Robert S. McNamara

Mr. Rene Maheu
Director-General
United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural
Organisation

place de Fontenoy
Paris 7e, France

MLHoffman/pnn
July 17, 1973

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Ballantine, Dir., Educa. Dept.
cc: Mr. McNamara's files (2)



U N E S C 0

Memo EP.F/3551

16 July 1973

To : Mr. W. van Vliet
Director, EFD

From : B.J. Kimmins
EFD

Subject : Dahomey PPM - Back-to-Office Report

A Unesco project preparation mission was in Dahomey from 14 June

to 5 July 1973 under the Co-operative Programme Unesco/IBRD. The mission
was composed of :

Messrs. B.J. Kimmins, Mission Leader and architect, EP.F
G. Palm, economist, EP.P
J. McNown, general and technical education, IBRD
G. Devernois, rural development, SEDES, IHRD consultant

Miss C. Parker-Smith, secretary, EP.F.

The project consisted of three items, as identified by the reconnaissance
mission (Messrs. Magnen, McNown and Loewen) of 27 April to 6 May 1973 :

Project item 1 : Rural Youth Development

Project item 2 : Trade Training Centre

Project item 3 : Educational Reform.

1. Rural Youth Development :

(i) Reinforcement of equipment in 100 existing Rural Youth Clubs;

(ii) Building materials and equipment for 100 new Youth Clubs;

(iii) Construction and equipment of nine Centres d'Appui;

(iv) Construction of 150 wells, 4 reservoirs, and 10 harnessing
of springs;

(v) Technical assistance;

(vi) Revolving Fund.
Total : US$ 2.2 million

The above is a part only of the total st made by the Government
of Dahomey to Unicef. The mission worked ig dIison with Mr. Gomez, Programms
Cfficer of the U.Tcef Regional Office, Abidjan, who visited Dahcmey especially
for this purp3. a.

EP.F/1914/16.7.73
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Within the above total, a sum is included for a three months

study/survey prior to the appraisal mission and which would 
include the

location of the 100 new Clubs and the Centres d'Appui, as well 
as the

selection of the 100 existing Clubs which are to be given equipment.

2. Trade Training Centre :

Includes buildings and furniture for 170 places. The cost of equip-

ment and technical assistance (instructors, etc.) will be provided

by UNDP.
Total cost (including UNDP) : US$ 825,000

Included in the overall total is a sum for a three months

study/survey, prior to the appraisal mission, This study would include a

detailed survey of the needs of industry and the consequent establishment

of priority courses.

3. Educational Reform :

The Reform was launched by the President of the Republic in Novem-

ber 1972. Following this, a technical committee was set up in order

to prepare a work schedule for the large (180 members) National Com-

mittee which commenced its work in May 1973. The mission was given
to understand that once the Reform has been completed, the Govern-

ment will seek external financial aid for specific projects which

fall within the framework of the Reform.

B.J. Kimmins

cc. Messrs. Fobes, Coeytaux, M'Bow, Platt, Lourid (3), Conton, Knapp,
Cairns, Dieuzeide, Foecke, Nicholson, Ochs, Husain, Herman, Kinany,
Najman, Naraghi, Jimdnez (3), Brolin, Ballantine (IBRD) Lethem (IBRD),

all EFD project officers.



FORM No. 89 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(2. b6) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

Date
ROUTING SLIP July 9, 1973

Name Room No.

Mr. Hoffman

To Handle Note and File

Apnropriate Disposition Note and Return
Approval Prepare Reply

romment Per Our Conversation

ull Report Recommendation

Information Signature

Initial Send On
Remarks

Please prepare a reply for Mr. McNamara's

signature.

Anders Ljungh

Fr



Mr. J. Street July 5, 1973

Gabriell. Lallane

FT 72 sad FY 73 - UNESCO/ak Cooperative Programs Sector Raporte

I apologize for th, delay in sanding you the requestd information,
but as Unesco has just sent us an updated list of all their identification
reports on national systema of education, the following list is, unbelievably
enough, absolutely sewrate.

FT 1972 IT 1973

Madagascar (3/72) Mauritania (12/72)
Mali (4/72) Gabon (6/73)
Nigeria (9/71) Sierra Leone (5/73)
Costa Rica (1/72) Somlia (6/73)
11 Salvador (3/72) Omman (12/72)
Honduras (12/71) Syria (8/72)
Nicaragua (4/72) Yesen PDR (2/73)
Peru (3/72) Ouatemala (10/72)

Ecuador (2/73)
Guyana (1/73)

10

GLaB:jk



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

0 N [ S U 0organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-7e

The Director-General

reference DG/1.1/8050/27/5078 2 July 1973

Dear Mr. McNamara,

Thank you for your letter of 13 June 1973 concerning the
extension of the supplementary cooperative programme we established
in 1970. I agree with your proposal to review the effectiveness of
this programme and to examine the possibilities for alternative use
of the resources which are at present allocated to its execution.

Since at this end four different Divisions are involved in
the supplementary programme, I would prefer this review to take place
in Paris, possibly in the autumn of this year. Further, as it would
be useful if we could know more about the Bank's views on this pro-
gramme before the Review Meeting, I am designating Mr. S. LouriA,
Director of the Division of Educational Policy and Planning, Depart-
ment of Planning and Financing of Education, to undertake preliminary
discussions with members of your staff. Mr. Louri4 will be in
Washington in any case during the first half of September,

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

R n4 Maheu

Mr. Robert S. McNamara,
President,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street N.W.,
Washington D. C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Rec'd in IRQ

---------------------------------------
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united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

U________U organisation des nations unies pour 1'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, 75 Paris-71

telephone : 566-57.57
cables : Unesco Paris
tdlex : 27 602 Paris

raerence : EP 8050/1/5080

29 June 1973

Dear Mr. Gomez,

Please find enclosed the monthly time-tables for April and

May 1973 in respect of the Unesco/IBRD Cooperative Programme (Tables

I & II) and the Expanded Cooperative Programme (Table III).

Yours sincerely,

(Mrs. ) . lendler
Administrative Unit
Educational Financing Division

Department of Planning and
Financing of Education

Mr. R. Gomez
Administrative Assistant
Education Department
I.B.R.D.
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

b 3
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EDUCATIONAL FINANCING DIVISION

TABLE I Monthly Time-Table: APRIL 197.3

Overtime
Country N u mbaer o f Woar k ing D ay s in field

Al* A2* A3* A4* A5* Total (hours )

Algeria - - - 1 - 1 -
Burma - - - - -

Dahomey 3 2 - - - 5 -

Gabon - - 19 12i - 31}' -

Greece - 1lA - - - 11f -

Guatemala - 8 - - - 8 -

Iran - - 2 - - 2 -

Ivory Coast - - 17 - - 17} -

Jordan - 24 - - - 24 -

Kenya - - - - -

Malaysia 17 28 - - - 45 25

Mauritania - - 15 - - 15 -

Senegal 74 - 154 - - 89) 259f'

Sierra Leone - - 29 12} - 41 -

Somalia - - 28-} 20 - 48} -

Zambia - - 9 - - 9 -

TOTAL 94 74} 1355 46 - 150 284-

A.* Work related to a specific country:
1) On mission, including travel time
2) Preparation of missions
3) Follow-up of missions
4) Contribution to missions in which a staff

member is not directly involved
5) Desk Studies and/or Country Profiles

B. Study of problems of a general nature, relating
to the Cooperative Programme 46 days

C. Non-Cooperative Programme Activities 291 days

D, Overtime worked in Paris: 36 hours

E. Leave (annual and sick) 35 days

No. of Project Officers: 22
No. of Working Days per person: 20 - 440

except Mr. Inmuasty: 10 = 450
No. of Working Days spent on
mission work by Management Staff 11= 461

Total No. of Working Days 461 days



EDUC' TONAL FINANCING DIVISION Note: In addition to EP.F staff this includes

~ ~~ Iconsultants and Unesco staff membes out-

Monthly Time-Table: APRIL 1973 side EP.F, except ECP staff and panel
members. (Mr. Ballantine's letter of
7/11/72 refers).

Country & Type Architects Eoonomists Educators

ofec PIM PPM PAM Ec. Sup Sp. Rec PIM PPM PAM Ec. Sup Sp. Rec PIM PPM PAM Ec. Sup Sp. TOTAL
RID Ast RID Ast RID Ast

Al (Mission)

Dahomey - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - 3
Jordan - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - 2

Malaysia - - 6 - - - - - - 5 - - - - - - 6 - - - - 17
Senegal - - 15 - - - - - - 14 - - - - - - 60 - - - 89

A2 (Preparation)

Burma - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - 2
Dahomey - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 2
Greece - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 10 - - - - - ll
Guatemala - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - 8
Jordan - - - - - - - - 14 - - - - - - 14 - - - - - 28

Kenya (SS) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - 2
Malaysia - - 6 - - - - - - 11 - - - - - - 11 - - - - 28

A3 (Follow-up)

Gabon - - - - - - - - 14 - - - - - - 6 - - - - - 20
Iran - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
Ivory Coast (SS) - - - - - - - - 16 - - - - - - 1 - -- --}
Mauritania - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16 - - - 31
Senegal - - 4 - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - 1 ----5
Sierra Leone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 33 - - - - - 33
Somalia - - - - - - - - 16 - - - - - - 12 - - - - - 28
'Zambia - - - - - 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
A4 (Indirect)

Algeria - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1
Gabon - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - 9 - - - - - 121
Sierra Leone - - - - - - - - li - - - - - - 11 - - - - -2

Somalia - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - 17 - - - - - 20

TOTAL - - 31 15 - 11 - - 69 34 - - - - 5 117292 17 - - - 392



TABLE III

STATE!@NT OF STAFF TIME ACCOUNTING

(IBRD-UNESCO EXPANDED COOPERATIVE PROGRAHE)

PLrRIOD !A . . T . L . . ..1973

ESM/EHT FPP T 0 T A L REMARKS

M/W CuMUL. M/w CUMIUL. M/w CUMUL.

Cumul. total from 31/'573 . . . brought forward 57.4 52.1 109.5

Description of activities

1. Missions

E. Brunswic: PIM Ivory Coast (report writing) 1
L. Ziegl6 PIM Ivory Coast (report writing) 2.6

2. Studies

J. Auerhan: Educational Indicators

TOTAL IN M/W .6 61.0 1 53.1 4.6 114.1



EDUCATIONAL FINANCING DIVISION

TABLE I Monthly Time-Table: MAY 1973

Overtime
ContyN u mb er o f Wo>r k ing D ays inilCunt Al* A2* A_3* A4* A5* Total (nofie)

(hours )

Afghanistan - 14 - - - 14 -

Burma - 1 - - - 1 -

Colombia - - - 5 - 5 -

Costa Rica - - - - 91 9 -
Dahomey 3 8 2 - - 13 -

Dominican Rep. - 1 - - - 1 -

Ecuador - 4 - 1 - 5 -

Gabon - - 8 - - 8 -

Greece 84 12 - - - 96 174

Guatemala - 1 - - 6} 7} -

Ivory Coast - - 17 5 - 22 -

Jordan 23 - 16 - - 39 24

Malawi - - - 3 - 3 -

Malaysia 84 - - - 84 284

Mali - - - - 10 10 -

Mauritania - - 6 - - 6 -

Morocco - - 1 - - 1 -

Oman 9 - - 2 - 11 -

Saudi Arabia - - - - 3f 3 -

Senegal - - 6} 2 - 8+ -

Somalia - - - - 113 -

TOTAL 203 41 69+ 18 29-, 361 482

A.* Work related to a specific country:
1) On mission, including travel time
2) Preparation of missions

3) Follow-up of missions
4) Contribution to missions in which a staff

member is not directly involved

5) Desk Studies and/or Country Profiles

B. Study of problems of a general nature, relating
to the Cooperative Programme 56 days

C. Non-Cooperative Programme Activities 33 days

D. Overtime worked in Paris: 20 hours

E. Leave (annual and sick) 41 days

No. of Project Officers: 23
No. of Working Days per person: 21 483
No. of Working Days spent on
mission work by Management Staff 8

Total No. of Working Days 491 days



TABLE II EDUCATIONAL FINANCING DIVISIO Note: In addition to EP.F staff this includes con-
sultants and Unesco staff members outside

Monthly Time-Table: MAY 1973 EP.F, except ECP staff and panel members.
Mr. Ballantine's letter of 7/11/72 refers).

Country & Type Architects Economists Educators

of Activity hRec PIM PPM PAM Ec. Sup Sp. Rec PIM PPM PAN Ec. Sup Sp. Rec PIM PPM PAM Ec. Sup Sp. TOTAL
RID Ast RID Ast RID Ast

Al (Mission)

Dahomey - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - -
Greece - - - - - - - - 13 - - - - - - 71 - - - - - 84
Jordan - - - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - 33 - - - - - 45
Malaysia - - 21 - - - - - - 21 - - - - - - 42 - - - - 84
Oman - - - - - - - - - - 9 - - - - - - - - - - 9
A2 (Preparation)

Afghanistan - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 - - - - - 14
Burma - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1
Dahomey - - 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8
Dominican Republic - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1
Ecuador - - - - - - - - - - - - . - 4 - . - - - - 4
Greece - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - - - - - 12
Guatemala - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

A3 (Follow-up)

Dahomey - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 2
Gabon - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - - - 5 - - - - - 13
Ivory Coast (SS) - - - - - - - - 16 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 17
Jordan - - - - - - - - 9 - - - - - - 17 - - - - - 26
Mauritania - - - 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
Morocco - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Senegal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81 - . - -8}
Somalia - - - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 13

A4 (Indirect)

Colombia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - - - 5
Ecuador - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1
Ivory Coast (SS) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - - 5
Malawi - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - 3 - . - - - 3
Oman - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
Senegal - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2

A5 (Country Profiles/
Desk Studies)

Costa Rica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
Guatemala 6 a
Mali - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 - - - - - - - 10
Saudi Arabia - - - - - - 1} - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1}

TOTAL - - 29 11 - 1 -3 - 70 21 9 - - 10 15 164 502'- .- - 16 400



TABLE III

STATEMENT OF STAFF TIY1E ACCOUUNTING

(IBRD-UNESCO EXPANDED COOPERATIVE PROGRAMAiE)

PIRIOD: . MAY .1973

EM/ERT E P P T 0 T A L
REMARKS

M/w CUmUL. M/w CUITIUL. M/W CUImL.

Cumul. total from .. . . .* . . brought forward 61.0 53.1 114.1

Description of activities

1. Missions

S. Lourie: RID Greece (on mission)
H. Marchl: PPM Malaysia (preparation) 0.6

(On mission) 3.6
E. Brunswic: PIM Ivory Coast (report writing) 0.4
L. ZieglS: " " " (report writing) 0.4

2. Studies

L. Cervall: Curriculum Development 0.5
L. ZieglA: Teacher Training Institute 0.6

TOTAL IN M/W 6.1 67.1 1 54.1 7.1 121.1
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Mr. D. S. Ballantine June 19, 1973

Gabrielle Le Blan

Some Suggestions ceruing UNESCO Identification Work

Following the Division Chiefs meeting of last Thursday, June 14,
and the discussions around Mr. Erder's Jordan experience, I have
prepared a list of suggestions for improvement of the PIK process. Some
of these suggestions are the result of past Review Meetings as I have
indicated.

1. The Bank should play a more active role in the formulation of
PIM terms of reference.

2. Bank staff members could be sent along to cooperate on important
PIK missions. Apropos, program/loan officers have been foreseen to
occasionally join UNESCO missions for part of their field work. *

3. Parallel to the drafting of their regular reports, the PIrs could
be invited to produce a "note" dealing more specifically with the issues
related to Bank policy and finance as a guide for future reconnaissance
work.

4. Briefing and debriefing sessions with the leaders of important
PI~s could be planned as a regular feature. **

5. More rigorous methods could be developed for the processing of
the PIN reports by the Bank, probably in the form of some preliminary
guidelines.

6. It is suggested that the PIM reports embody more a general policy
study rather than identification of specific project items.

7. In the light of rethinking PIN content and taking into considera-
tion points 5 and 6 above, it is useful to reconsider the following
suggestions: "

(a) that ?IX reports should try to indicate the objectives of
the government's educational development plans and UNESCO's
assessment of these objectives;

* Review Meeting Oct. 1972.
** Review Meeting May 1972.
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(b) that there should be a strengthening of the financial

analysis;

(e) that every sub-sector should be commented upon, even if
briefly;

(d) that the setting out in specific phases of any recmoine atios
for the implaentatiom of an educational strategy would be
most useful;

(e) that there should be as comprehensive a treatt as p..-
sible of other ageney, multi and bilateral involvement in

educatioaol development so as to enable the ask to evaluate
more effectively the coutry's educational priorities;

(f) that UNXSCO should consider fuller treatment of areas such

as new media, book produetion, management training, and the

managmant of the educational system;

(g) that increased attention should be given to lmalth training
problems.

ML3/as



Mr. D. S. Ballantine June 14, 1973

Gabrielle Le Blanc

IERD/UNESCO Technical Assistance Meeting, 20-21 March 1973

We have now received UNESCO's comments on the draft minutes
prepared by Frank Dunnill and myself.

The changes proposed by UNESCO are not substantial ones. They
deal principally with an increased emphasis on UNESCO's role, with
a clarification of certain terms (i.e. changes in paras. 12 and 18)
and with a more clear delineation of roles within UNESCO as set out
in the charts of Annex II and Annex III.

I have incorporated these changes in the draft text, with some
minor editing, and now attach a proposed final set of minutes of this
Meeting.

cc: Messrs. B. Cheek
F. Lethem
J. J. Stewart
C. van Dijk
G. Pennisd -
R. Van Wageneti
N. Erder
K. Thint

G~1uums



IBRD/UNESCO Cooperative Programme

Discussions on Technical Assistance in Bank Education

Projects - Washington, D.C., 20-21 March 1973

Present:

UNESCO: Messrs. Lourie, Moller, Beynon, Ochs, Lema

IBRD: Messrs. Ballantine, Dunnill, Erder, Thint, Sawaya, Burt,

Pennisi, Stewart, de Capitani, Cheek, Lethem,

Brigish, Terrefe, van Wagenen (observer)

Ms. Le Blanc

1. In welcoming the UNESCO group, Mr. Ballantine referred briefly

to recent changes in the Bank's general and education policy directed

toward mass social and economic improvement. The Bank's objectives in

education lending are gradually shitting, becoming more exploratory, and

therefore requiring a more flexible approach, both in project design and

implementation.

2. The meeting considered the Agenda Paper (Annex I), which followed

the general order of the Bank's Guidelines on Technical Assistance, pre-

pared in the Bank for use in respect of education projects. While agreeing

with the Agenda as drawn up, Mr. Lourie emphasized the requirement that the

outcome of discussions should lead to explicit proposals, a point which was

supported by all those present. He added that in principle it was important

to attempt to identify and focus attention on local people - including some

outside the institutional structure - who were in a position to act as

agents of change.

3. The Agenda Paper was adopted, and during -a wide-ranging review of

Technical Assistance in the context of IDA/IBRD projects, the following

points of agreement emerged.

4. The progressively closer identification and definition of the ob-

jectives of Technical Assistance proposed in the Bank's Guidelines on

Technical Assistance and already attempted in a number of recent Bank

projects was agreed to be helpful and important - not least as a means of

expediting project implementation.
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5. So was the emphasis placed on:

(a) the need to look at Technical Assistance problems and to
formulate objectives, initially within the general sector
framework and increasingly, as project design progresses,
as an integral part of the project;

(b) the desirability of putting as much responsibility as possible
in local hands and of using local skills wherever practicable
(including appropriate emphasis on the inclusion of training
arrangements in Bank education projects as recommended in the
Guidelines on Technical Assistance); and

(c) the need to develop the capacity of Bank and UNESCO staff
responsible for field missions to deal with problems of
Technical Assistance.

6. It was useful to distinguish the two roles of UNESCO in the context
of Bank lending:

(a) As a normal function of the Cooperative Programme, in helping
the borrower and the Bank with the identification and prepara-
tion of projects involving initial definition of problems and
the design of Technical Assistance tasks, taking into account
available information on various activities carried out in the
education sector of the country concerned; and

(b) In participating, where appropriate, as a supplier of Technical
Assistance, in project implementation.

These roles are set out in some detail in the two charts which are attached
as Annex II and Annex III.

7. In role 6(a) the following UNESCO contribution is valuable:

(a) In the course of PIM's, the broad identification within the
context of overall sector strategy of areas in which, and
purposes for which, Technical Assistance was likely to be needed:

(i) in dealing with general sector problems, and

(ii) in the specific context of possible projects, and of the
possible means, rough time scale and order of costs likely
to be involved.
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(b) The initial definition, in the course of PPM's, of Technical
Assistance objectives, and help with the first draft of a
project implementation schedule on lines suggested in the
Guidelines (see in particular para. 3.7).

8. On a point of detail, it was agreed that it would be open to UNESCO
to use man/months instead of man/years in estimating unit costs. It was
also agreed that at PIM stage a general indication of the order of likely
Technical Assistance costs would be sufficient. At PPM stage, it would be
open to UNESCO to adjust the standard UN figures in the light of local circum-
stances where this seemed to be necessary - stating the range of salaries,
etc. adopted for this purpose.

9. In performing role 7(a) it would normally be sufficient for UNESCO
to use missions as at present but fully briefed on the approach discussed
above; but it might occasionally be necessary, where large or complex
issues arose, to add a brief input by someone experienced in Technical
Assistance problems.

10. UNESCO will also be contributing, within available time, by assemb-
ling available data for the briefing of PIM missions, which activity will
be undertaken by substantive divisions as appropriate. These inputs will
be charged against the Cooperative Program, as already agreed upon between
UNESCO and the Bank, on the basis of the existing coefficients.

11. It was agreed that the Bank's efforts to reach as close a defini-
tion as possible, at the appraisal stage, of Technical Assistance objectives,
and in particular, the development at appraisal stage, wherever appropriate,
of implementation schedules showing Technical Assistance inputs in relation
to other key events, would be helpful. The purpose of such schedules would
be to define to the satisfaction of the Bank, the borrower and UNESCO, when
it is involved in project implementation:

(a) the objectives of Technical Assistance in relation to the sector
and the project;

(b) the proposed time scale;

(c) the estimated costs;

(d) aby areas where work was needed on the closer definition of
problems or of the means and time scale by which they were to
to be solved.
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12. The bank's increasing attention to the need for the flexible
definition of Technical Assistance inputs and costs in Loan and Credit
Agreements would also be helpful. Such definition should specify the
framework within which Technical Assistance were to be provided,- in order
to make clear the time frame and the objectives of the assistance; their
relative priorities, inter-relationships, and connections with other project
components; minimum and maximum inputs required; and an indicative budget
ceiling. This framework would normally permit further refinements and
adjustments, and in appropriate cases the person responsible for the manage-
ment of Technical Assistance in the field would be responsible for working
out such refinements and suggesting adjustments (see also paras. 17 and 18
below). This procedure and the increasing use of "piggy back" and retroactive
financing for important Technical Assistance components would help to improve
the quality of Technical Assistance inputs.

13. Against this background, it was considered likely that the Bank
would suggest to borrowers, at or before negotiations, that in appropriate
cases proposals be invited from various possible sources (including multi-
lateral and bilateral agencies as appropriate) for meeting Technical Assist-
ance objectives defined in terms of reference based on the processes referred
to above and that UNESCO would wish to respond to such invitations.

14. This procedure would not apply to all projects or necessarily to
all the Technical Assistance components of a particular project. It would
be particularly relevant where multiple inputs or team approaches were
needed. It would not preclude a decision by a borrower to entrust UNESCO
with the sole responsibility for Technical Assistance implementation. Nor
would it prevent a borrower from pursuing the possibility of financing a
specific Technical Assistance input by way of grant, e.g. from UNDP or a
bilateral agency.

15. UNESCO would be free to include in its response to such invitations
proposals for sub-contracting specific tasks in a manner that was mutually
acceptable to the Bank and UNESCO, as part of an effort to widen its range
of opportunities.

16. The Bank and UNESCO agreed on the importance of increasing the
efficiency of the field management of Technical Assistance - and of the
appropriate delegation of authority.

17. The precise form of invitations to submit proposals for the provi-
sion of Technical Assistance services, of invitations to proceed on a con-
tingent basis, and of formal agreements for their provision would vary from
case to case, but would in general follow procedures recommended by the Bank
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*
for the use of consultant groups by its borrowers. They would normally
permit variations by UNESCO when, it is responsible for the Technical
Assistance, in the means of performing the tasks specified in the terms
of reference and the rephasing of inputs to an extent agreed from time to
time by the borrower and the Bank.

18. Where UNESCO became responsible for the provision of Technical
Assistance, UNESCO would be prepared to contribute to the supervision of
the project by reporting, to the extent found desirable by the Bank and the
borrower, on:

(a) the actual implementation with reference to the aforementioned
framework, and

(b) the quality of performance of the staff related to the project

of the Technical Assistance component in question, and also on any points
where a need to consider possible adjustments arose in the course of imple-
mentation. This would be done within the framework of Bank and UNESCO
responsibility for project implementation and supervision. UNESCO and the
Bank should cooperate closely at all stages of implementation: this was
particularly important where there were considerable delays, e.g. for
political reasons, after appraisal.

19. In summing up, Mr. Ballantine and Mr. Louri6 agreed that subject
to review by their colleagues in UNESCO and the Bank, those concerned in
each organization would seek opportunities of adopting, in appropriate
cases, the procedure as above outlined. In the light of the meeting's
deliberations, the Bank's Education Department would revise its Guidelines
on Technical Assistance and would forward them to UNESCO for comment. *

* Such as those set out in the booklet Uses of Consultants by the World
Bank and its Borrowers.

** To date, no comments have been received from UNESCO.



June 13, 1973

Dear Mr. Maheu:

You will recall that in 1970 we agreed to extend the Unesco/IBRD
Cooperative Program by the establishment of six additional posts in the
program /three in the Division of Educational Planning and Administration
(EPAD) and three in the Department of School and Higher Education (EDS)j.
In exchange EPAD and EDS would provide agreed services to the Cooperative
Program, such as participation in missions and the preparation of special
studies for an equivalent wuount of time. We had agreed upon an initial
period of two years beginning July 1, 1970, but in fact the arrangement
has been in effect continuously from the beginning.

Given the concern of all the multilateral agencies to secure maximum
benefit from all available resources, it seems appropriate to suggest
that we might now review the operation of this supplementary program to
determine whether this particular deployment of resources, or some other,
will provide the greatest benefits to our member countries and to the
work of our two agencies.

If you agree, I will direct members of the Bank staff to meet with
Unesco staff members you may designate for the purpose of such a review.

With cordial regards,

Sincerely,

(Signed) Robcrt S. McNamara
Robert S. McNamara

Mr. Rane Maheu
Director-General
Unesco
Place de Fontenoy
Paris 75007, France

cc: Mr. W. C. Baum, CPS
Mr. M. L. Hoffman, IR (cleared by Mrs. Boskey)

DSBallantine:jsc
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J_ UN 1 1973
united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

U______ b Uorganisation des nations unies pour l'education, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, 75 Paris-7e

1, rue Miollis, 75 Paris-15e

adresse postale : B.P. 3.07 Paris

t6l6phonc : 566-57.57
cibles : Unesco Paris
telex : 27602 Paris

r6f6rence: ED/803/26-16493 24 May 1973

Dear Mr. Ballantine,
Subject: Draft minutes of the IBRD/Unesco meeting on

Technical Assistance in Bank adlisted projects
in Education

We have now had enough time to check the draft minutes which you sent
to us with your letter of 9 April. Your draft reflects well the major points
of our discussions. I would like, however, to transmit a few comments we
would like you to take into account when preparing the final text.

Para. 5 (c) - Since the purpose of our meeting was to improve our

mutual capacity to provide effective technical assistance, we feel that the

reference to "other staff" is out of place. We suggest the paragraph read:

"the need to develop further the capacity of Bank and
Unesco field missions to deal with problems of Technical

Assistance".

Para. 6 - We would suggest spelling out this point a bit more by

adding "... tasks, taking into account available information on various
activities carried out in the education sector of the country concerned;

and..."

Para. 7 - Certainly Unesco's contribution in this regard, though
subject to improvement, merits a more active "is", rather than the conditional

"would be".

Para. 11 - As an often interested party, we think it would be

appropriate to include mention of Unesco in the final sentence; "The purpose
of such schedules would be to define to the satisfaction of the Bank, the
borrower and Unesco, when it is involved in project implementation ... "

.1.

Mr. D.S. Ballantine
Director
Education Department
I.B.R.D.
1818 H Street NW
Washington DC 20433
U.S.A.
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Para, 12 - It seems to us that the term "framework", which appears
twice in this paragraph and later in a footnote to Annex 2, should be
clarified, and the paragraph rearranged somewhat as a consequence. For
example, it might read:

"The Bank's increasing attention to the need for the flexible
definition of Technical Assistance inputs and costs in Loan
and Credit Agreements would also be helpful. Such definition
should specify the framework within which Technical Assistance
were to be provided, in order to make clear the time frame
and the objectives of the assistance; their relative priorities,
interrelationships, and connections with other project components;
minimum and maximum in-puts required; and an indicative budget
ceiling. This framework would normally permit further refinements
and adjustments, and in appropriate cases the person responsible
for the management of Technical Assistance in the field would be
responsible for working out such refinements and suggesting
adjustments (see also paras, 17 and 18 below). This procedure
and the increasing use of "piggy back" and retroactive financing
for important Technical Assistance components would help to
improve the quality of Technical Assistance inputs".

Para, 14 - While accepting that Unesco may be one of several potential
executive agents, we prefer a slightly different formulation of the third
sentence in this paragraph: "It would not preclude a decision by a borrower
to entrust Unesco with the sole responsibility for Technical Assistance

implementation".

Para, 17 - Since we presume that it may prove necessary to modify
the recommended procedures from time to time and to make specific recommendations
in some cases, we would suggest deleting the second sentence, replacing it
with a footnote after "... follow procedures ... " to read "Such as those set
out in the booklet Uses of Consultants by the World Bank and its Borrowers".
The final sentence could be made more relevant to Unesco, we feel, by
inserting "... permit variations by Unesco, when it is responsible for the
technical assistance, in the means .,"

Para, 18 - Sub-point (a) appears imprecise. What Unesco should report
on is: "(a) the actual implementation with reference to the forementioned
framework." Likewise, sub-point (b) could be spells d out: "the quality of
performance of the staff related to the project". Finally, we think the
next sentence would be more accurate if it read: "This would be done within
the framework of Bank and Unesco responsibility for project implementation
and supervision."

0/0



Annexes - After further reflection on Unesco's two roles and on the
division of labour within our own house, we would suggest that the two
tables be revised as shown in the attached sheets.

I hope that these suggestions are helpful and acceptable to the
Bank. We look forward to receiving several copies of the final text of the
minutes as soon as they are available.

Yours sincerely,

For the Director of the
Division of Educational Policy
and Planning (EP)

N. Bodart



Tt. nical Assistance in IDA/IBRD Ecucation Projects

Role of UNESCO under Cooperative Program

STAGE OF PROJECT PRE-PIM PIM PPM

Within available time+. (a) Broad identification of likely (a) Initial definition of Technical
assemble available data technical assistance needs and Assistance objectives and
for briefing of PIN objectives for Sector and components.

TASK possible projects.

(b) Tentative indication of possible (b) First draft provisional project
means, rough time scale and implementation schedule.
order of costs where practicable
at this stage.

PERFORMED BY

EFD Initiate inquiry Preparation of PIM Report Assist government in preparation
of project request

EPP Consolidate country Advise on presentation and
information costing

Sub.Div.++ Provide substantive Advise on content of T.A.
inputs

+ Normal coefficient for PIM (60 man/weeks)

++ Includes EPP where appropriate



Technical Assistance in IDA/IBRD Education Projects:

Role of UNESCO as a Supplier of Technical Assistance Services+

Proposals invited Contingent invitation UNESCO/Government Implementation of UNESCO/
STAGE by Government to proceed received agreement signed Government agreement for

from Government for provision of T.A. Services
T.A. Services

TASKS (a) Submit proposals for (a) Seek candidates Engage and brief con- Substantive and administr-
meeting objectiveo sultants, including ative backstopping

(b) Provide detailed (b) Negotiate UNESCO/ field managerMonitor and report on:
implementation Govt. agreement
schedule (a) Progress

(c) Propose solutions (b) Quality

for any unsolved 
(c) Possible adjustments

issues nwhere necessary
issues (including minor

(d) Indicate costs when adjustments in field)

requested

PERFORMED BY:

EPP Consolidate proposals Negotiate agreement Coordinate TA services

Check candidate pool Negociate project modifi-
with Bank cations, if necessary

SubDiv.++ Provide substantive Seek and contact Provide technical advice

inputs candidates Engage and brief Undertake inspection
Team Members missions

Field Manager Suggest possible adjust-
ments when needed

+ ID&/IBRD will normally exercise the following responsibilities:

(a) After project appraisal and before stage 1, to agree the form of invitation and terms of reference with the

borrower;
(b) After credit or loan signature and before stage 3, to review proposals and agree terms of technical assistance

agreement with borrower; CD

(c) Before stage 4, to provide a framework within which project implementation will be conducted.

H+ Includes EPP where appropriate
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Ms. G. Le Blanc April 3, 1973

S.J.G. Burt

Minutes of the IBRD/Unesco Technical Assistance Meeting, MardI 1973

I have only two comments:

(a) The minutes refer often to the Bank Guidelines on Technical
Assistance but are they not rather a draft document of the Education
Department, not intended to supersede the Bank Guidelines for the
Selection of Consultants.

(b) Para. 17 makes a cursory reference to the Guidelines for
the Selection of Consultants and perhaps this should be made more clear
since it indicates that the Bank retains the responsibility of approving
individual members of the team (Section 4.1), the selection process
needs to be based on a competitive process (Sections 4.3 and 7.1), and
the consultants' work is subject to Bank supervision (Section 10.1), in
addition to whatever supervision the field team may receive from its
own headquarters.

S111M



Mr. 8.J.G. Burl April 2, 1973.

G. Pnwisi

Mnutes of t e INWAIES00 Tehnical Assistance belIng

Coaents

These mimutes reflect the discussions we had with
Unesco and may help in strengthening the procedures proposed
during the meetings. I have only twe consents of substances

(a) Te minutes refer often to the Bank
Guidelines on Technical Assistance. ihat is the status of
these auidelimes? I assusm that they are still a draft
document of the Education Department and that they do not
intend to supersede the Bank Omidelines for the Selection of
Consultants. In addition, had the Gaidlines on Tdohnical
Assistance been approved and given to the staff of the
Bducation Projects Division the Guidelines for the Selection
of Consultants would still prevail in all those areas where
there is contradiction between the tvo documents.

(b) Para. 17 makes a cursory reference to the
Gaidelines for the Selection of Consultants, whereas it should
clearly remind Umse that, according to these Chidelimas,
the Bank retains the responaibility of approving individual
membors of the tea (Section 4.1), the selection process needs
to be based on a competitive proaess (Sections 4.3 and 7.1),
and the consultants' work is subject to Bank supervision
(Section 10.1), in addition to whatever supervision the field
team may receive from its own headquarters. Those references
mqg clear up possible future ambiguities.

G~aup



ASSOC;ATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT A

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bruce M. Cheek, Div. Chief (LCPED) DATE: March 19, 1973

FROM: Aurelio Cespedes, Educator (LCPED)

SUBJECT: Technical Assistance - The Forthcoing Meeting with Mr. Lourie
_______Some Comments

Following your suggestion at the staff meeting on Monday, March
12, 1973, I reviewed the documents provided on technical assistance. My
comments on Appendix 2 of the proposed agenda for the forthcoming meeting
with Mr. Lourie are:

1. It appears that one of the main concerns of Unesco and Bank
officials is how to build enough flexibility into the system of Technical
Assistance (TA), so that it could be an effective instrument to assist
our borrowers, in solving their problems in educational development. 1
share the view that this type of flexibility could be built by:

(i) leaving sufficient scope in Loan and Credit agreements
for answers to be found in the course of project imple-
mentation (para. 1 of Mr. Dunnill's memo to Mr. Calika,
November 9, 1972);

(ii) leaving, in the Loan/Credit agreement, open options for
critical decisions that should be taken by the borrower
and not by Bank/Unesco or any other agency. These
options refer to the training of the specialists (short,
mid, long-term) and the number and types of fellowships.
Of equal importance is to give due consideration to
individual vs team technical assistance.

(iii) providing a global amount of the Loan/Credit (perhaps
some 20-30% of the cost of the technical assistance)
so that the borrower can use such an amount in meet-
ing needs which might have been identified during
appraisal; and

(iv) discussing the technical assistance program in accordance
with the Bank and Unesco guidelines at an early stage
in the identification of the project (PEfs and PH~s) so
that the borrowers could start to digest such a program
long before appraisal.

2. A second problem that should be discussed with Mr. Lourie is
the managemert of technical assistance. Problems concerning the manage-
ment of TA are related either to Unesco, as executing agency, or to the
borrower.

A. Among those problems related to Uresco the following merit
some discussions.

(i) Unesco staff are not clear as to what is or is not
eligible for consideration in the context of a



Mr. Bruce 1. Cheek - 2 March 19, 1973

Bank project (para. 5(e) of Dunnill's memo of
December 19, 1972);

(ii) Unesco staff would like to have more freedom in
the decision making process; and

(iii) Unesco will need to organize a supervision program
for the UNDP/Unesco projects;

B. Problems related to the borrower:

(i) the borrower country is sometimes a passive acceptor
and needs early information and some "pushing;"

(ii) the provision of local counterparts is usually a
limiting factor for the success of TA. The need
for this provision should be discussed with the
borrower at an early stage; and

(iii) the absorptive capacity of the borrower which relates
to(B(ii)) is not usually properly assessed during
appraisal.

3. It seems to me that the problems outlined in paragraphs 1 and
2 are well covered in the revised draft agenda. for the Unesco/IBRD
meeting of Appendix II. Needless to emphasize the importance of Pre-
appraisal procedures for correcting some of the failures of the TA
system (part I). In part III (a), Loan and Credit Agreements, it would
be useful to stress during your discussion with 1Mr. Lourie the " ..
Balancing need for clarity and precision with need for flexibility. . .

4. The question of quality technical assistance, seems to be an
overall concern in the countries I have visited. I think the matter could
be discussed in connection with salaries, recruitment procedures and in-
service training courses for the continued upgrading of the "experts."
Because of this problem of quality of TA, the Colombian government suggested
to Unesco (1970) that the possibility for having qualified local educators
on the payroll of the TA program should be considered. But,
so far as I recall, no answer was given to this query. I think that some
consideration should be given to the definition of who is a "specialist, " and
again, what kind of flexibility should be built into the TA system so that
qualified local educators and administrators can be fully utilized.

ACespedbs:mp

cc: Messrs. Calika, Ballantine, Dunnill, Burt, Stewart, van Dijk, Lethem,
Thoolen, Vidalon
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NRTERNAriONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK j WNRNATIONAL FINANASOCAT VELME RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
_COP RTIO

OFFICE MEMORANDUM.
i-o; Files 

DATE: February 7, 1973
FROM: D. S. Ballantine

sUEJECT: Mission to Paris: January 28 - February 2, 1973

The purposes of this mission were:

(a) to attend the meeting of the revived ACC Sub-Committee oneducation,

(b) to discuss various matters of the IBRD/Unesco CooperativeProgram with Unesco,

(c) to meet with Mr. Poignant of the IIEP regarding theevaluation research project which has been discussedbetween the Bank and IIEP, and

(d) to discuss various matters with members of the OECD.

ACC Sub-Committee on Education

A former Sub-Committee on Education having died, apparently fromstrangulation under UN bureaucratic procedures, this meeting was thefirst step in an attempt to revive the Sub-Committee, the need for whichwas agreed by all parties. It was clear that Unesco was particularlyanxious to see the Sub-Committee revived and willing to put an effortinto it. The agenda o-1 the meeting was divided into two groups ofsubjects - those of more comprehensive and developmental scope whichwere of particular interest to the Bank and those which arose directlyout of relations between the UNDP and the specialized agencies. In thpfirst cate~nrv !2tler-agencv mis -n, - cuczi nai develop-mcnt 5tidL'egy and with these the contribution of the report of the (Faure)International Commission on Education. The second group of questions
related to matters such as the role of science and technology, training
fellowships and educational provision for refugee groups.

The substantive conclusions of the Sub-Committee are set forth inthe attached preliminary report which also recommends that the Sub-Committeeshould continue to meet about once a year, makes some suggestions forinter-sessional work and proposes also that the Office -or Inter-AgencyAffairs in Geneva act as secretary for the Sub-Committee.

Cooperative Program

With Messrs. van Vliet and Moller, I discussed the 1974 budget and
work program as it applied to the Cooperative Program and in particular,
ways in which the capabilities of the Unesco's Educational FinancingDivision could be increased. I urged that recruiting for vacant positions
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be intensified and that we also take a hard look at the manpower now

being devoted to special studies and consider whether the continuation

of the studies was still a high priority under the circumstances

following the Bank reorganization. On the first point Mr. van Vliet

was not optimistic but agreed that they would make every effort to

fill vacant posts as rapidly as possible subject only to the need to

maintain high standards of selection.

A separate meeting was held with representatives of the responsible

divisions on the special studies now under way. Mr. Naijman, who is

responsible for the teacher training study, summed up the general

position of all of the divisions with regard to the studies.

(a) They hope to complete the teacher training and curriculum
studies (less enthusiasm was shown for the programmed
instruction study).

(b) These divisions recognize that the original purpose of

the Supplementary Cooperative Program had been to widen

participation in the program by members of Unesco. They

have no objection, therefore, to substituting participation

in operational missions of the Cooperative Program for

special studies work.

(c) It must be recognized, however, that more advanced notice

of the mission schedule was needed and also that if oppor-

tunities to participate fell short of the number of manweeks

owed by them to the Cooperative Program, they uould have to

meet the shortfall from their own budgets and for this they

had no funds.

It was agreed that the first step would be to determine the status

C;f t-*'- Z Z; i ~ _ G C :ly LU J-W JA. LiLL.L. , lrdA.i kli'V I ULL w UU1J.U

submit to Mr. van Vliet:

(a) an up-to-date account of manweeks already spent on the

studies,

(b) an estimate of the manweeks needed to complete the studies,

(c) a target date on which the studies might be completed,

and

(d) a technical note on substantive questions and problems

encountered in the studies.

Mr. van Vliet would attempt to provide improved forecasts of

operational requirements of the Cooperative Program based on discussions

with the Bank. A decision would then be taken whether to abandon or

complete the three studies under way. Finally, broader discussions would

be held in the future regarding the experience of the Supplementary
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Program thus far and the best uses to which the six posts might be

put, including possible abolition of some of them.

With respect to the 1974 budget, the preliminary conclusion was
that with a modest additional use of consultants the aggregate capabi-
lity of the Educational Financing Division would roughly meet the
needs indicated by the Bank's Regional Education Project Divisions.
Mr. Moller would visit the Bank the week of February 12 to work this
out in detail with those divisions.

I also discussed with Mr. M'Bow his proposed visit to Washington
and agreed to try and ascertain a suitable date. A separate note has

been prepared on this question.

With Mr. Lourie, it was agreed that we would try to resume our
discussions on technical assistance in Washington during the first half
of March. Education Division Chiefs may wish to take note of this.

We also discussed ways in which members of the Bank's Education
Department might be involved more closely in Unesco's project identifica-
tion and sector study work. It was agreed that as a first step, we
would attempt in selected cases to join in the discussions following

the return of the mission when the major findings, conclusions and
strategy and project recommendations were being worked out.

OECD

At OECD I talked with Messrs. Gass, Kahnert and Vincent and
Ms. Wolfson. Mr. Gass indicated that with regard to the possibility
of an OECD sector review of education in Brazil, the OECD could not
undertake this operationally. He offered to place at our disposal the
guidelinps and methodology for the OECD type review. I Indicatcd t-at
if OECD could not undertake it as an operation, we would not wish to
press the matter further. He also indicated that it would not be
possible for OECD to accept non-member countries into the courses
being offered by the Education Management Center directed by
Mr. Per Dallin. He did suggest that the Bank lay out a program of what
it wished to do and then ask OECD what it could fit in, possibly from
the DAC or possibly from the Development Center. The constraints for
OECD would be first, that as already indicated, it could not directly
service non-member countries and secondly, the probler, of resources.
I stated that the Bank would expect to provide funding for any substantial
contribution to its activities.

Mr. Gass mentioned that OECD was beginning development work on its
indicators project and wondered whether the Bank would wish to take a
share of.the task, perhaps for some non-member countries of OECD. I

stated that we hope to be represented at the forthcoming seminar on
indicators in April at which time we could take a look at the idea.



OECD together with the US Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (Selma Mushkin) is planning to hold a seminar in Washington,
March 20-21, on the subject of recurrent education. If the Bank is
interested, its participation would be welcome. I indicated that we
would like to attend. Finally, I agreed to send Mr. Gass a short
note on our education research program as embodied in the Department's
work program.

IIEP

I visited Mr. Poignant at the IIEP with the expectation of discussing
the research project on evaluation which, it has been proposed, might
be conducted by IIEP. Since Mr. Poignant had not been briefed on the
project, I could only bring him up to date on the prospects of availa-
bility of funds which are (for April) possible and (for FY 1974) good.

Att.

cc: Messrs. Baum, Demuth, Burt, Cheek, van Dijk, Lethem, Stewart

DSB:jsc
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NOTE FOR THE RECORD

1. A meeting was held on 1 February 1973 to discuss the studies currently
being undertaken by various units in Unesco's Education Sector under the
Supplementary Cooperative Programme between Unesco and the World Bank. The
following participated in the discussion:

Mr. Duncan S. Ballantine, Director, Education Projects Department, IBRD

Mr. H. Dieuzeide, Director, Division of Methods, Materials and
Techniques (MM)

Mr. D. Najman, Director, Division of Training of Educational Personnel.
(TEP)

Mr. R. Ochs, Director, Division of Curricula and Structures (CUR)

Mr. W. van Vliet, Director, Educational Financing Division (EFD)

The studies currently in progress are as follows:

. Evaluation of institutions for the training of secondary school
teachers (TEP)

. Feasibility of programmed instruction (mMT)

. Establishment of curriculum development centres (CUR)

Bank views

2. Mr. Ballantine explained that the Bank had some doubt about the
relative priority of this programme of studies with respect to operational
requirements. The Bank is currently operating under a very tight budget -
whilst at the same time the pressure to expand operations in the field of
education is increasing, hence the need to use all available resources for
operational activities. Further, within the Bank all studies and research
activities are to be financed from a central research fund and a central
research committee will decide in future on all studies and activities to
be undertaken or financed by the Bank. Consequently, his own Department
was no longer free to allocate Bank resources for studies. It was, therefore,
essential that the studies being undertaken by Unesco should stay within
the limits of available staff time and that, in any case, the Bank could
not participate in the financing of travel or of contracts for consultants.
Mr. Ballantine said that at this stage he had no specific proposals to make
but that he welcomeithis opportunity to explore the position, with a view
to making the best use of the three posts which are being financed in part

by the Bank.

. .. /...

cc. Messrs. M'Bow, Knapp, Spaulding, Platt
Dieuzeide (2), Najman (2), Ochs (2), Moller, Magnen, van V15t
Ballantine, IBRD (3)

EP/369/5.2.73
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Unesco views

3. For Unesco, it was pointed out that participation in missions orga-
nized under the Cooperative Programme had occurred even before the supplement

to the programme had been signed. It was felt that such participation was

useful because the staff from other units in the Education Sector could make

an effective contribution to the Cooperative Programme and, conversely, would

benefit by familiarizing themselves with the methods of analysis used in this

programme. The supplementary agreement was designed to make this participation

more systematic. Accoraingly, each of the three Divisions concerned would be

ready to make an increased contribution to the operational activities under

the joint programme.

4. However, in order to make an effective contribution it would be

essential for them to know the requirements ahead of time. This was particu-

larly necessary since past experience showed that at one time there might be

a considerable demand for their resources whilst at other times they were

seldom invited to participate in missions organized either by EFD or by the
Bank. Since each Division head was responsible for carrying out his own
Unesco programme, often under considerable pressure, they need to know well
in advance whether requests for participation in missions would be forth-
coming. In this connection it was pointed out that cash reimbursements per

mission were not helpful because they did not allow the Divisions to cope
with an increased workload. Finally, with respect to the posts established
under the Supplementary Cooperative Programme, the cost of which would be
reimbursed by the Bank on the basis of actual services rendered, Unesco
would have to pay the deficit if a particular Division did not provide 12
man/months per year.

0. With respect to the specific studies the following general information
was provided:

(a) it was felt that the study on the evaluation of institutions for
teacher training would have to be completed in any case whether
or not the Bank would contribute to its financing;

(b) as regards the study on curriculum development centres it was
felt that such a study could make a direct contribution towards
the Cooperative Programme since, in a number of cases, Project
Identification Missions had recommended the establishment of this
kind of centre;

(c) the study on programmed instruction could not be carried out
without consultants, travel and meetings. Unesco would therefore
look elsewhere for the extra financing required. However the
Division concerned felt that it would be quite possible to pro-
duce other studies that could be of direct relevance to the
Cooperative Programme.

Conclusion

19 The following was agreed:

(a) the Division Directors concerned will prepare a brief interim
report giving the status of each of the studies presently in
progress. Their report will include a brief description of the
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scope of the study, the total amount of manpower that has been
used up until now for the study, the manpower still to be used
for completion of the study, and the expected deadline for
producing the first draft of the study;

(b) the Unesco Divisions concerned would be prepared to increase
their participation in operational activities, provided always
that they receive a reliable forecast for the demand for their
services;

(c) in the light of (a) and (b) above, consideration should be
given to the problem of how to use Unesco's manpower resources
in the most efficient manner.
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Mr. S.N. Molvor January 5, 1973

Francis J.Iathen

UOMO/FAO Cooperative Program
Soary of present operations

January

abont J. Crownier to join Unesco PIK mission from January
22 for three weeks plus two weeks (till February 23)
report writing Paria. Additional work, if any, to
be dbns in Washington. Crowner might visit Unesco
again to finalise Gabon report on his way to Snzgal
about April 23. we also wish to know when Unesco
intends to complete report.

Sibrra Leone: We don't know mission departure date. Mr. issenuma,
as agreed with Mr. Mller in Washington, would over-
lap with the mission in the field for its last two
weeks. We also wish to know when Unesco intend to
.emplete report.

February:

S$n~gall In view of difficult policy decisions required from
Govertment on basis Unesco planning mission, intend
to send WLison to Sen6gal February 5 f or one week to
discuss possible project content and prior decisions
required. Partiaipation of Magnen would be appreciated
so that both could proceed from there to Mauritania.

Mauritania: As agreed in principle Magnen and Wilson would visit
Mauritania between February 12-16 to discuss recomend-
ations of PIN report with which we agree and which
should serve as basis for Combined Preparation and
Appraisal mission to start on February 19. I hope to
join these discussions on the 13th or l4th on my way
to Nigeria negotiations.

auritania: As confirmed by you to Unesco we wish early adries on
participation of a Unesco architect and of Mr. Bour-
geois (four "Oks in field plus probably three weeks
report writing Washington, D.C.)4.. We still need 'AOII
confirmation that they are making an esdcatpr, av= le
for same mission, also up to April 6. The Itam relates
to training of extension workers to become part of a
permanent staff to help farmers in water management of
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an irrigation shmw. It aX." involves Support to the
Unevoo radio Specialist to deal with the rural aspect*
of tha edoational programs. It mw also involve
examimation of the propqats of fuamtiona literacy for
other agricultural sahem under consideration.

We have requested Mr. Lasarev (PAO) from February 19
to )brah 31 and )r. Motel (IIW) for one weak in the
field.

March

36ngal As eabled to Unes, we will need to separate the
Prmparation from the Appraisal of the propoed project.
Tentatively vo should schedle the P1W visit (hopefuly
with Basenet, AuJame as in Mr. HolleV's outline

shedule) plus an oeonomist to visit 4nftpl Mareh 26 -
April 20. Nie might also tentatively schedule partioipation
by FAO to follov-up on the cooperative aspeets of
agricultural training, but only after approval by our
agrioulture division olloguoS.

DahMS Twatatively we should sadule sDahomy PR. I promised
Warner to adviae him no later than the first week of
April, on the basis of Germanacos t visit, whether this
mission should take ple*e.

1v=r Coamtt I havg tentativw3 schedled a discussion of the Seetor
report, due in May, for awly June folloimd by a P71.
Its probability is related to that of the Sestor report
to b* immned in May.

Geinral: Uneso assounting of travvl $e~Ue

I an wondering mhether where Unaso partls,.pates in a joint
mission with us we are paying for their full subeistense
and travel costs. In vivw of the regional diviaion's
budgetary constraints it seoms logical that if in such
missions they travel aesordng to Bank regulations (with
%iOch I agree), we should be credited for the smount
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quivalent to the Uneseo r uation (tourist class
ticket plus UN Rr diem). Mease note that when Wf'.
Croanier participats6 to the Uneso PIK in Gabon ow
budget fully vigort ' the oost (and thie ia a Unoseo
aisiou).

cot Neswrs. Pouliquon, Gillette$ A. Devis, Stedkhan, hristoffermp
Huber, 0U6, TeantdA

74J 1uu1
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FOR MOLLER

AAA REQUEST TWO WEEK EXTENSION ANDERSEN VISIT FOR IRAN SUPERVISION

INCLUDING ONE WEEK REPORT WRITING WASHINGTON STOP BBB REREQUEST

ARCHITECT MAURITANIA ARRIVING FROM PARIS DIRECTLY NINETEEN FEBRUARY

SIXTEEN MARCH FIELD PLUS THREE WEEKS REPORT WRITING WASHINGTON STOP

CCC REQUEST SENIOR TECHNICAL EDUCATOR REPEAT SENIOR FIFTEEN DAYS

MAURITANIA TWENTYSIX FEBRUARY NINE MARCH REINFORCEMENT AND ASSISTING

BANK TECHNICAL EDUCATOR STOP NO REPORT WRITING NECESSARY STOP

DDD APPRECIATE RECEIVING DETAILS UNESCO/UNICEF UPPER VOLTA PRIMARY

EDUCATION PROJECT REGARDS HAPPY NEW YEAR

McIVOR
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NAMES. Noel McIvor cc: Messrs. Ballantine, Stewart,
Lethem
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